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l. 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis considers the problem of the sequential design of 
experiments from a Bayesian standpoint. Viewed as a sequential decision 
problem with a choice of experiments at each stage, the Bayes (i.e. optimal) 
sequential design procedure is constructively determined for the case when 
the number of experimentation stages is bounded. Under reasonably 
general conditions, it is shown that the Bayes sequential design procedure 
exists in the unbounded case and may be taken as the appropriate limit of 
optimal procedures in the bounded case. Also, an essentially complete 
class of sequential design procedures is characterised using generalised 
definitions of statistical sufficiency. 
The constructive theory of sequential design procedures is 
then applied to two multiple decision problems, an identification problem 
and a ranking problem. Whilst the former illustrates the power of using 
the optimal procedure, the latter reveals the formidable computational 
difficulties involved in carrying out the backward induction for a non-
trivial problem. Consequently, an alternative sequential design 
procedure is proposed, which, although based on the optimal procedure, is 
nevertheless easy to compute in most situations of interest. By modifying 
the goal of the experimenter in an appropriate fashion, it is shown that 
the alternative procedure possesses an optimality property for an 
identification problem concerning the parameters of two binomial 
populations. Finally, the results of computer simulation of the alter-
native procedure's performance in this problem and a similar problem 
concerning the parameters of two Normal populations are presented, which 
suggest that the procedure is superior to those procedures currently 
proposed for the problem. 
an appendix. 
The computer programs used are reproduced in 
2. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
l. THE SEQUENTIAL DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS : ITS ORIGINS 
The theory of sequential design of experiments is a comparatively 
recent branch of statistics, being the outgrowth of two seemingly unrelated 
fields, experimental design and sequential decision theory. The first of 
these, experimental design, arose from the need in agriculture and the 
biological sciences to analyse proposed schemes of experimentation in order 
to ensure that any statistical inference made on the outcome of such 
experimentation was, in fact, valid. For example, if it is desired to 
compare several varieties of wheat by planting one plot for each variety 
and observing the resultant yields, then the reasonable inference that the 
best variety is that one associated with the highest yield is not valid. 
It is possible that other factors such as soil fertility and moisture 
content could result in an inferior variety giving rise to a larger yield 
than that of the best variety. However, by designing the experiment so 
that all such factors are the same for each plot, or by siting the plots so 
that the effects of these factors cancel one another out, it is possible to 
make valid conclusions about the true yield of the varieties, such as 
rankings or estimates of these values etc. The theory and methodology of 
experimental design was first formulated by R.A. Fisher in the 1930's. 
Sequential decision theory, on the other hand, is a more recent 
branch of statistics, and it is from the rapid growth in research in this 
area that the mathematical problem of the sequential design of experiments 
arose. From the experimenter's point of view, a statistical sequential 
decision problem may be described as follows: the experimenter is 
interested in some phenomenon or state of nature about which he is uncertain. 
3. 
In order to increase his knowledge, he can observe the random outcome of 
an experiment (henceforth referred to as 11 taking an observation11 ) which 
may be regarded as imparting information about the unknown phenomenon. 
Furthermore, he is able to continue observations until, at some 
stage, he is satisfied that he has acquired sufficient information about 
the phenomenon for his purposes, at which point he stops taking observations. 
The sequential decision problem for the experimenter is to find a rule 
which, after each observation, tells him whether he has sufficient 
information, in which case he stops, or whether more information is 
required, in which case he takes at least one more observation; when 
stopping occurs, it must also tell him which decision to make concerning 
the phenomenon. The problem is truly sequential because the number of 
observations required is never known in advance, being determined by the 
observed outcomes as the experimentation process continues. 
Although the sequential decision problem as described above would 
seem to be a reasonable and useful problem to consider, little work 
on the problem until the late 1940's when Wald published his celebrated work 
on sequential (Wald [947)) and statistical decision theory (Wald 
(1950)) . His results opened up a vast new area of research in mathematical 
statistics, and consequently the problem of sequential of experiments 
was soon considered. This is a generalisation of the sequential decision 
problem in which, at each s of the experimentation process, the 
experimenter has available a choice of different experiments to perform. 
Thus, if he decides to take another observation 1 he must then decide which 
experiment to perform. Since some experiments are potentially more 
informative than others, a "good" choice of experiment can result in a 
large gain of information, and consequently a saving in the number of 
observations required. The experimental design process is also sequential, 
as the choice of the "best" experiment at each stage will depend on the 
outcome of the nrevious observations and experiment selections. 
4. 
2. LARGE SAMPLE THEORY AND ASYMPTOTIC CONSIDERATIONS 
The first study of the sequential design of experiments as a 
generalisation of the sequential decision problem was made by Chernoff 
{1959) , who considered the usual Wald Sequential Probability Ratio Test 
(SPRT) of two simple hypotheses as a sequential decision problem, i.e. 
when no choice of experiment is available. Writing the hypotheses as 
f vs f (1.1) 
where f is the density function of the independent and identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) observations, and f 1 and f 2 are two different known 
density functions, he showed that if the cost per observation, c., approaches 
zero, so that the expected sample size becomes large, then both the risk 
and the sample size of the procedure depend almost wholly on c and the 
Kullback-Leibler Information Numbers defined by 
I.= Jlog[f.(x)/f3 .(x)]f.(x)dx, j = 1,2, J J -J J ( l. 2) 
and are relatively insensitive to the prior probabilities of the hypotheses 
and the costs of making an incorrect decision at termination. If the true 
hypothesis were known, then in the design situation where two experiments 
e 1 and e 2 are available, it would be possible, by comparing information 
numbers, to choose the more informative experiment at each stage. Of course 
the true hypothesis or state of nature is not known. However, providing 
the sample size is large, the maximum-likelihood estimate 8 is known to be 
n 
close to the true state of nature 8, because of its well-known consistency 
property. Thus, if 8 is the set of possible states of nature, and we wish 
to test the composite hypotheses 
vs (1. 3) 
where 8 1 and 8 2 are two disjoint finite subsets of 8, then Chernoff 
proposed the following rule for choosing experiments: if n observations 
(n = 0,1, ..• ) have been taken, denote the maximum-likelihood estimate of 
8, based on the n observations, by 8 , and assume without loss of 
n 
5. 
generality that 8 E 81. 
n 
Then if experimentation is to continue, select 
the experiment e E &, a finite set of experiments, that maximises 
I(8 ) 
n 
( 1. 4) 
where e may be chosen by a probability distribution over & and 
(1. 5) 
This rule is a maximin strategy in a two-person zero-sum game in which 
Nature selects ¢ from 82 to minimise I, while the experimenter selects e 
A 
from & to maximise I, and I(8 , ¢, e) is the payoff matrix. 
n 
Chernoff 
showed that, under quite general conditions, this procedure is asymptotically 
optimal in the sense that, for each 8 E 8, the risk R(8) satisfies 
R(8) :::::: -clog c 
I ( 8) as c + 0 (1. 6) 
and that if any other procedure does better for some value of 8, it must do 
worse by an order of magnitude for some other value of 8. 
Consequently, Bessler (1960) extended Chernoff's results to the case 
where & may be infinite and the two hypotheses could be replaced by some 
finite number of hypotheses, and considered the performance of this 
procedure in several relevant examples. (Some of Bessler's results will 
be considered in Chapter 4) . Then Albert (1961) extended the results to the 
case where 8 1 and 8 2 may both be infinite sets. At this stage, however, 
it was found in many cases that 8 1 and 8 2 have a common boundary, and that 
I(8) is zero on the boundary. Investigation of this problem (see Schwarz 
(1962)) indicated that the assumption of an indifference zone would solve 
this problem; that is, 81 and 82 may be "separated" by a third region 8 3 , 
the indifference region, such that if 8 E 83, then the cost of accepting 
either hypothesis is zero. Thus Kiefer and Sacks (1963) were able to show 
that Chernoff's procedure was asymptotically optimal in the general case 
of k infinite hypotheses 81, 82, ... , 8k separated by indifference zones. 
6. 
The assumption of an indifference zone does restrict the class of 
problems to which Chernoff's procedure can be applied, but the major 
shortcoming in all the situations described above is of course the 
performance of this procedure for small or moderate sample sizes. Whilst 
large sample considerations are unquestionably of value in gaining insight 
into the problem, and asymptotic optimality is certainly a desirable 
property, it still does not follow that Chernoff's rule is effective in 
problems where the number of observations is bounded or likely to be small. 
In fact, it has been found that this rule selects relatively uninformative 
experiments in some small sample size examples. Of course, this is hardly 
surprising, for as Chernoff himself points out, his procedure " treats 
the estimate of 8 based on a few observations with as much respect as that 
based on many observations." (Chernoff (1975)). All the advantages which 
were available under large sample situations are no longer present: the 
maximum-likelihood estimate may be very different from the true value 8, 
the performance characteristics in the original problem depend strongly on 
the prior probabilities and the costs of incorrect terminal decisions, and 
hence the efficiency of any procedure based solely on information numbers 
is likely to be poor. 
It is the purpose of this thesis to reconsider the problem of the 
sequential design of experiments from a Bayesian viewpoint. Although not 
universally acceptable on philosophical grounds, the Bayesian approach does 
have a number of distinct advantages in this problem: firstly, the optimal 
solution is available (at least in principle); secondly, posterior 
probability is an effective way of combining the experimenter's initial 
knowledge and his increasing units of information; and thirdly, a prior 
probability 9istribution over the possible states of nature provides a 
reasonable criterion for deciding which experiments are more informative 
than others before any data has been observed. Indeed, quoting Chernoff 
7. 
again, "The use of the posterior probabilities in selecting (the next 
experiment) may add somewhat to the difficulty in implementing a procedure 
but seems quite sensible in attacking this problem." (Chernoff (1972)). 
Moreover, the only rule proposed so far as effective in the small sample 
case, that of Blot and Meeter (1973), is based on posterior probabilities. 
For a finite space 8 = {81, 82, ... , 8k} they propose that, after n 
observations (n = 0,1,2, ... ), the next experiment chosen is that e E & 
which maximises 
k 
I pnj I(8n' ej,e) 
j=l 
where P , denoteS the posterior probability Of 8,1 given n independent 
nJ J 
(l. 7) 
observations, and & is again finite. This is a more reasonable criterion 
than the pessimistic maximin criterion of Chernoff, as it modifies "Nature's 
strategy" or likely strategy according to the observations taken so far. 
However, it is still based on the maximum likelihood estimate, which as we 
have already mentioned is not necessarily a good estimate of 8 when the 
sample size is small. 
In Chapter 2 the results of Haggstrom (1966) are re-derived in terms 
of the Bayes statistical decision theory model. Defining a sequential 
design procedure to be a triple (j, y, ~,where j is a stopping rule, y 
is an experiment rule, and 8 is a terminal decision rule, it is shown that 
an optimal sequential design procedure exists in each of the following 
situations: (a) the number of observations available is bounded by some 
integer N, and (b) the number of observations available is unbounded. 
Here optimality is defined in terms of minimising the Bayes risk for the 
problem. Further, it is shown that the Bayes risk for the problem in (a) 
converges to the Bayes risk for the problem in (b) as the upper bound N 
increases. Because the solution of the optimal procedure in (a) is a 
constructive one, it is thus possible to construct "near-optimal" solutions 
8. 
to the general, i.e. unbounded, problem. Finally, it is shown that the 
experimenter can restrict himself to a certain class of experimental 
design procedures in his search for an optimal procedurei that is, there 
exists an essentially complete class of procedures for the sequential 
design problem. 
In Chapter 3, two examples of the optimal sequential design 
procedure are considered. The first is an identification problem 
concerning the parameters of several binomial populations, and the second 
is a ranking problem concerning the means of two normal populations. The 
second example illustrates the difficulties involved in computing the 
optimal procedure for non-trivial problems. 
Finally, Chapter 4 is devoted to the study of a myopic or One-Step-
Ahead experiment rule, that is, a rule which selects the next experiment 
as if it were the last experiment to be performed. For a modified goal, 
it is shown that this myopic rule ensures convergence of the posterior 
probability of the true parameter value to one in examples considered by 
Bessler, and that it guarantees a certain optimality criterion. Although 
it is shown that a myopic rule will not be optimal in general, the 
performance of the myopic rule in simulations of small sample size problems 
is observed to be as good or better than that of Bessler's rule. The 
examples studied are identification problems concerning the parameters of 
several binomial populations, and two normal populations. 
3. 'IWO RELATED PROBLEMS 
It is perhaps worthwhile to mention two problems involving the 
sequential design of experiments. Although not considered in this thesis, 
some of the proofs and methods used in these areas of research are similar 
to those employed in Chapter 4. Also, effective solutions in each of these 
problems are of great practical value, thus resulting in a great deal of 
research in recent years. 
9. 
(1) The Two-Armed Bandit Problem 
First proposed in Robbins (1952) , this problem relates to the choice 
of which slot machine to play in order to maximise winnings. In its 
simplest form, one is given the choice of two slot machines to play. For 
each pull on the arm of machine i, there is a constant probability of a 
payoff, p. (i = 1,2). 
. l There are two possible simple hypotheses: 
vs 
where v 1 and v 2 are two known distinct probabilities. This corresponds to 
an identification problem mentioned in the preceding section; the 
probabilities are known, but the association with the machines is not. 
(See Chapter 3 for the definition of an identification problem). After 
each observation or pull, it is possible to stay on the current machine or 
switch to the other, until N observations have been made. Assuming the 
payoff on each machine is the same, what experimental design rule maximises 
the expected total payoff after N plays? 
As a solution to this problem, Robbins proposed the Play-The-Winner 
Rule: select the first play at random, and thereafter continue on the 
current machine if a success is obtained, and switch to the other machine 
if a failure is obtained. Although this rule seems reasonable, it is not 
optimal. The optimal rule, discovered by Feldman (1962), is; play 
machine i if P(p. = max{v1 ,v2 }} is at least~, where P(·) denotes the l 
posterior probability of the hypotheses at the current stage of 
experimentation. 
From a Bayesian point of view, the above example corresponds to a 
2-point prior probability distribution on (p 1 ,p2} : p 1 and p 2 are random 
1 - g for some g, 0 :s;;; g ~ 1. Thus Pl and P2 are dependent r.v.s. For a 
general probability distribution of (p1,p2J over the range [0,1] 2 , the 
10. 
optimal procedure is not known. However, if PI and P2 are independent, 
Berry (1972) has shown that the optimal procedure will continue on the 
same machine as long as a success occurs, but it may either stay or switch 
if a failure occurs. In general, the optimal procedure is found by 
backward induction and is extremely difficult to implement. Consequently, 
Berry (1978) proposed a myopic rule based on Feldman's rule as an 
approximate solution to the general problem and showed that its performance 
is quite good when compared to the optimal procedure. This thesis 
discusses a similar problem and proposes a similar solution. 
(2) Sequential Medical Trials 
A medical trial is defined to be an experiment to choose the better 
of two or more treatments for the same disease. Thus a sequential medical 
trial involves administering the competing treatments on successive patients 
until one of the treatments is chosen to be superior. Without an 
experimental design, however, a large number of patients will be administered 
inferior treatment. Consequently, the physician faces an ethical dilemma: 
he is bound to give each patient the best treatment (in his opinion), but 
he cannot decide which is the best treatment without observing responses 
from all of them. Although an experimental design procedure will not 
provide the whole answer, a search for a "best" procedure is certainly 
justified. In recent years many solutions have been proposed. Some 
assume the existence of the so-called finite patient horizon: there are 
N patients to be treated altogether. Consequently, two-stage procedures 
have been proposed, in which n of the N patients are treated with the 
different treatments, and on the basis of that sample, the remaining N-n 
patients are given the treatment found to be best. Other rules have been 
proposed which minimise the expected number of patients who are given 
inferior treatments. Note that large sample results are of little value 
here; the physician wishes to reach a decision as soon as possible. 
11. 
A review of much of the recent work devoted to sequential medical trials 
may be found in Hoel, Sobel, and Weiss (1975) . 
12. 
CHAPTER II 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE BAYES SEQUENTIAL DESIGN PROCEDURE 
The results in this chapter were first derived by Haggstrom (1966) 
as the optimal solution of a sequential game in which the experimenter, 
stopping after a series of experiments denoted by a, receives a payoff 
Za. By considering the maximal submartingale relative to the stochastic 
process {za, Fa, aEA}, Haggstrom characterised the optimal solution of 
the game in both the truncated and nontruncated cases, and showed that the 
solution in the nontruncated case is the appropriate limit of solutions in 
the truncated case. These results are derived below as solutions to the 
obvious generalisation of a statistical sequential decision problem with 
a choice of experiments, and may be seen as corresponding to the results 
of Arrow, Blackwell and Girshick (1949) for the sequential decision 
problem. Furthermore, Haggstrom's results are extended to the case where 
the space of available experiments, &, is infinite. 
1. THE MODEL 
(1) Description Of The Problem 
The process considered is one in which experimentation is conducted 
at a potentially unbounded number of stages j = 0,1,2, ... At each 
stage j, the statistician must decide whether to continue sampling or to 
stop. If he decides to continue sampling, he must then select the 
experiment Ej+l to be performed at the (j+l)-th stage. This selection is 
determined by a randomised experiment rule. At each stage j, the 
performance of an experiment E. results in the observation of a random 
J 
variable X., whose distribution depends on the past observations 
J 
x1 , ••. , Xj-l' past experiment choices E1 , ... , Ej' and an unknown state 
13. 
of nature e. 
If the statistician decides to stop sampling, however, he must then 
take a terminal action A, chosen according to a randomised terminal 
decision rule. Upon doing so, and observing the value A = a, he incurs 
a real-valued loss L(8, a). If stopping occurs after the jth stage of 
experimentation, j = 0,1, ... , the statistician also incurs a real-valued 
sampling cost c.(8, xj, ej), whose value depends on the unknown state of 
J - -
nature e, the past observation values xj = (xl, ... , xj), and the past 
experiment choices ej Thus the total loss incurred is 
( 2 .1) 
The decision whether to stop or continue sampling is made on the 
basis of a randomised stopping rule, which determines the distribution of 
the random number of observations N. 
It is henceforth assumed that 8 E 8, X. takes values x. EX, E. 
J J J 
takes values e. E &, and the terminal decision r.v. A takes values a E A, 
J 
where the sets 8, X, & and A are all Borel sets in Euclidean spaces. 
Also, it is convenient to denote the absence of any observations by 
Note that the convention that lower case letters denote the 
values realised by the corresponding upper case r.v.s. is employed. 
Informally, the probability structure of the problem can be defined 
as follows: the sequence of population distributions Dist~Xj+ll!j, !j+l), 
j = 0,1, ... , is implied in the nature of the problem. Each such 
distribution describes the probability distribution of xj+l given the past 
b t . j . 1 . j+l o serva lons ~ and the past experlment se ectlons ~ The stopping, 
selection and terminal decision rules are chosen by the statistician. 
The stopping rule 1 = (¢ 0 , ¢ 1 , ••• ) is a sequence of functions ¢. (xj, ~j) J - -
representing the probability that experimentation ceases after the jth 
stage and observations xj and experiments ej have been observed, and is 
14. 
assumed to be independent of e and the terminal decision rule. The 
selection rule y = (Yo, Yl, ..• ) corresponds to the sequence of 
conditional distributions Dist(E.+1 1xj, Ej), each of which is determined J - -
by the conditional density y. and is assumed to be independent of 8 and 
J 
the terminal decision rule. 
o = (o 0 , o1 , ••• ) corresponds to the sequence of conditional distributions 
) , each of which is determined by the conditional density o. 
J 
and is independent of e. 
This probability structure is now formalised for the case where the 
random variables have Euclidean domains and ranges. Firstly, define the 
a-finite measure spaces 
and ( 2. 2) 
corresponding to observation and experiment r.v.s, respectively. There 
is also defined the a-finite measure space 
( 2. 3) 
where VG is a measure on 8 induced by the prior distribution G(8) of the 
state of nature e. (Note that 8 is used to denote both a random variable 
and an observed value) . , the a-finite measure spaces 
and ( 2. 4) 
are defined, where VN is a counting measure on the non-negative integers 
M = {O,l, ... ,} corresponding to the random variable N, the stopping time, 
and A is the space of terminal decisions. 
The basic sample space is thus 
00 00 
Q=GxX x& xMxA. (2.5) 
It is conveni.ent to introduce the sub a-fields (of sets in m 
n n F = B (! I E ) I 
n 
for n = 1,2, ... These a-fields satisfy the nesting relationship 
G0 C c ... CG CF C n-1 n 
15. 
( 2. 6) 
( 2. 7) 
Thus, for example, F 
n 
B(~, En) is the Borel field generated by sets of 
the form 
8 X B1 X C1 X ••• X B n 
00 
X c ( II 
n . 1 J=n+ 
00 
X) ( II 
j=n+l 
where B. E B(X) and C. E B(E) for j = 1,2, ... n. 
J J 
Define 
F 
ili) X M X A ( 2. 8) 
(2.9) 
to be the minimal a-field containing the sequence of a-fields (2.7), where 
! = (Xl, Xz, ... ) and E 1 , E2 , ••• ) denote infinite sequences of 
observation and experiment r.v.s, respectively. Finally, the a-fields 
s 
(2.10) 
U 8(8, ! 1 !• N, A) 
are defined, which the nesting relationship 
FCSCTCU (2.11) 
( 2) Density Functions: The Components Of The Sequential Design Rule 
(a) Population Densities. It is assumed that for each 8 E 8 
there is a sequence of population densities {f8 (x. I , ]+l -
. '+1 
conditional density (x. 
1
1xJ, eJ ) is non-negative, F ]+ - -
and satisfies 
(a.s. G.). 
J 
Each 
- measurable, 
(2.12) 
16. 
i.e. the distribution of X. l' given 8, depends on the past observations J+ 
. '+l ~J and the past experiments ~J only through the last experiment ej+l' 
which generates the r.v. X. 1 . This condition is a generalisation of J+ 
the "i.i.d." condition in decision theory. 
The class of population densities is determined in advance. The 
statistician's task is to determine the stopping, experiment, and terminal 
decision rules according to some optimality criterion. 
(b) The Stopping Rule. ~ = (¢o, ¢1, ... ) consists of F.-measurable 
J 
functions ¢.(xj, ej), each of which satisfies 0 ~ ¢. 1. 
J - J 
~ = (yo, Yl, ... ) consists of G.-measurable, 
J 
non-negative, conditional densities y,(e. 
1
jxj, ej), each of which 
J ]+ -
satisfies 
(d) The Terminal Decision 
l (a.s. F.) 
J 
negative, T-measurable densities oj(aj~j, ~) satisfying 
for j = 0,1, .•.. 
(a.s. F.) 
J 
(2.13) 
( 2 .14) 
is a stopping rule, y is an experiment rule, and o is a terminal decision 
rule. 
(3) Definition Of Probability Measures 
Appropriate probability measures on the cr-fie1ds G0 , F1 , ••• , G 1 , n-
F, ... , F, S, T, and U are defined using a method of Doob's described in 
n 
Gray (1968) . Firstly, define 
17. 
(2.15) 
on Go, and 
( 2 .16) 
on F1. Proceeding inductively, given the measure P on F , define 
n-1 n 
the measure 
on G , and the measure 
n 
fe,r 
( 2 .17) 
d ( n+l n+l) P x ,e 
n- -
fe,r 
I n n+l n n+l f 8 (x 1 x ,e )dP (x ,e )d]J (x 1 ) (2.18) n+ - - n- - X n+ 
fe,r 
n~l 
on Fn+l' where y_ = (y 0 , y 1 , ••• yn-l) denotes the vector of the first n 
components of the experiment rule I· Thus, for n = 1,2, ... , the 
probability spaces 
(s-2, F I p ) 
n fe ,r_n-1 
(2.19) 
are defined. By the Kolmogorov extension theorem, there is a unique 
probability space 
(2.20) 
induced by the sequence of probability spaces (2.19). Further, defining 
(2. 21) 
to denote the conditional probability P{N n I ~, ~' N ~ n}, it follows 
that the probability space 
(2.22) 
is defined by 
dPfe ,_"' ,r_(_x,_e ,n) = 1/J (xn ,en) dP (x,e) d]J (n) 
't' n - - fe I r - - N (2.23) 
18. 
By employing the terminal decision rule i' the 
probability space 
(s-2, T, (2.24) 
is defined by 
(2.25) 
Before the last measure, it is noted that the measure (2.25) 
enables computation of the risk, given 8, of the sequential design 
procedure (l, y, o . If it is assumed that the terminal loss L(8,a) is 
B (A) -measurable for all 8 and that the sampling cost C (8, xn, ~:t> is 
n -
F -measurable for each n and all 8, it follows that the total loss 
n 
( 2. 26) 
is T -measurable. If it is also assumed that both the terminal loss and 
the sampling cost are simultaneously bounded~ (usually bounded below), then 
the risk 
R(O, (~,r_,i)) = (2.27) 
is well-defined for all e, and all sequential design procedures (~, y, 0 . 
Finally, the probability space 
m, u, (2.28) 
is defined by the measure 
(2.29) 
If it is also assumed that L(8,a) is 8(8)-measurable for all a, and 
n n B n n 
en (8, ~. , ::, ) is (8) -measurable for each n and all (~ , ~ ) , then the 
total loss (2.26) is also U-measurable, and the risk 
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r(G, (.T_,y_,§_)) (2. 30) 
is well-defined for all prior distributions G and all procedures 
(P._, y_, 0) • 
Writing the non-negative, F -measurable density function associated 
n 
with the measure Pf n-1 e ,y_ as 
f n n n-1(~ '~) 
e, y_ 
n = 1,2, ... , then the Bayes risk (2.30) may be written as 
r(G,(P._,y_,§_)) = EG{R(8,(P._,y_,§_))} 
JR(8, (P._,y_,§_))df.JG(8) 
(X) 
J f f nn[ nn nn] 1jJ (x ,e ) L(8 ,cS (x ,e ) ) + C (8 ,x ,e ) . n-- n-- n --I n=l 
n n f 1 (x ,e )df.JG(8)df.JE(ed ... df.JE(e )df.l (xd ... df.l (x ) n- - - n x X n e ,r_ 
where cS (xn, en) is defined implicitly by 
n-
J L(8,a)on(al~n,~n)df.JA(a) 
A 
(2. 31) 
( 2. 32) 
(2. 33) 
and the order of integration has been rearranged using the Fubini-Tonnelli 
theorem (see e.g. Kingman and Taylor (1966), p.l44), the appropriate 
measurability condition being assumed above. This may be compared with 
the expression for the Bayes risk in the usual sequential decision problem 
(see, e.g. Ferguson (1967) pp.3l3-314, equations (7.7) and (7.8), or 
deGroot (1970) p.275, equation (1)). 
2. BAYES SEQUENTIAL DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR THE TRUNCATED PROBLEM 
The choice of the sequential design procedure by the statistician 
is made on the basis of some optimality criterion; that is, the procedure 
chosen is better in some sense than any other procedure on average. The 
20. 
optimality criterion used in this chapter is that of minimising the Bayes 
risk. Thus, the sequential design procedure <1*, y*, §_*) is said to be 
Bayes for the sequential design problem with respect to the prior 
distribution G if 
r(G, (1!._* /1...* ,§_*)) r(G,(1,y,~) for all sequential design ( 2. 34) 
procedures <1,y,§_) 
It is said to be 
r(G,(,!*,y*,§_*)) ~r(G,(1,y,~) + E for all sequential design (2.35) 
procedures <1,y,o 
In general, if no Bayes procedure exists, an £-Bayes procedure may be 
considered optimal. In this section, it is shown that a Bayes, or 
possibly £-Bayes, procedure exists for the problem truncated after J 
observations, i.e. the class of stopping rules is restricted to those 
rules 1 that satisfy 
(2.36) 
In this situation the statistician is permitted to stop after any s of 
th 
experimentation 0,1 1 ••• up to the J stage, but he must do so no later 
th than the J stage. 
The existence of a sequential design procedure for the 
truncated problem with respect to some prior distribution G is shown in 
three stages: firstly, given any stopping rule 1 and any experiment rule y, 
there is a terminal decision rule o* such that the risk of procedure 
c,:t, y, i*l is no greater than that of procedure <1, y, §_) for any terminal 
decision rule §_; secondly, given any experiment rule there is a 
stopping rule ¢* (whose structure depends on Il such that the risk of 
(¢*; Y, · O*) is no greater than that of <1, o*) for any stopping rule 1, 
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where! and 1* both satisfy the truncation condition (2.36); and thirdly, 
there is an experiment rule y* (whose structure depends on !*) such that 
the risk of <!*, y*, ~*) is no greater than that of <!*, o*) for any 
experiment rule y. Moreover, the rules 1*, r_* and o* are all defined 
constructively. 
(1) The Optimal Terminal Decision Rule 
It will be assumed henceforth that the distribution G(8) 
possesses a density function g(8): thus the basic probability space 
corresponding to (2.3) is defined by the measure V(8), where 
d11 ( 8) :::: a ( 8) dV ( 8) • ~-'G -
Define the density function of (~n, En), unconditional on 8, by 
n n I n n 0 0 f n-1 (~ ,~ ) = f n-1 (~ ~~ ) g( ) dV ( ) 
G,y 8 e.,y 
and hence the posterior density of e, given that n n (~ I ~ ) I 
(2.37) 
( 2. 38) 
(2.39) 
for n = 1., 2, • • • • Then the Bayes decision rule o*(xn, e_n) for the fixed 
n-
sample size problem based on (~n, ~n), which minimises 
I J I [L{O,on(~n,~n)) 
xn El>n e 
n n J + c (0 ,x ,e ) 
n - -
X f 
n 
n n n-l(~ ,~ )g(O)dV(8) IT 
e ,y i=l 
d]J (e.) 
l. 
I I 
X f 
G 
n n n 
x ,~ )) + c {O,x 
n -
n 
n n 
1 X ·~ ) IT 
i=l 
d]J (e.) 
l. 
n 
IT dll (x.) 
J 
n 
IT dll (x.) 
J 
* 
(2. 40) 
is equivalent to the decision rule which minimises the expected posterior 
*see footnote, next page 
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loss, i.e. 
J 
~ n n I n n 8 L(8,un(~, ~ ))g(8 ~, e )d\!() ( 2. 41) 
8 
n n E xn X (;>n. for each (~ , ~ ) l<1 Thus it may be taken as a definition of the 
Bayes decision rule that it is the rule which minimises the expected 
posterior loss. Moreover, the Bayes decision rule is independent of the 
n-1 
experiment rule y 
Theorem 2.1. Let o*(xn, ~n) be a Bayes decision rule for the fixed 
n-
n n n n 
sample size problem based on (! , ~ ) = (~ , ~ ) , chosen according to the 
n-1 
experiment rule y = (Yo,Ylt· .. Yn-l) · Then for any stopping rule ~ 
and any such experiment rule y = (YotYlt••• y I ••• ) r(G,(¢, y, o)) is 
- n-1 - -
minimised by r(G, (¢, Y._, o*)), where o* = (8 0 *, o 1 *, o 2 *, ... ). 
Proof: From the definition of the Bayes risk r(G, <1, y, ~)) in (2,32), 
it follows that (2. 32) is minimised over ~by choosing each component o 
n 
to minimise 
n n 
n n 
X f n-1 (~ , ~ ) g (e) d\! (e) II dlJ (e.) II 
i=l 
dj.l(X.) 
l 
(2.42) 
e ,y_ i=l l 
, n = 1,2, Since W (xn, _en) is not a function of 8, however, this 
n-
expression is also minimised by choosing each o to minimise (2.41) for 
n 
n n 
each (~ , ~ ) 1 n = 1,2, . . . . D 
Footnote: *Henceforth the suffices E and X are dropped from the appropriate 
measures. 
Note: This result holds for all stopping rules~' i.e. it holds for 
both the truncated and the nontruncated problem. 
Remark: Although the result of Theorem 2.1 is hardly surprising, it is 
worth noting that in the experimental design situation, the optimal choice 
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of i is not only independent of ~ but also independent of y, the 
experiment rule. Roughly speaking, this is because o is independent of 
~andy functionally and the choice of o* depends on c~n, en) through the 
posterior I n n g(8 ~ ' ~ ) . From the defining equations (2.31), (2.38) 
and (2.39), however, it may be seen that g(8lxn, en) is independent of y, 
for any n. 
In this section the notation of Ferguson (1967) Section 7.2, 
appropriately modified, is used to construct the optimal stopping rule 
J* ¢ for the problem truncated after J observations. Denote the minimum 
conditional ) 1 by 
(2.43) 
j 0 11, ... It is assumed that each p, is integrable. The minimum 
J 
conditional expected loss plus cost of stopping after j observations 
xj , ~j) is denoted by U. ( g . ) : 
J J 
u. (g.) 
J J 
inf J[L(8,a) + c,(8, ,ej)}g(8lxj,ej)d\!(8} 
aEA J - - - --
8 
p j ( g j ) + J c j ( 8 I-- I e j ) g ( e I ~j I ~j ) d\! ( e ) 
8 
(2. 44} 
Both and P. are functions of xj, ~j), but it is notationally convenient 
J 
not to show this. 
g. l(X. ]- J 
fy (x., 
. 1 J ]-
Similarly, the notation 
j-1 
g(8!x , X., e 
- J -
j j-1 (~ ,_ 
G,r_ 
J I j-1 I j-1 j-1 f 8 (xj ~ , __ lYj-l (ej ~ ,~ ) 
8 
is used, 
function 
= I j-1 I j-1 j-1 fG (X , X 1 ) • y , l ( e . X 1 e ) J - - J- J -
where g. 1 (X,,E.) denotes the posterior probability J- J J 
j-1 -1 j-1 j-1 
conditional on (~ ) = (,! ,~ ) and the 
density 
j jl r.v.s. (X.,E.), f . 1 (x ,e q) denotes the joint density function of J J J- - - -
. y 
(,!J, ) unconditional on 8, defined by (2.38), and (similarly) 
f {x,,e.lg. 1 ) denotes the conditional density of (x., ) given yj-1 J J J- J 
24. 
(2.45) 
j-1 -1 j-1 j-1 (X ) (~ ,~ ) , 1.illCOnditional on e. The second equality shows 
that this density is the product of two densities, the jth component of 
the experiment rule y, and the conditional density of x, given 
J 
,~-l, ) , unconditional on e. Viewed in this way, 
I I j-1 f (x.,e. g. 1) is seen to correspond to the density fG(x. x ) in the yj-1 J J J- J -
sequential decision problem (see e.g. equation (7.12), Ferguson {1967)), 
being the product of this density with the experiment density y. 
J-1 
The optimal stopping rule tJ* for the sequential design problem 
truncated after J observations may now be described. Suppose the 
J-1 J-1 {~ ,~ ) . statistician has taken J- 1 observations 1 J-1 ,~ ) 
he stops sampling without observing (X ,E ) , his loss plus cost is 
J J 
If he observes (XJ,EJ), where EJ is chosen by the J-th 
If 
component of his experiment rule yJ-l' then his expected loss plus cost is 
J* Thus the component ~J-l of the optimal Bayes stopping rule is 
J* J-1 J-1 
<PJ-1 (~ ,~ ) any 
0 
if 
if > 
( 2. 46) 
(2. 47) 
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Therefore, the minimum conditional Bayes risk, 
J-1 J-1 J-1 
,E ) == (~ ,.E:_ ) and based on the last component y J-l of an 
J-1 
rule :y_ == {Y 0 , y 1 , ••• y J-l) for the truncated problem, 
v J-1 
1) 
is defined by 
( 2. 48) 
<r.J-1) 
VJ-l (gJ_1) may be thought of as the risk of the optimal continuation at 
the (J- 1} -t..'l stage, based on , and is FJ_ 1-measurable. 
Note that 
(yJ-1) 
is a function of :y_J-l only its last component v-J-1 
Moving back now to the - 2) -th , the risk incurred from 
stopping and choosing a terminal decision based on 
If the statistician observes 
the r.v. XJ-l by an experiment eJ-l' according to 
the second-to-last YJ_2 of his experiment rule , however, 
his expected risk is 
1 I (2.49) 
defined ana1agous1y to (2. The minimum conditional Bayes risk, 
J-2 J-2 J-2 J-2 X 1! ) == (~ ,.E:_ ) , and based on (the last two components of) the 
J-1 
experiment rule :y_ , is 
[gJ-2(XJ-l'EJ-l)J IFJ_J} 
( 2. 50) 
J-1 ( J-1) 
Proceeding inductively, the v<:r ) 's may be defined as V Y = u and j J J 
{ 
(:y_J-1) ll 
Ey v. [g. 1 <x. ,E.>J IF. 1 rr j-1 J J- J J J- JJ 
(2.51) 
for j = J, J- 1, •.. , 1. The components of the stopping rule 
J* J* J* . 
= (~o , ~1 , ••• , ~J) are def~ned 
1 if u. l(g, 1) J- J-
26. 
J* j-1 j-1 { 
( J-1) } 
< Ey v. y [g. 1 (X. 'E . )] I F. 1 
. J J- J J J-]-1 
<Pj-1 (~ '~ ) 
any if 
0 if > (2.52) 
J* J J for j = J, J - 1, ... , 1, and ¢ ( x , e ) - 1. 
J - - The following theorem is 
thus proved: 
J-1 
Theorem 2.2. Based on the prior density g ( e) , v~Y ) (g) is the total 
J* J* J* ¢J*) risk of the stopping rule 1 = ( ¢0 ' ¢1 ' ... ' based on the J 
experiment rule J-1 r. 
' 
for the sequential design problem truncated after J 
observations. Furthermore, for j = J- 1, J- 2, •.. , 1, having observed 
. . . . (YJ-1) (~J,~J) = (~J,~J), the risk from the optimal continuation is v.- (g.), 
J J 
j j 
where g. is ·the posterior density based on (~ ,~ ) . 
J 
Theorem 2.3. J-1 For any given sampling rule y for the problem truncated 
after J observations, where J is some non-negative integer, the stopping 
rule ¢J* = (¢~*, ¢~*, ... , ¢~*) is optimal for the sequential design 
problem truncated after J observations with respect to the prior 
distribution G, in the sense that 
(2.53) 
satisfying (2.36) 
J* * * * where~ = (o 0 , 81 , ... , oJ) is a vector comprising the first J+l 
components of o*. 
Proof: This follows from Theorem 3.2 of Chow, Robbins and Siegmund (1971), 
p.50. D 
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Remark: Although the construction of the optimal stopping rule ~J* 
J-1 depends on the particular experiment rule y employed by the statistician, 
it is nevertheless of the same form for any experiment rule. Therefore, 
if the choice of experimentation (possibly randomised) is determined in 
sJ* J* 
advance, the sequential rules u and 1 are optimal for the truncated 
problem. In particular, if specifies that the same experiment is to 
b f d t h t th (-~J*, _sJ*) · th 11 k e per orme a eac s age, en ~ u ~s e we - nown Bayes 
sequential decision rule for the sequential decision problem truncated 
after J observations (see e.g. Ferguson (1967) Theorem 2, p.317). 
(3) The Optimal Experiment Rule 
(J-1)* In order to construct the optimal experiment rule y for the 
problem truncated after J observations, the following lemma is needed. 
Lemma 2.1. Let X ( EX) and Y ( E Y) be, respectively, a random variable and 
a random vector, and denote F = B(X) and F = B(X, Y) • 
X 
Let F(x) be any 
distribution function of X, and let g(x,y) be any F-measurable integrable 
function such that g(x,y) is FX-measurable for any y E Y. 
y E Y, if 
then 
M (y) g 
ess inf 
xEX {g(x,y)} 
M g ( y) < f g ( x, y) dF ( x) 
X 
for all distribution functions F. 
Proof: For any y E Y, the defini.tion of M (y) implies that g 
M (y) < g(x,y) g 
which implies 
M (y} - g(x,y) < 0 g 
Then for any 
( 2. 54} 
( 2. 55) 
and hence 
i.e. 
J(Mg(y) - g(x 1 y) )dF(x) ~ 0 
X 
Mg(y) ~ Jg(x 1 y)dF(x) 
X 
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for any distribution function F(x) of X. 0 
Let&* be the set of all probability density functions of the r.v. E 
which are positive-valued on at most a countable subset of &: if & is 
countable it may be chosen as the subset itself. Then it is shown below 
that an optimal Bayes (or £-Bayes) experiment rule l(J-l)* exists for the 
problem truncated after J observations in the sense that 
J* (J-1)* sJ*)) ~ J* J-1 sJ*)) 
r(G, (f_ I r I u """"r(GI (P._ , r , u 
. J-1 for all exper1ment rules l = (y 0 , y 1 , ••• , y 1 ), each of whose J-
components Y. satisfies (2.13) and belongs to&* 
J 
Let 
J-1 J-1 
M J-1 (~ ,::_ ) 
v<r ) 
J 
ess in£ 
eJ E& 
I J-1 J X f ( XJ X , e ) d]J ( X ) G - - J 
(2.56) 
(2.57) 
where G 
J-1 I 
J-1 J 
was defined in (2.6), f (xJ x ,e ) was defined in (2.45) 1 and G -
(YJ-1) 
v-
J 
J-1 UJ for all experiment rules Y . 
M ( J-1 J-1) 
J-1 ~ ,::_ 
v<r ) 
J 
Then by Lemma 2 • 1 
( 2. 58) 
(where the RHS is the expected loss plus cost of observing (XJ,E} with 
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EJ chosen according to yJ-l defined in (2.46)), for all experiment 
densities yJ-l E &* satisfying (2.13). J J Since L(8,a) and CJ(O, ~ ,~) 
are bounded below for all values of their respective arguments, it 
follows from Lemma J-1 J-1 J-1 J-1 2.lthatM (x ,e );;t-ooforall(~ ,~) (YJ-1) -
and that either VJ-
or, for some € > 0, 
J-1 J-1 
M J-1 (~ ~~ ) 
v<Y. ) 
J 
for at least 
one value of E& 
J-1 J-1 
M J-1 (~ ~~ ) + E 
v<Y. ) 
J 
for at least 
one value of eJ E & . 
(J-1) * Thus, the last component of the optimal experiment rule y_ is the 
conditional density function (in fact a probability mass function) 
<J-1)* I J-1 J-1 YJ-l (eJ ~ ,~ ) which assigns equal probability to each eJ E & 
(2.59) 
(2.60) 
satisfying (2.59), or failing that, to each E & satisfying (2.60) for 
some € > 0. 
It follows that each component of l(J-l)* may be defined inductively 
in a fashion similar to the definition of 1J* (J-1) * (J-1) * given YJ-1 ' YJ-2 , 
(J-1) * y. , define 
J 
..... , 
M ( J-1) 
vY 
-1 j-1 ess in£ { (y_J-l) [ ] 1 } 
,_e ) = E@ E V. g. 1 (X.,e.) G. l e. ~ J J- J J J-
J 
j 
for any experiment 
(J-1)* (J-1)* 
yj , ... , YJ-1 I 
J - j components. 
J-1 
rule y_ whose last J- j 
J-1 
as v ~I ) depends on 
J 
Then by Lemma 2.1 
components are 
only through its last 
(2.61) 
j-1 j-1 
M J-1 (~ ~~ ) 
v~l > 
J 
{ 
~1 } 
EY v~l >[g. 1 cx.,E.)] IF. 1 . J J- J J J-J-l 
(where the RHS appears in ( 2. 51))' for all experiment densities y j-1 
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( 2. 62) 
satisfying (2.13), and M ( J-1 -
j-1 j-1 j-1 ,~ ) :j. - co for all (~ ,~ ) by 
virtue of Lemma 2.1 and 
v<r } 
j (YJ-1) 
definition of V-the j Then the j th 
component of y{J-l)* is the conditional probability function 
(J-1) * I j-1 j-1 Y. 1 (e. x ,e ) which J- J - - equal probability to each e E & j 
attaining the (essential) infimum in (2.61) (or "E-attaining" it). 
Theorem 2 . 4 . If the (essential) infimum in (2.61) is attained for each 
j (J-1)* J, J- 1, ... , 1, then y (J-1}* (J-1)* (J-1)* (Yo , Y1 , ... , YJ-l ) is the 
Bayes experiment rule for the problem truncated after J observations with 
respect to the prior distribution G in the sense that 
J* (J-1)* J* J* J-1 J* 
r(G, (_t,y ,o ))~r(G, (_t,y ,i, )) (2.63) 
J-1 for all experiment rules r for the truncated problem each of whose 
components Y. satisfies (2.13) and belongs to&*. If at least one of the 
J 
(J-1}* (essential) infimums is not attained, then y is E-Bayes in the sense 
that 
(2.64) 
In particular, (2.59) is true whenever & is finite. 
Proof: This follows from Theorem 4.1 of Haggstrom (1966): in Appendix Al, 
his results are extended to the case when & is countable. D 
Remarks: 
ess inf 
tET 
1. Given a class of r.v.s. {yt' t E T}, it is well-known that 
b t k inf h . abl ub f may e a en as E y w ere C ~s some count e s set o T. 
t c t 
Therefore, the countable subset of & on which &* is defined may be taken 
31. 
J 
as u &. , where &. is j=l J J the countable subset of & along which the ess. in£. 
in (2.61) is attained; d h (J-l)* E ~*, ' 0 1 1 ' an ence y . lh J = , , ... , J - 1 l..S 
J 
assured. 
2. (J-1)* The definition of the components Y. is not clear if the 
J 
set of 's (£ -1 attaining the ess. inf. in (2.61) is infinite. However, 
(J-1)* y, is defined to give each such e. an equal probability of being 
J J 
chosen, i.e. it is unbiased in the sense that a fair die is unbiased. 
From the Bayesian point of view, however, any of the competing e.'s will 
J 
(J-1)* do, and so a y. with positive mass on at most a finite set is 
J 
acceptable.* 
3. (J-1) * The interpretation of the optimal experiment rule y is 
the same as the well-known result concerning the Bayes terminal decision 
J* 
rule §_ ; that the statistician may restrict himself to rules y, that are 
J 
degenerate at a single point, provided that each such y, is G.-measurable. 
J J 
Theorems 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4 thus give rise to the principal result 
in this section: 
Theorem 2.5. J* (J-1)* J* The sequential design procedure (2_ , r I ~ ) is (£ -) 
Bayes for the sequential design problem truncated after J observations 
with respect to the prior distribution G, in the sense that 
. . l d . ( ,+. J J -l l' J) b d th for all sequentl..a esJ..gn procedures L 1 r I ~ ase on e same 
J-1 
sequential design problem (and each component y, of y belongs to 
J -
&* . 
, J 0,1, ... , J-1). 
( 2. 65) 
*The comments of deGroot (1970), pp.l28-l30, concerning decision rules are 
relevant here. 
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3. BAYES SEQUENTIAL DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR THE NON-TRUNCATED PROBLEM 
If the restriction that at most J observations may be taken is 
removed from the problem, then it is no longer possible to generate the 
optimal stopping and experiment rules by the method of backward induction 
used in Section 2. (Recall that the terminal decision component o* was 
shown to be Bayes for the non-truncated problem in Theorem 2.1). It must 
be shown that a} an optimal stopping rule and an optimal experiment rule 
exist in the non-truncated case, and, b) that the solution to the non-
truncated problem may be approximated by the solution to the problem 
truncated after J observations, for successively larger values of J. 
(1) Rule And An 
The Non~truncated Problem 
The existence of an optimal stopping rule for the non-truncated 
problem for any fixed experiment rule L may be shown in an analogous 
fashion to the proof for the non-truncated sequential decision problem; 
see Chow, Robbins and Siegmund (1971) .. Theorem 4.4, p.69. However, 
Haggstrom (1966), Theorem 4.3, shows the existence of both an optimal 
stopping rule and an optimal experiment rule for the non-truncated problem 
. d d th 1' t c ( e n n) . f. prov1 e e samp 1ng cos . , x , e sat1s 1es 
n 
lim 
n~ c n 
+ 00 I for all values of 
the arguments 
( 2. 66) 
Again, Haggstromts result is extended to the case where ~is countable in 
Appendix Al. 
Roughly speaking, an optimal stopping rule may fail to exist 
because, along the path of experimentation dictated by the experiment rule, 
the risk U. Cg .l decreases with j, and so it is optimal not to stop at any 
J J 
stage, As an infinite number of observations is undesirable (and 
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impossible!) in practice, it is usual to restrict the class of stopping 
rules ! to those rules whose associated stopping times N (see (2.4) and 
(2.21)) are finite (a.s. S) i and hence no rule can be optimal. If, 
however, the sampling cost increases monotonically to + 00 , it is possible 
to ensure that an optimal ! exists. Moreover, since C + + oo for all 
n 
(8, ~n, ~n), it follows that no experiment rule can give rise to an 
"infinite" stopping time, and so the existence of an optimal experiment 
rule is also guaranteed. 
Consequently, for any experiment rule, the optimal stopping rule 
in the non-truncated problem will have a finite risk and give rise to a 
stopping time with finite expectation. These properties will be used in 
the next section. 
(2) Approximating The Solution To The Non-truncated Problem By 
Solutions To The Truncated Problem 
In this section it is shown that the solution to the non-truncated 
sequential design problem is the limit, as J + 00 , of solutions to the 
sequential design problem truncated after J observations. Consequently, 
it is possible to construct a solution to the non-truncated problem which 
is arbitrarily close to the optimal solution. 
Consider the stopping time N associated with a stopping rule 1 for 
the non-truncated problem. Then it follows from the definition of a 
stopping rule that, for any experiment rule y, 
l (2.67) 
and 
{N n} E F for n (2.68) 
n 
where {N = n} is an abbreviation for { (~t, ~t) : N = n} . Furthermore, the 
n 
events {N ~ n} = . U {N = i} and {N > n} = {N ~ n} c are also F -measurable 1=0 n 
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events, for each n. Note that these events depend on the sequence of 
population densities and experiment densities. In what follows, the 
experiment rule is taken to be the optimal rule y*. 
Given the optimal procedure (~*, y*, ~*) for the (non-
truncated) problem, with associated stopping time N*, and some positive 
integer n, let N* be the truncated stopping time defined by 
n 
{N* 
n 
{N* 
n 
j} {N* 
n} {N* 
j}, j = 0,1, ... , n- 1 
n} = {N* n} U {N* n} (2.69) 
i.e. N* agrees with N* through the first n- 1 observations, but it ensures 
n 
that experimentation ceases after the nth observation, if it has not 
ceased earlier, regardless of whether N* specifies that further observations 
should be taken. The stopping rule ¢* defined by N* is clearly a stopping 
--n n 
rule for the problem truncated after n observations, i.e. it satisfies 
( 2. 36) for J == n. . '1 1 * ( * * * S1m1 ar y, y n-l = y 0 , y 1 , ••• , y n-l) denotes the 
vector of the first n components of y*, and * (also written on* previously) 
denotes the vector of the first n + 1 components of o*. 
Theorem 2.6. For n = 1,2, ... , define 
If 
Proof: 
f pn [gn (?£n •!:..n)] 
{N* > n} 
O, then 
lim * * * ) n~ r(G, (~, Yn-1' 
n n 
n n 
y* (?£ t!:..) rr d~(e,) rr d~(x.) 
~~-l i=l l J 
( (,t,* * s:*>> r G, ;t:. , y u 
For any stopping time N, any j and any j-dimensional 
(2.70) 
( 2. 71) 
experiment rule 
-l = (y 0 , y 1 , ••• , Yj-l), where each Yi is Gi-measurable 
and satisfies (2.13), define 
where 
f } 
n n 
IT d~(e.) IT d~(x.) 1 
i=l l j=l J 
[g/~j~.~?)] = Jcj(8,~j'- )g(8l~j,~j)dV(8) 
0 
(see ( 2. 44) ) • Then it follows that 
* * * r(G, (5/?_ ,y_ & )) 
written as 
t~.* * s* r(G, ('+' , Y 1 , u )) = --n --n- -n 
T ( * * ) . N ,y. 1 J -J-
n 
lim 
n~ 
I (Nn*' y~ 1) • 
-J-
n 
I T.(N*,y: 1) j=l J J-
(cp* * o*> ln-1' -'-fl I --n may be 
From the definition of N*, however, it follows from (2.69) that 
n 
* * T. (N I y. l) J n -J- T. (N*, y~ 1) for j J J- 1, 2 , ... , n - l , and 
* * T (N I y 1) n n --n- (N*, y* ) + Q + R --n-1 n n 
where Q is defined 
11 
(2.70) and 
R 
n J {N* > n} 
n n 
n n (x ,e ) IT d~(e,) IT d~(x.) 
i=l l j=1 J 
Combining the above equations, it follows that 
n 
r(G, (m* I y* l,o*) = 
""'n --n- n I T, (N* 1 v* ) + Q + R J ..L.j-1 n n 
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(2. 72) 
( 2. 73) 
(2. 74) 
(2. 75) 
( 2. 76) 
(2.77) 
( 2. 78) 
Since 5/?_* gives rise to a finite risk for ally_ andy* in particular, 
N* N* 
however, it follows that Efe~9?_*,l_*{cN*[gN*(! ,~ )] } is finite, and hence 
R + 0 as n + oo. 
n 
Therefore, if Q + 0 as n + 00 , the result follows from 
n 
(2. 74) and (2. 78). D 
ensure that Q + 0 as n + oo : 
n 
l. n n There exists a K such that, for all (~ ~~ ) 
2. 
all n = l, 2 , ..• , 
lim { [ n n J} 
n-+oo EG f Y* p g (~ ,:§_ ) , 0 ,_ n n 
o. 
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{N* > n} and for 
(2.79) 
( 2. 80) 
Proof: If l. is correct, then it follows from the definition of Q that 
n 
lim Q c:: lim nK 
"""" P (N* > n) n-+oo n n-+oo 0 
If 2. is correct, note that for each n = 1,2, ••. , 
I + I .p [g [ J {N*~n} {N* > n} n n 
= P + Q , say 
n n 
Clearly Pn and Qn are both non-negative, and so 
and the result follows from (2.80). 
n n ] 
X ~~ ) 
Co roll 2.6.2. If either condition 1. or condition 2. of Corollary 
2.6.1. is satisfied, then 
lim r(G, (.P_n*, _y (n-1) *, ~n*)) 
n-+oo 
r(G, (.P_*, y_* o*)) 
( 2. 81) 
(2.82) 
( 2. 83) 
0 
( 2. 84) 
Proof: The truncated rules ~, ~-l and~ are respectively, a stopping 
rule, an experiment rule, and a terminal decision rule for the problem 
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truncated after n observations. Thus, from the optimality property of 
n* (n-1) * n* (.:/:_ , Y. , i ) stated in (2.61), and the optimality property of 
* * * (.:/:_, r_, o ) , it follows that 
* * * 
r(G, (1!_, y_, ~ )) r(G, (.1:_n: Y.(n-1): in*)) ~ r(G, (<jl~, y~-1' 8~)) 
for all n = 1, 2 , . . . • ( 2. 85) 
The result (2.84) then follows from Corollary 2.6.1 and Theorem 2.6. 0 
4. AN ESSENTIALLY COMPLETE CLASS OF PROCEDURES FOR THE SEQUENTIAL 
DESIGN PROBLEM 
Although the existence of an optimal procedure for the non-truncated 
case has been shown, and the optimal procedure for the truncated case has 
been defined constructively, it is nevertheless of great benefit to the 
statistician if he can restrict the class of all sequential design 
procedures (.:/:_, r_, 8 1 denoted as P, to some subclass P0 which contains the 
optimal Bayes (or E-Bayes) procedure. If the class P0 is easily 
identified in some sense, then the optimal procedure is more easily 
characterised, and hence more easily determined. The results of this 
section, which are based on the work of Gray (1968), show that P0 may be 
taken as the class of all procedures <!, r_, i> whose components are based 
on certain sufficient statistics of the arguments (Xn, En) for each n, 
where the usual definition of sufficiency is appropriately modified. 
Let P denote the class of all sequential design procedures 
<1*' Y* I o*) for the problem based on the prior distribution G, where the 
components of r_* are restricted to the class ~* defined previously. 
Given any two procedures ( ! 1 , r_1 , i 1 ) and ( .12 , Y.z , ) , both in P, 
R(8, (<b, Llt it)}~ R(8, <!zr Y.z, iz}) for all 8 E e ( 2. 86) 
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where the risk function R was defined in (2.27). A class of sequential 
design procedures P0 , P° C P, is said to be essentially complete if, given 
any procedure (t, y_, §_) E P not in P0 , there exists a rule (t0 , y_0 , 8°) EP 
which is as good as (t, y_, §_) • 
It follows that if (11 , y_1 , §_1 ) is as good as (~, 12• ~),then 
(2.87) 
distributions G 
and hence a Bayes or E-Bayes procedure may be found by considering the 
class of procedures P0 only. 
(1) Concepts of Sufficiency 
A statistic T. based on (Xj, Ej) is defined as an F.-measurable 
J J 
function which maps Xj X fuj into a Euclidean space. A sequence of 
statistics {T.} where each T. is based on (!j, !j) , is said to be 
J J 
parameter sufficient (PARS) if, for j = 0,1, ... , for all experiment rules 
y_ and all sets F. E 
J 
F., there exists a version of P f (F .j t.) that is 
J e·Y J J 
independent of e. PARS may be characterised by the following version of 
the Neyman factorisation theorem: 
Theorem 2.7. The sequence {T.} is PARS if and only if, for each 
J 
n = 1,2, ... , there exists a non-negative B(T )-measurable function 
n 
qe n-l(tn) and a non-negative Fn-measurable function h n-l(~n, en) such 
'y y 
that 
f n en) e n-1 (~ I 
'y 
[ ( n n)] h ( n en) qe n-1 Tn ·~ ' ~ n-1 ~ ' 
'y y_ 
(a.s. F ) 
n 
The sequence {T.} is PARS if and only if, for each 
J 
Corollary 2. 7. 1. 
( 2. 88) 
n = 1,2, ... , there exists a non-negative B(Tn)-measurable function q 8 (tn) 
and a non-negative , F -measurable function h(~n, en) such that 
n 
39. 
n 
IT ( I j-1 ej) j=l fe Xj ~ 1 (a.s. F). n ( 2. 89) 
(Unless stated otherwise, the proofs of all results given in this section 
may be found in Gray (1968)). 
The PARS of a sequence {T,} defined above is sufficient to show 
J 
that {Tj} is sequentially PARS, i.e. Diste,~,y(XN, ~N~TN, N) is 
independent of e for all ~andy. Formally, 
Theorem 2.8. If {T.} is PARS, then for all ¢, y and all F E F , there 
J - - n n 
exist versions ofPf ,.h {FIt I N=n} andPf ..hy o{F It, N~n} that are 
e'~'I n n e'~'-'- n n 
independent of e. 
A further type of sufficiency is required before an essentially 
complete class of procedures can be defined; sufficiency of {T.} with 
J 
respect to the rules or (as Gray calls them) policies ~ and I• as opposed 
to sufficiency with respect to the parameter e. The sequence {T.} is said 
J 
to be policy sufficient (POLS) if, for each n = 0,1, ... , for all e and all 
B E B(T 1), there is n+l n+ a version 
that is independent of ~ and of I· 
of P f ..h {B 1 1 t , en+l, N ~ n + l} e'::f .. •I n+.. n 
Theorem 2.9. If, for n = 0,1, ..• , and for all Cn+l E 8(Xn+l); there is a 
version of P£e,~·I{cn+lltn, en+l' N ~n+l} which is independent of~ and of 
~~ for all e E 8, and T is a B(T I X 1' E I)-measurable £unction, 
- n+l n n+ n+ 
then {T,} is POLS, 
J 
Corollary 2. 9 .1. If, for each n = 0,1, •.. and all e E 8, T is 
n+l 
B(Tn' Xn+l' En+l}-measurable and the conditional probability density 
f ( I n n+l) · B ( ) bl f · f h e xn+l ~ I ~ lS a Tn' xn+l' En+l -measura e unctlon, say 0 t e 
(2) Essential Completeness Of The Class Of Procedures Based On {T,} 
J-
It may now be shown that the class of procedures (~0 , I 0 , o 0 ), 
40, 
where each component rule is based on {T.}, forms an essentially complete 
J 
class of procedures for the sequential design problem, provided that 
. {T.} is PARS and POLS. 
J 
A stopping rule! is said to be based on {T,} if, for each integer n, 
J 
<P ( t ) 
n n 
( 2. 90) 
is B(T )-measurable. 
n 
An experiment rule y is said to be based on {T,} if, 
J 
for each integer n, 
is B(T , E 1)-measurable. n n+ A terminal decision rule o is said to be 
based on {T.} if, for each integer n, 
J 
is B(A, T )-measurable. 
n 
Then Gray has shown 
(2.91) 
(2.92) 
Theorem 2.10. If the sequence } is PARS, then the class of procedures 
{!, y, i 0 }, where 6° is based on {T,}, is essentially complete. 
J 
Theorem 2 .11. If {T.} is PARS and POLS and 1 for each 
J 
n, 
e n n = e ) . B( ) C ( , x , e ) C' ( , t ~s T -measurable 
n n n n 
for all 8 E 8, then the class 
of procedures {_t0 , y0 , 0 °}, based on { T.}, is 
J 
essentially complete. 
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CHAPTER III 
APPLICATION OF BAYES SEQUENTIAL DESIGN THEORY 
TO AN IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM AND A RANKING PROBLEM 
1. THE MULTIPLE DECISION PROBLEM 
In this chapter the sequential design of experiments from a Bayesian 
viewpoint, and the results obtained in Chapter 2, are applied to the branch 
of statistical decision theory known as Decision In a 
multiple decision problem, the parameter e is a vector e (el, ez, .•. , ek) 
where each e. is a member of the same real subset 0 ~ R, i 1,2, ... , k, 
l 
for some positive integer k 2. Each e. may be thought of as being 
l 
associated with a population from which successive independent r.v.s 
x1 , X2 , ••• may be observed according to a frequency function f(xJe whose 
known functional form is f(xJ ) , i = 1,2, ... , k. The experiment space 
& is thus a finite space {e 1 1 e 2 , ••• 1 ek}, where, for any stage 
j = 1,2, •.. , E. 
J 
th th b d t th .th means at e r.v. X o serve a e J stage comes 
from population IT. according to the frequency function f(xJe.), 
l l 
i = 1,2, ... , k. Furthermore, each population densi 
(x. 1 Je. 1 ) 1 namely f(x. 1 Je.) if e. 1 J+ J+ J+ l J+ 
i . . 
e 1 as 1t 1s is of the form 
assumed that r.v.s from different populations are also independent. 
(Without loss of generality, & may be taken as {1,2, ... 1 k}). 
k The parameter space e = e may be thought of as partitioned into k 
disjoint subspaces e. , i 
l 
1 2 k h e E e · ff th · th , , ••• , 1 w ere - . 1 e 1 component l 
e. of e is greater than or equal to the remaining components; then the 
l 
problem of deciding which subspace ~ lies in is equivalent to the problem 
of deciding which component e. is largest. 
l 
Consequently, the action 
space A is also finite, A= {a11 a 2 , ••• 1 ak}, where 
and the loss function L(~,a) satisfies 
means "say 8 E 8." 1 l 
L(~_, a.)= 0 
1. 
if e E 
with L ( 8, a. ) )'> 0 otherwise. 
- 1. 
i 1,2, •.• , k 
Multiple decision problems may be classified into two types: 
42. 
( 3 .1) 
identification problems and ranking problems. An identification problem 
is one in which the components of~~ {81, e2t•••t ek}, are known jointly, 
but the actual ordering is unknown; thus the space 8 consists 
of the k! permutations* of the elements 81, 8z,··· t ek, and is finite. 
Solutions of identification problems are characterised by the 
symmetry that follows from the symmetry of the permutations; this will be 
seen in the first example considered. A ranking problem, however, is the 
more difficult case when 8 = 8k is infinite, 8 being typically an open 
interval on the real line. The symmetry of identification problems is 
also in ranking problems, and so a solution to an identification 
problem may give insight into a corresponding solution for a ranking 
or even provide a reasonable solution itself. Identification 
and ranking problems may be thought of as k-generalisations of tests of 
simple hypotheses and of composite hypotheses, respectively. Bechhofer, 
Kiefer, and Sobel (1968) contains a complete exposition of identification 
and ranking problems. 
In this chapter the sequential design procedure is constructed 
for an identification problem and a ranking problem. The first, an 
identification problem concerning the of several binomial 
populations, illustrates the savings in terms of risk, and in particular, 
expected sample size, which accrue if the optimal sequential design 
procedure is used instead of the usual optimal sequential decision 
procedure. The second; a ranking problem concerning the means of two 
normal populations, shows the difficulty of computing the optimal solution 
to a non-trivial problem, and hence indicates that an easily computed 
*Provided the 8 1 s are distinct, of course. i 
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sub-optimal rule may be more desirable in most cases. 
2. IDENTIFYING ONE OF SEVERAL HYPOTHESES CONCERNING THE PARAMETERS 
OF SEVERAL BINOMIAL POPULATIONS 
( 1) And Notation 
The problem considered is that of 3 binomial populationsi 
generalisation to the case k ~ 3 is straightforward. . h .th Denotlng t e l 
population as IT. I and the associated parameter as e., it follows that the 
l l 
parameter of interest is 8 = (8 1 1 821 8 3 ). It is assumed that 
e {(Vz, \) 1 I \) 1 ) I (V 1 , Vz, \) 1) I (\)I I \) 1 I Vz)}, where v 1 and Vz (V 2 > \)1) 
are two known values in the open interval (0,1). Writing e {.§_) 1 ~21 ~) 
in the same ordering as above, it follows that 8 e. iff e. Vz, 
--:I. l 
i = 1,2,31 and the partition of Q, {ell ezl e3}, is defined by 
e. = {8.}, i = 1 1 2,3. l --:I. The known prior probability distribution is a 
triple~= (g1, g2, g3), where g. 
l 
P(8 8. > , i 
-l 
1,2,3, and 
From each population IT. it is possible to observe independent and 
l 
identically distributed (i.i.d.) r.v.s xl, x2t•••t whose common probability 
distribution is given by 
f(xj8.) 
l 
X 0,1 i 112,3. ( 3. 2) 
The action and experiment spaces are, respectively, {a1 , a 2 , a 3 } and 
{1,2,3}, as defined in the previous section. The loss function is assumed 
to be zero-one, i.e. 
L(~, a.) 
l 
if e E e. 
l 
otherwise 
and the cost function C (8, 
n-
n 
~, 
c is a positive constant. 
i 1,2,3 ( 3. 3) 
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and the cost function so defined clearly satisfies (2.66) and all 
required measurability conditions. 
(2) Sufficient Statistics 
Before writing the expression for the Bayes conditional expected 
loss, it may be shown that a PARS and POLS sequence of statistics 
exists for this problem. Define the indicator function on & 
I. (e) 
~ 
if e = i 
otherwise 
i =: 1,2,3. 
{T.} 
J 
n n After n stages of experimentation, which yielded the values (~ , e ) , 
define the statistic = {s 
1 ,n, 
s f s f } by 
,n, 2,n, 2,n, s,n, a,n 
n 
l. X. I. (e . ) 
,n j=l J 1 J i 1,2,3 
n 
, 
f. I (1-x.)I. . ) ~,n J 1 J 
(respective , f. ) is the number of successes (respectively, 
,n 1,n 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
failures) observed from population 1,2,3, 
and is clearly F -measurable. 
n 
n 
II 
j=l 
(x .1 e.) 
J J 
It follows that 
and hence {t.} is PARS by Corollary 2.7.1. Furthermore, writing 
J 
,n+l s. + X 1 I. (e 1 ) } 1,n n+ 1 n+ 
,n+l f. + (l- xn+l) Ii (en+l) ~,n 
i 1,2,3 
it is seen that {t.} is POLS by Corollary 2.9.1. 
J 
It follows that the 
posterior density g(~1 I ~n, en), say, may be written as 
(3.6) 
(3. 7) 
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s f s +s f +f 
1 ,n ) 1 ,n 2 n 3 ,n 2 n 3 n gl\!2 (1- \)2 \)1 , (1- \!d , , 
~- s f s +s f +f \) 1 ,n (l ) 1 ,n 2 ,n 3 ,n (l ) 2 ,n 3 ,n g1 2 -\!2 \!1 -\)1 
F 
1 ,n 
say (3.8) F + F + F 1,n 2,n 3,n 
for notational convenience. Then the posterior probability of e. given 
~ 
n observations is 
F 
g(e.lt) 
~ n 
i n i 1, 2,3 . (3.9) 3 
l. 
j=l 
F. J,n 
From the symmetry of the arguments e., it is sufficient to consider one 
~ 
argument only. Thus the expected posterior loss after n observations if 
a 1 is chosen is, from (2.41) 
JL(~, a 1 )g(~ltn)dV(.Q_) 
8 
by definition of the 0 - 1 loss function ( 3. 3) , 
F + F 
2 ,n 3 ,n 
I 
j=l 
F. J,n 
( 3 .10) 
Thus the minimum expected posterior loss plus cost after n observations is 
3 
I 
j=l 
F. J,n 
r j=l 
max 
F. J,n 
l
. F. l,n 
+ nc ( 3 .11) 
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In this case, the computation of the optimal sequential design procedure 
and the Bayes risk for the truncated problem, using backward induction, is 
reasonably straightforward. Firstly, since &. is finite, the "M" functions 
defined by (2.61) may be evaluated by computing the appropriate expectation 
for each e E &. and taking the minimum. Secondly, the density 
fG(x.!xj-; ej) required for this expectation is a 2-point distribution, as 
J -
x. can only be 0 or 1. 
J 
Therefore, providing the truncation number J is 
not too large, it is possible, at each stage j = 0, 1, ... , J- 1, to compute 
the values of U,(g,) and M for each possible value oft .. 
J J (·) J 
vj+l 
The results 
of these calculations for various values of V1 , V2 , J, and care given in 
Table 3.1 below, which tabulates values of the Bayes risk and the expected 
sample size. (The quantity R is used to weight the expected loss against 
a unit cost c 1, and may be thought of as 1/c: thus U. = RP. + j 
J J 
instead of P. + jc). 
J 
Also included are the corresponding values for the 
sequential decision problem without a choice of experiments; at each 
stage j the statistician may stop and receive a terminal loss plus cost or 
observe the vector X. = (X . X . X .) where X .. is observed from J l,J, 2,], 3,] l,J 
population IT. according to f(xj8,), i = 1,2,3. Therefore, the statistician 
l l 
either stops or observes 3 observations, one from each population, at a 
cost of 3c units. Consequently, the number of "observations" taken is a 
multiple of 3, and so J is chosen as a multiple of 3 in this case. 
47. 
TABLE 3.1 Values of the Bayes risk V0 and the expected sample size 
E[N] for the Bayes sequential design and decision rules. 
(3 populations) (g (.5, ·3, ·2)) 
Design Non-design Percentage Reduction 
J R vl Vz 
(Y (J-1) *) 
E [N] v (J-1) E [N] Risk E (N) Vo- 0 
5 20 ·2 . 7 8.2217 3. 372 - -
4 20 • 2 • 7 8.5697 3.110 
-
-
3 20 ·2 . 7 7·7820 1.870 8-9280 3.ooo 12.84 37-67 
3 10 . 2 ·7 4-8260 1·870 5-0000 3.000 3.48 37·67 
3 50 • 2 . 7 16·3500 2·385 17·8200 3·000 8·25 20-50 
3 100 ·2 . 7 30·0500 2·670 32·6400 3~ooo 7·94 11·00 
3 50 • 3 ·7 19·8100 1·766 21·0450 3·000 5·87 41·13 
3 200 ·4 ·6 95·1200 1·680 97·4000 3·000 2·34 44·00 
3 50 ·1 ·6 15·1350 2·800 16·9400 3·000 10·66 6·67 
3 50 ·1 ·3 23·5320 2-152 24·8450 3-000 5·28 28·27 
Because the experimentation process in the decision problem uses a fixed 
design (viz. observe the next observation from the next population), it 
follows that the Bayes risk for the sequential design problem is always 
no larger than the Bayes risk for the corresponding sequential decision 
problem, as is seen in the table; the percentage reduction in the risk 
is also shown. However, comparison of the expected sample sizes reveals 
a much larger saving; this implies that the reduction in risk by using an 
optimal sequential design is mostly due to the reduction in sampling cost. 
This is hardly surprising, however, as the decision rule is restricted to 
either stopping without taking any observations or observing 3 observations 
(in general, k observations), and will always do the latter provided that 
R is sufficiently large. Unfortunately, computations for J = 6, 9, ••• 
48. 
were not possible because of the storage space required on the computer, 
but in Table 3.2 results have been tabulated for the case of 2 populations, 
TABLE 3. 2 Values of the Bayes risk v 0 and the expected sample size 
E[N] for the Bayes sequential design and decision rules 
(2 populations) (~ (.7, .3)) 
Design Non-design Percentage Reduction 
J R \)1 Vz 
(J-1)* 
Vo (J-1) v0 <r > E [N] E [N] Risk E [N] 
4 50 . 2 . 7 8-4489 2-933 8-8140 3-180 4 ·14 7-18 
6 50 .2 .7 7.6019 3-467 7.8571 3.855 3.25 10.07 
8 50 .2 .7 7. 2118 3.753 7.3388 4.238 1. 73 u. 43 
6 200 .4 .6 55.2409 3-457 55-6061 3.822 0.65 9.55 
6 .1 ·6 6.8265 2-783 7-2997 3-935 6.48 29-27 
6 ·1 . 3 25.4462 3-809 26·312 4·832 3·29 21·18 
(~ = { (V 2 , Vr), (V 1 , V2 ) }) , in order that the performance of both rules 
may be compared for J = 4,6,8. From these results it is observed that, 
although the percentage reduction in risk from using the Bayes rule 
decreases as J increases, the percentage reduction in expected sample size 
increases. Moreover, this reduction will increase with k, the number of 
populations. Therefore, it may be concluded that for comparable values 
of the risk, the Bayes sequential design procedure has the potential to 
reduce the average number of observations required (i.e. the expected 
sampling cost) by a large amount. In many situations, a certain level of 
risk is considered acceptable and the goal is to attain that level using 
as few observations as is necessary; in such situations, the Bayes 
sequential design procedure will often be preferable to the Bayes 
sequential decision procedure, despite the extra computation involved. 
49. 
(y(J-1)*) 
The FORTRAN program used to generate v0 and E[N] for the 
2-population case is given in Appendix A2. 
3. SELECTING FROM TWO NORMAL POPULATIONS THE POPULATION WITH THE LARGER 
MEAN UNDER LINEAR LOSS; A RANKING PROBLEM 
(1) Set-up And Notation 
Consider two populations IT 1 and IT 2 with associated parameters 81 
and 82 , respectively. It is assumed that 8 is the real line, i.e., 
defined by 8 1 { ( 8 1 , 8 2 ) E ~ : 8 1 ;;;. 8 2 } and 8 2 = { ( 8 1 , 8 2 ) E .§_ : 8 1 ~ 8 2 } , 
where 81 and 82 have the boundary 81 = 82 in common. Further, it is also 
assumed that each e. possesses a Normal prior distribution with mean A. 
l l 
and variances~ both known (henceforth written as N(A,' S~))' i = 1,2, and 
l l l 
that 81 and 82 are independent. 
Both populations are Normal; that is, it is possible to observe 
i.i.d. r.v.'s X1 , X2 , ... from IT 1 with common distribution N(8 1 , of), and 
it is possible to observe i.i.d. r.v.'s Y1 , Y2•··· from IT 2 with common 
2 2 2 distribution N(8 2 , o2), where 0 1 and 0 2 are both known; in the usual 
notation 
1 exp{- (x- 821) 2 } 
/2TI- 01 2 01 
X E R 
1 exp {- (y- 822) 2} 
12iT 02 2 02 
yER. (3 .12) 
It is also assumed that X. (given 8 1) is independent of Y. (given 8 2), 
l J 
i,j, = 1,2, .•. ' The action and experiment spaces are thus {a1 , a 2 } and 
{1,2} respectively, and the linear loss function is defined by 
if 
if 
{
K(8l- 8z) 
L(~, az) = 
0 
if 
if 
50. 
( 3 .13) 
8 E 8 2 
where K is a known positive constant whose value is assumed to be 1 without 
loss of generality. Finally, a constant cost per observation c is 
assumed. 
(2) Sufficient Statistics 
Once again, a PARS and POLS sequence of statistics {T,} may be found 
J 
for this problem. Using the indicator function (3.4), the joint density 
function may be written as 
n L Il(e.) [rnlaJ exp{- :ial}rl J 
n 
X lln: a,] exp {- :~l} rL r, (ej) 
X expr: jL 
n 
I 
j=l 
n 
n 
I x.I 2 (e.)} J J 
1 n 
-- 2. z 2cr 2 
AZ } x.r 2 (e.) 
J J 
(3.14) 
for n = 1,2, .... Denoting n. = I I. (e.) 1 i = 1,2, it follows that the ]. j=l ]. J 
sequence of 
T 
n 
T 
n+l 
statistics {T.} 
J 
defined by 
( nl 
tnl 1 nz, I 
i=l 
n = 1,2, ... , 
is PARS and POLS for the sequential design problem, where 
(3.15) 
A A (X1 , ••• , X Y1,···1 Y ) is the permutation of the vector (X 1 , ••• , X) n 11 n 2 n 
51. 
of observation r.v.s corresponding to the two populations ITl and IT2 from 
which {x.} and, respectively, {Y.}, are observed. 
~ J 
This result corresponds 
to the usual result concerning sufficient statistics for a sequence of 
i.i.d. r.v.s from a joint Normal density. 
However, 
n1 
it is more convenient to use the sufficient statistic 
T' = 
n 
(! , y ) = (Xl,···• X Yl,···, Y ) , and henceforth m and n will be 
n1, n2 
used to denote the number of observations from ITl, and IT2, respectively, 
out of a total of m + n observations, i.e. the problem is considered in 
terms of the individual population sample sizes, rather than the overall 
sample size. Thus n y:_ ) will be referred to as (m,n) r. v. s. 
Given ( Xm, :=t> (~m, yn), it follows from the independence assumed 
above that 
m f (~ , 
m 
IT 
i=l 
n 
IT 
and also the posterior density g(~jxm, yn) is the product of the two 
densities gl(8 1 jxm) and g2 (8 2 j , where 
m 
gl (81) IT f(x.j81) 
i=l l gl c e 1 I xm> :::: 
f gl (8) m IT f(x.j8)d8 * 
i=l l 8 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
and a similar expression holds for g2(8 2 lyn). (g 1 j8 1 ) is the prior density 
N(Al, Si>>. Therefore, el and 82 are independent a posteriori as well as 
a priori. Furthermore, it is well-known (see e.g. Lindley (1965), p.3) 
T
2 ) and N(p T 2 ) 1 1m zn, 2n 
where 
m sz I 2 AI s; + az Az x. + 01 1 ~ 2 
plm = p2n 2 2 2 2 
mS1 + 01 nS2 +0'2 
2 2 a~ s~ 2 al sl T 2 T = = ( 3 .18) liD 2 2 2n 2 2 
mS 1 +a1 nSz +a2 
and T~ are the posterior mean and posterior variance of e., i = 1,2. 
~· ~ 
*with respect to Lebesgue measure on the real line 
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(2) Evaluation Of Loss 
From the linear loss function (3.13), it follows that the expected 
loss after (m,n) observations if a 1 (resp., a 2 ) is chosen, denoted by 
L ( 1 ) ( resp. , L ( 2 ) ) , may be written as 
m,n m,n 
L ( 1) 
m,n 
L ( 2) 
m,n 
Note that 
L ( 1) 
m,n 
( 
m n 
J (8z-81)g(81 X x_ >de 
8 2 
J (81-8 2 )g(£.1xm, n X. ) dQ_ 
8 1 
- L ( 2) 
m,n 
J (8z- 8l)g(£.1xm, 
8 
J 8zgz (8zlx_n) d82 
8 
y_n) dQ_ 
J e 1 g 1 < e 1 13t> de 1 
8 
(3.19) 
since el and 82 are independent, 
p - p (3.20) 
zn 1m 
Thus the Bayes terminal decision rule after (m,n) observations, which is to 
choose the action associated with the smaller expected loss, is equivalent 
to choosing the action associated with the larger posterior mean; that is, 
81 is said to be greater than or equal to 82 if E[8ll3tJ 
vice versa, a result which agrees with intuition, and is 
corresponding decision problem (see Deely (1965) 1 Theorem 
Consequently, it is necessary to evaluate only one of the 
following from (3.20). Considering L(l), write 
m,n 
J (8z-8l)gl(8ll.~t)gz(8zlx_n)d8ld8z 
{ (81 ,8z) : el 8z} 
This may be solved by a change of variables. Letting 
Yz 
also true for the 
3 .14) . 
L(i) 's, 
m,n 
the other 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
53. 
it follows thaty1 is N((P - p )//2, (Tz + Tz )/2) andYz is 
zn 1m 1m zn 
N((p + p )//2, (Tz + Tz )/2). The inverse transformations are 
zn 1m 1m zn 
'Yz- Y1 'Yz + 'Y1 
el H1 (yl, Yz) , 8z Hz (y 1 , Yz), say (3.23) 
12 /2 
and hence the Jacobian of the transformation is 
ClH1 ClH 1 1 1 1 1 J('Yl, 'Yz) O'Yz - - -Cly 1 12 12 /2 /2 
()Hz ClHz 
Clyl Clyz 
- 1 , i.e. IJI 1 . (3. 24) 
Therefore 
00100 :t>dy]dy, L ( 1) ( ( m J j/2 'Y1 h(Ylr Yzl~ r m,n 
...00 0 
00 r r Jn Yzl~m, n 'Yl l J:<y,' y_ ) dyz dY1 
0 
00 
( m n J 12 y 1 h 1 (Y 1 I X , Y. ) dy 1 (3.25) 
0 
where h is the joint density function of y 1 and Yz, and h 1 is the (Normal) 
density of 'Y1· Defining 
( 3. 26) 
and making the change of variable t (/2 'Yl - n )/~ , it follows from 
m,n m,n 
(3.25) that 
00 
( 
J <~ t + n )<jl(t)dt m,n m,n 
- n /~ 
m,n m,n 
+ <P [nm,n] 
nm,n ~ 
m,n 
(3.27) ~ <P [nm,n] 
m,n ~ 
m,n 
where 
X 
<jl ( x) and <])(x) l~n J (3 .28) 
-oo 
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denote the density function and distribution function, respectively, of 
a standard Normal (N(O,l)) r.v. From (3,20), (3.26) and (3.27) it follows 
that 
L ( 2) f, ~rm·"] + n 0 [nm,n J _ n m,n m,n t;m,n m,n f, m,n m,n 
= l; ~[ _nm,n] _ n •[ _nm,n] 
m,n f, m,n f, 
m,n m,n 
(3.29) 
Therefore, if the real-valued function Q(x,y) is defined by 
if X,;;; 0 
(3.30) 
if X~ 0 
where x E R, y E R+, then 1 with an obvious change in notation, the minimum 
expected loss plus cost after (m 1 n) observations (xm, ~n) is 
Q <n f, ) + (m + n) c 
m,n, m,n 
(3.31) 
(3) Evaluation Of Expected Risk From Taking Another Observation 
Having taken (m,n) observations and having obtained an expression 
for the loss plus cost U in (3.31) above, it is now necessary to obtain 
m,n 
an expression for the expected loss plus cost if a further observation, 
say Xm+l' is taken, and then a terminal decision is made. Define 
s ~ ( I X. + X lJ + 0~ A 1 i=l l m+ 
p 1 (m+l) (Xm+l) = 
( 3. 32) 
and 
L(l) (X ) 
m+l,n m+l 
(3.33) 
55. 
with a similar for L ( 2 ) (X ) • 
m+l,n m+l It follows from (3.20) that 
L(l) (x) < L( 2 ) (x) 
m+l,n m+l,n 
iff 
pl (m+l) (x) > p2n 
iff 
X > 
02(p T2 - p T2 ) 
1 2n 1m 1m 1 (m+l) 
T T 1m 1 (m+l) 
, say (3.34) 
where the last step follows from the identity 
p 1 (m+l) (x) ( 3. 35) 
Therefore 1 the expected loss plus cost of observing X and then stopping 
m+l 
is 
E{um+l,nl-gm,n(Xm+l)J lxm, _yn} = El min {L(i) (X >}lxm Y;l L Li=l,2 m+l,n m+l - ' - J 
+ (m + n + 1) c, (3.36) 
where 
(X) 
+ J L ( 1) ( x) . (xI~, }:t) dx 
k ( 1 ) m+l ,n 
m+l,n 
J 
L (I) (x) . 
m+l,n 
k ( 1) 
f 
m+l,n 
n 
1 
(x)f (x xm, 
m+ ,n G 
n y_ ) dx 
(X) 
-oo 
( 3. 3 7) 
l m n m n where fG(x !_ , y_) is the density function of xm+l conditional on (~ , y_) 
but unconditional on 8 (see (2.45) ff.). It may easily be shown that 
N(P 1m, 
56. 
Therefore, there are three integrals to evaluate. 
(a) Evaluation Of The Integral 
Joo l( nm+ 1 ,n (x) j' i;m+l,n cp i; 
_ 00 m+l ,n 
( 3. 38) 
Ignoring all "non-exponential" constants, it follows that -2 log(integrand) 
equals 
+ 
+ 
(x- p ) 2 
1m 
T4 2T 4 p 
2 p T 2 p 1m 2n 1 (m+l) 
1 2 1 (m+l) 1m ------~--~--- X + --------~~--~---- X + 
T2 (}2 (T2 + 
1m 1 1 (m+l) 2n ) 
X + 
using (3.32) and (3.35). Therefore 
coefficient of 
coefficient of x 
constants 
1 
----+ 
2 2 
T + a 1 1m 
B, say 
a
4 ( +T 2 ) 1 1 (m+l) 2n 
2 lj. 2 2 
+ T ) + T ( l) (T + a 1 ) 2n 1 m+ 1m 
+ T2 ) l(m+l) 2n 
-2 T 2 p m 1 (m+l) 
--------~--~--- + 
2T 4 p 1 (m+l) 1m 
2 ( 2 + '[2 ) 
a 1 Tl (m+l) 2n 
- 2A, say 
T~ (m+l) + T~n 
(3. 39) 
P.T.O. 
T4 p2 2 
+ 
1 (m+l) 1m 
+ 
Pim 
T4 (T2 +T2) 
1m 1 (m+l) 2n T2 + (J2 liD 1 
C, say 
Therefore, completing the square, -2 log(integrand) equals 
and hence integral (3.38) 
, _____ _ 
42 + T2 1 1 I(m+l) 2n 
{ 1 CB- A
2
} exp -- • 
2 B 
Direct calculation yields (after many tedious steps) 
rp T2 (T2 +(J2) _ p T2 (J2l 2 I! 1m 1 (m+l) 1m 1 zn 1m 1J 
c -
B 4 ~4 2 2 4 2 2] T (J I (T ( l) + T ) + T ( l) (T + G I) 1m 1 m+ 2n 1 m+ 1m 
From the definition (3.18) of T2 however, it follows that the 
liD' 
T2 (T2 + ) 
1 (m+l) 1m 1 
holds. Therefore, the numerator in (3.43) equals 
and the denominator equals 
using (3.44) again. Therefore 
and it follows in a similar fashion that 
57. 
(3. 40) 
( 3. 41) 
(3.42) 
(3. 43) 
( 3. 44) 
(3 .45) 
(3.46) 
(3.47) 
58. 
( 3. 48) 
Therefore, integral (3.38) 
......:::...1 ...:...<m""'~;;:-1-'-)_+_T..c:.~=n rp [~m, n] 
~m,n 'm,n 
( 3. 49) 
(b) Evaluation Of The Integral 
co 
f (x) qi ,n 
( x) 
(3. 50) 
,n 
This 
JX> [nm+l n (x) ;i;m+l,nJ 
f n 1 (x). J( ¢(~)dt f <xlxm)dx m+ ,n G -
-00 -00 -
(3.51) 
which is of the form 
- ax+b 
00 [I ~(:)d~ ]f(x)dx f (-ax+ b) (3. 
-oo -co 
where a I b p -2n + T
2 
and f(x) is (m+l) :m' 
the Normal If two consecutive changes of 
variable are made, firstly u t + ax/c (eliminating t) , and then y ax/c, 
and the order of is reversed, this 
I [ J_oo ( - cy +b)¢ (u- y) g(y) d~ du (3. 
where g(y) is the Normal + 1m Now it is 
well-known (see e.g. Feller (1966) p.45) that the convolution of two 
Normal functions is a Normal density function, namely 
00 
J ¢(u-y)g(y}dy h(u), h(u) is N(ap /c,{ 
1m 
-00 
which will be abbreviated to N (a, y 2 ) • Furthermore, 
+ 1) (3.54) 
00 
d ( 
h' (u) =- j cp(u-y)g(y)dy 
du 
00 
J a au ¢ ( u - y) g ( y) dy 
-00 
00 
J (y- u) ¢ (u- y) g (y) dy 
-00 
implies that 
00 I ycp(u-y)g(y)dy h'(u) + uh(u) 
-oo 
a-u 
= -- h(u) + uh(u) y2 
2 
(Y -l~u+a h(u). 
y 
Therefore, integral (3.50) equals 
b/c b/c 
(v 2 1) ( bv 2 - ca ( 
- c 
1 y~ J_
00
uh(u)du + ---'--1 -Y-
2
- J h(u)du 
-oo 
Converting to standard Normal (z = (u- a) /Y) gives 
and 
b/c 
bY2 - ca J h ( u) du = 
y2 
-oo 
b/c 
c (y 2 - 1) ( 
J uh(u)du y2 
-oo 
b- ca 
uv[h :r ~] J 
[a•[h0~ca] _ Y~[h:rcaJ] 
~ cy 
I y J z~ (z) dz 
- -00 
59. 
(3.55) 
(3.56) 
(3. 57) 
(3.58) 
(3.59) 
Combining the last 3 equations, it follows that the integral (3.50) equals 
(3.60) 
where 
b - ca p -
2n 
p '[2 
1m 1 (m+l) 
'[2 
lffi 
T2 p 
1 (m+l) 1m 
02 
l 
(cY) 2 
p 
2n 
n r USing (3.44) 1 
m,n 
a2 (T2 + 02) + c2 
1m 1 
4 (2 2 4 2 2 
T 1 (m+ 1) T 1m+ 01 ) + 0 1 ( T 1 (m+ 1) + T 2 n) 
04 
1 
T2 (T2 + 02) + 02T2 
1 ( m+ 1) 1m 1 1 2 n 
02 
1 
= l;2 and 
2 
c (Y - 1) 
y 
m,n 
c2(y2-l) 
cy 
a2(T2 +021) 
1m 
l; 
m,n 
T2 T2 
1 (m+l) 1m 
02c 
1'""m,n 
(from (3.62) above) 
60. 
(3.61) 
(3 .62) 
(3 .63) 
using (3.44) in each case. Therefore, combining the above 4 equations, 
the integral (3.50) equals 
(
n ') T2 T2 
n <I> m,nj + 1 (m+l) 1m 
m,n l; 0 2 c m,n 1 s m,n 
(3 .64) 
Consequently, combining the results of sections (a) and (b), it follows 
from (3.49) and (3.64) that for any integers m and n 
rn l + n <I>l m,n 
m,n r-
m,nJ 
rn 1 
+ n <I>l~J m,n l; 
m,n 
[
n 1 rn J l; cp m,nj + n <I>l m,n 
m,n l; m,n ~
m,n m,n 
(using (3.44) and 
(3.26)) 
61. 
(3.65) 
i.e. for each n 0,1, ..• , {L( 1 ), F , mE M} is a martingale. 
m,n m,n 
(c) Evaluation Of The 
k ( 1) 
m+l,n 
J n +1 (x)f <xlxm)dx m ,n G -
this (cf. (3.52)) is equal to 
k (I) 
m+l,n 
J ( - ax + b) f ( x) dx 
-co 
(3.66) 
(3.67) 
where a,b and f(x) are defined as in the previous section. This integral 
may be evaluated by converting to standard Normal. 
~ 2 + cr~, it follows that /lrm 
T2 
Letting z 
- ax+b=- 1 (m+l) ( 
02 
1z+P )+P -P 1m 2n 1m 
1 (m+l) 
T2 
Moreover, 
X 
1 
T 
1 
T 
liD 
z + n 
m,n 
(using (3.44)) 
= -s z + n 
1 (m+l) m,n , say. 
iff z = 
liD 
- p T2 (T2 + ) 1m 1m 1 (m+l) 1m 1 
T2 T2 /,2 + 0 2 1m 1 (m+l)/"1m 1 
n 0 2 T2 
(x- P ) I 1m 
(3.68) 
(from (3.34)) 
m,n 1 1m (using (3.44)) ::::: 
T 2 T T 0 1m 1 (m+l) 1m 1 
nm 
( 3. 69) 
s 1 (m+l) 
Therefore, the integral (3.66) equals 
62. 
11m,n/s 1 (m+l) 11m,n18 1 (m+l) 
- s f z¢(z)dz + 11m,n f ¢(z)dz 1 (m+l) 
-00 
-oo 
r n J ·[ nm,n ) ¢ m,n + 11 (3.70) = s 
lsi (m+l) s 1 (m+1)) • 1 (m+ 1) m,n 
Thus the expected loss plus cost of observing X 1 and then stopping is m+ 
x_n} = llm,n{<P[llm,nj
1 
_ <P[s 
11
m,n ]} 
t;;m,n 1 (m+1) 
[ 
11m n J 
- s ( l) ¢ ' + (m+n+1)c • 
I m+ s I (m+l) 
( 3. 71) 
By a symmetrical argument the expected loss plus cost of observing Y 1 n+ 
and then stopping is 
E{u rg (Y )ll xm _yn} m,n+l[_~ m,n n+1 J I ' 
( (11 I ( n II 
nm,n1<Plt;;m,nj- <Pl m,n J\. l m,n 8 2 (n+l) J 
+ t;; 
m,n [
n 1 r n J m,n m,n 
¢ -t;;-J- s2(n+l) ¢ls + (m+n+l)c. 
m,n 2 (n+l) 
To find the minimum of these two expressions, consider the function 
_ oo < n < oo, 
Firstly, note that 
:: ¢ (~) + ¢ (~) + :: ¢ (;) 
<~>[;) 
> 0 for all s > 0, for any 11 
0 < s < 00 • 
( 3. 7 2) 
(3. 73) 
(3.74) 
i.e. h is increasing in s for any value of n. Recalling the definitions 
s2 
1 (m+ 1) s2 2 (n+l) (3.75) 
it follows that if oi , say, then 
63. 
T2 T2 
02Si 02(3~ 
> implies > 
liD 2n mS~ + 0 2 nS~ + 0 2 
implies n0 2 (3~(3~ + 04Si > m0 2 SiS~ + 04(3~ 
implies (n+l)0 2 SiS~ + 0 4Si > (m+l)0 2 SiS~ + 04(3~ 
implies T2 > T2 
1 (m+l) 2 (n+l) 
i.e. T2 > T2 implies T2 > T2 and T2 > T2 
liD 2n liD 2n 1 (m+l) 2 (n+l) 
implies 2 > 2 (3. 76) s 
1 (m+l) s 2 (n+l) 
Thus if 0~ = 0~ = 0 2 , then each s 2 (and hence each s) increases with its 
associated T2 . Consequently, the minimum expected loss plus cost of 
taking one more observation in an optimal fashion and then stopping, given 
that experimentation is at the (m,n)-th stage, is 
M (*) 
v 
m+n+l 
m n (~ I Y._ ) either 
if s 1 (m+l) > s 2 (n+l) 
if s 1 (m+l) s 2 (n+ 1) 
E{ Um,n+l [gm,n (Yn+l)J ~~m ,y_n} if s 1 (m+l) < s2 (n+l) 
(3. 77) 
where, if 0~ = 0~, the s's may be replaced by the corresponding posterior 
variances. (cf. (2.57)). Therefore, the solution of the last component 
¢~~~N+l)* of the optimal stopping rule for the problem truncated after 
M+N+l observations is possible. 
M N 
UM,N(gM,N) - M (*) (~ ,y_) 
VM+N+l 
Note that 
Q(nM,N,~M,N) - K:~~N {h(n ~ ) (i=l, 2 ) M,N, M,N h(nM,N, si(K+l) )} 
- c 
(3.78) 
64. 
Therefore 
1 if max{QcnM,N,sl(M+l)), Q(nM,N,sz(N+l)>} 
< c 
any if 
0 if > 
(3.79) 
(4) Stopping Boundaries In (m,n)-Space; Motivation For An 
Alternative Sequential Design Procedure 
From the two sections it is clear that the computation 
of the Bayes sequential design rule for the truncated problem is difficult 
and laborious; in this section consideration of the stopping boundaries 
in terms of (m,n) leads to a sequential design procedure for both 
truncated and non-truncated problems, which, although ob¥iously not 
optimal, is very easy to and is clearly superior to the usual 
decision rule (pairwise (x.,y.) design). 
~ ~ 
Consider the function Q(n,s) defined ( 3. 30) • Clearly, for any 
s > o, Q(n,s) is symmetric about n = 0, and hence 
In 
CJQ I an 
n=a 
fact, for n < 
ClQ ( 1 
an = ipl;J 
= ip (;) 
for any a > 0 . 
0, 
( 1 n rn1 
+ ; ~ l;J - s ~ l:s-J 
( 3. 80) 
(3.81) 
which is positive-valued for all n < 0, for any value of s > 0. Thus 
~~ for n > 0 equals - iprsn) which is negative-valued for all n > 0, for any 
value of s > 0. Consequently, for a s > o, Q(n,s> = <n> is shown 
in Figure 3.1 below. 
FIGURE 3.1. The function Q (n) for a given value of s. 
s 
Given s, Q (n) has a maximum value at n 
s 
Q (n) 
s 
and 
"( _s_ 
v'2n 
for all n 
0, i.e. 
ClQ = Clh 
()s Cls (comparing (3.30) with (3.73)) 
65. 
n 
( 3. 82) 
(3 .83) 
which is positive-valued for all s > o, for any n; i.e. Q increases in s 
for any n. Furthermore, it follows from (3.75) that each s increases in 
its corresponding T, which decreases in its corresponding sample size. 
in other words, 
s > s > s 1m I(m+l) l(m+2) for any positive integer m 
s > s > s 2n 2(n+l) 2(n+2) for any positive integer n . (3.84) 
66. 
Therefore¥ (3.83) and (3.84) together imply that Q(n, s
1
(m+l)) decreases 
with m for any fixed value of n, and Q(n, s
2
(n+l)) decreases with n for 
any fixed value of n. In particular, of course, this is true for n = 0. 
Therefore, defining the integers mo and n 0 by 
mo largest integer m such that 
s 
1 (m+l) 
12iT 
s 
2 (n+l) 
no largest n such that c ( 3. 85) 
I2TI 
it follows that it is always optimal to stop at stage (m,n) (if stopping 
has not already occurred) if m > m0 and n > n 0 ; see Figure 3. 2. 
n IP. 
m+n mo +no 
m 
FIGURE 3. 2. Stopping region in (m,n)~space. 
67. 
In other words, if sampling into the shaded region, it is then 
to stop experimentation, regardless of whether the problem is 
truncated or non-truncated. This is true for two reasons: , if 
at (M,N) inside the stopping region, then the inequalities in (3.85) are 
reversed and consequently (3.79)) the stopping rule will stop; 
and , if the problem is truncated at a larger value than M+N+l, 
or non-truncated, it is to stop from Theorem 3.1 below. 
Theorem 3. 1. In the notation of Chapter 2, if r(G, (tJ*, l(J-l)*, oJ*)) + 
r(G, (9:_~ y} o*)) as J + 00 , and if for all j > J 0 
then 
Proof: 
(gJ.-1) - E {p. y. 1 J J-
,E.)]iF. l} 
J J-
[g. l(X.,E.)] 
J- J J 
Jo* (Jo-1)* * 
f y_ 0 )) r(G, 
(a.s. F. 1) J-
for all experiment rules Y. 1 J-
( 3. 86) 
Y~ o*> >. 
This follows as an obvious generalisation of Theorem 4 in 
Section 7.2 of Ferguson {1967). D 
The situation described ( 3. 86) is, , the "sequential 
of the Monotone Case in sequential decision see 
Chow, Robbins and Siegmund {1971), Section 3.5. However, in this 
{ 3. 86) does not hold for every (m,n) satisfying m + n = mo + n 0 ; only for 
(mo, no) (see Figure 3.2). Moreover, because the two 
"continuation" regions in 3.2 are unbounded in either one of m or n, 
it follows that there is no Jo for which (3. holds for all (m,n) 
m+n=J0 • Therefore , the property (3.86) in the 
case depends on both the size and the experimentation 
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Nevertheless, if the risk at (m 0 , n 0 ) is acceptable to the 
statistician (note that the risk is bounded by ~ ;121T + (m0 + n 0 ) c, 
mo ,no 
from (3.31) and (3.82}), then the fixed sample size design rule, which 
specifies mo observations from rrl and no observations from rr2 followed by 
the Bayes terminal decision, involves no complicated backward induction 
computations and will in many cases yield a risk and expected sample size 
which are not much larger than the corresponding values for the optimal 
sequential rule. Of course, the stopping region in Figure 3.2 is a 
"smallest possible" region; there may be sets { (xn, en) : n < m0 +no} 
for which the optimal sequential rule will stop. As an example of this, 
note that 
1 (m+l) < a2 ] and 2 (n+l) < 02 2 
(since s~ and s~ are both finite) 
implies T2 
1 (m+l) - 02 1 < 0 and T2 2 (n+l) - 02 2 < 0 
(T2 -
implies 1m 1 (m+l) < 0 < 2 
al 
T2 (T2 
- 0~) 2n 2 (n+l) T2 and < 0 < 
02 liD 
2 
implies 
s 1 (m+l) < ~m,n and s < ~ 2 (n+l) m,n (3.87) 
It follows from this and (3.83) that, for any value nm,n' 
( 3. 88) 
Therefore, if (m,n) = (m 0 -1, no) or (mo, no -1) and Q(n l; ) ~ c, it m,n, m,n 
is clearly optimal to stop by (3. 79), at a cost of m0 + n 0 - l observations. 
However, because the optimal sequential rule is solvable for the first 
stage of backward induction only, it is not to characterise the 
optimal stopping region in Xm X yn for {(m,n) : m < mo and n < no}. 
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Despite this, it seems clear from the considerations above that if 
m0 and no are some distance apart, then the fixed sample size design rule 
will be superior to any fixed sample size decision rule which specifies 
that at least max{m 0 ,n 0 } observations are to be taken from each 
population. Table 3.3 lists some values of 0, S and k, the sample size, 
for which 
sk+l 
hrr 
= c 
for c 1 1 10 and 20 , where sk+l = Tk Tk+l/0 and 
TABLE 3. 3. Values of 0,S,c and k for which (3.89) is true~ 
0 s k k 
( c = .1) (c=.05) 
1 1 3 7 
1 2 4 8 
2 1 4 12 
1 3 4 8 
2 3 8 15 
1 4 4 8 
2 4 8 16 
3 4 11 23 
2 5 8 16 
3 5 12 24 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
(3.89) 
In this chapter an attempt has been made to apply the constructive 
theory of Bayes sequential design procedures to some typical sequential 
design problems, namely an identification problem and a ranking problem. 
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Whilst the solution of the simple identification problem illustrates the 
power of incorporating the design aspect into the sequential rule, it 
b 1 th t th . ' f th (Y) · ecomes c ear a e recurs1ve computat1on o e V.- -functlons in a 
J 
seemingly well-behaved ranking problem such as the two-normal/normal 
priors example is not often possible (at least not analytically ; the 
necessity of numerical integration techniques defeats the purpose of 
employing a sequential design procedure in the first place) . In fact, 
this is often the case with Bayes sequential design procedures. 
From a practical point of view, then, it is necessary either to 
investigate situations (such as the monotone case) in which the optimal 
design procedure is of a somewhat simpler form (i.e. not involving 
recursive backward induction), or to consider the performance of procedures 
which, although not optimal, are nevertheless easy to apply in practice and 
sufficiently good (in terms of risk and expected sample size) to be worth 
using. At the very least, it is surely of interest to investigate 
procedures whose performance appears to be better than those currently in 
use. 
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CHAPTER IV 
COMPUTATIONAL CRITERIA: THE ONE-STEP-AHEAD 
EXPERIMENT RULE FOR A MODIFIED GOAL 
1. THE ONE-STEP-AHEAD EXPERIMENT RULE AND ITS PERFORMANCE 
As was seen in Chapter 3, the optimal pair(~*, y*) comprising the 
optimal stopping rule and the optimal experiment rule, although defined 
constructively in theory for the truncated case, is extremely difficult if 
not impossible to compute in most situations of interest. This is even 
more so in the design case than in the non-design case, because not only 
are the optimal continuation risks defined in (2.61) difficult to compute, 
but also the number of possible allocations of the n observations over the 
k available experiments (i.e. populations) increases exponentially with n. 
Furthermore, this is without regard to the possible outcomes of the random 
variables themselves. In the simplest case of k binomial populations 
considered in the previous chapter, where each random variable is restricted 
to two possible outcomes 0 and 1, the number of possible values of the 
sufficient statistic tn based on the outcomes of n random variables is 
(n + 
2k - 1) For example, if n = 4 and k = 2, this gives 35 possible 2k- 1 . 
values of t , as opposed to 9 for the corresponding decision problem. 
n 
Therefore, it seems desirable to investigate the behaviour of rules 
(~, JJ which in some sense "perform well" when compared to the optimal 
rule (!*, y*> yet are relatively easy to compute. The criteria for 
performance used is the Bayes risk of the procedure and its expected 
sample size. If it is possible to find a rule (~0 , y 0 ) whose Bayes risk 
and expected sample size are not much greater than those of (!*, r*>, but 
which can be used for moderately large sample sizes with little 
computational effor4then it is possible to solve a large range of 
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problems easily and efficiently. In fact, if the risk of such a 
procedure is "close to" the risk of the Bayes decision procedure, which 
observes a r.v. from each population at each stage, but the expected 
sample size is significantly smaller, this constitutes an improvement in 
multiple decision problems. This chapter is devoted to the study of the 
following procedure. 
The One..;.S RUle 
At each stage of experimentation, select the next experiment as if 
there were only one stage of experimentation left. With regard to 
experiment selection only, then, the risk from taking one more observation 
and then proceeding optimally is equivalent to the risk of taking one more 
observation, i.e. 
E {v~Y) [g. 1 <x.,E.)] IF. 1}-y. J ]- J J ]-
J-1 ' 
where y~ 1 is defined according to J-
EY {u. [g. 1 (X. ,E.) 1 IF. 1} . J J- J J J-]-1 
ess inf { [ ] I } 
E E> E U. g. 1 (X.,e.) G. l e. m J J- J J J-
J 
The One-Step-Ahead or Myopic Stopping Rule 
( 4 .1) 
(4.2) 
At each stage of experimentation, stop if the current risk is less 
than the expected risk of taking one more observation and then stopping 
(i.e. decide whether to stop as if there were only one stage of 
experimentation Then, with regard to stopping only (for a given 
experiment rule y) (4.1) may be regarded as true, and each ¢ 0 
1 
is 
defined by 
1 if 
-1 (gJ.-l) < E {u. [g. 1 (X. 
yj-1 J J- J 
0 j-1 j-1 
cpj-1 X ,~ ) any if 
0 if > ( 4. 3) 
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(j 1,2, ... ) . 
(4.1) is expressed rather loosely (it not being clear how the V.'s 
J 
are defined) and is intended rather to highlight the obvious; that a 
sequential design procedure incorporating either of the one-step-ahead 
rules 1° and y0 will not, in general, be optimal. A one-step-ahead rule 
(henceforth abbreviated to OSA) ignores all potential information available 
from possible future stages of experimentation, and in particular a OSA 
stopping rule will always stop no later and probably much earlier than the 
optimal stopping rule, from (2.51). However, a OSA rule is clearly much 
easier to compute than the optimal rule, and does not depend on whether 
the problem is truncated or not. Therefore, it is of interest to consider 
th f f ( .+. 0 y 0 ) (.+.* y 0 ) 1 t' t (.+.*, y*) d · e per ormance o ~ 1 _ or ~ 1 re a ~ve o '+' _ , an ~n 
particular, under what conditions a OSA rule is optimal. 
(1) Clearly (p_0 , r_0 ) will be optimal after J 0 of experimenta-
tion if, for all j > Jo, 
{ 
(y_*) } E v. [g. 1 (X. ,E.)] IF. 1 y~ J J- J J J-J-l E 0 {uJ. [g . 1 ( x. ,E . ) J IF . 1} y. J- J J J-J-l 
i.e. (4.1) is true for all j > J 0 .* However, it follows from the 
definition of each v<.> that v~·> j J < u. for each j = 0,1, ... , and hence J 
(4.4) 
(4.4) implies that v~l*) = u. for 
J J 
all j > Jo. Thus the optimal stopping 
rule is to stop after J 0 + 1 observations if stopping has not already 
occurred, and hence the knowledge that all but the first Jo components of 
P.* and r* are OSA is of little use; it is the first J 0 components of each 
rule which are needed. Consequently, if (4.4) is true for all 
j = 0,1, ... , i.e. (p_0 1 r_0 ) is equivalent to (p_*, r_*) 1 then the optimal 
rule will take at most one observation and then stop. It follows that 
<!0 1 r_0 ) iS Optimal in the Sense Of {4.4) Only in the trivial CaSe When at 
most one observation is taken. 
*Unless specified otherwise, equations such as (4.4) refer to both 
truncated and non-truncated problems. 
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(2) From the definition of the optimal experiment rule y*, it 
follows that (~*, y 0) is optimal if the following condition is true for 
each j = 1,2, ... (possibly truncated): 
e* attains ess in£ { (Y*) [ G } E (;> E v.- g. l(X,,e)] I'· 1 e ~ J J- J J-
iff e* attains ess inf { [ ] I G L E <? E U . g . 1 (X . , e) . lf e ~ J J- J J- (4.5) 
i.e. the optimal "path" of experimentation coincides with the "path" of 
experimentation chosen according to y 0 • However, there appears to be no 
way of verifying the condition (4.5) withbut resorting to COI!\putation of 
the v~·) functions, which negates the purpose of considering the OSA rule; 
J 
further, if it were possible to characterise situations where (4.5) was 
true, it would still be necessary to compute the v~·) functions in order 
J 
to solve for 1*· Therefore, it may be concluded that the characterisation 
of optimality conditions for. even a partial OSA rule is virtually impossible 
except in the trivial case (1). 
The performance of the OSA rule <1°, y 0 ) has been compared to that 
of the Bayes sequential design procedure and the Bayes sequential decision 
procedure for the binomial identification problem considered in Chapter 3. 
As expected, it was found that the OSA procedure results in a smaller 
expected sample size and a larger risk than the Bayes sequential design 
procedure; moreover, these differences increase as J, the truncation 
value, increases. Some values of these performance characteristics are 
listed in Table 4.1 below. 
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TABLE 4.1. Values of the risk and expected sample size 
for a) OSA, b) Bayes design, and c) Bayes decision rules (2 populations) 
(g = (·7, ·3)) 
OSA Design Non-Design 
J R \)1 \)2 (J-l) *) (J-1) Risk E [N] vacr E [N] Vo E [N] 
4 50 . 2 . 7 9.3570 1.539 8.4489 2.933 8.8140 3.180 
6 50 •2 . 7 8.8488 1.566 7.6019 3.467 7. 8571 3.855 
8 50 . 2 . 7 8. 8372 1.569 7. 2118 3.753 7.3388 4.238 
From these and other results considered, it appears that the risk 
and expected sample size of the OSA procedure are both relatively 
unchanged for sufficiently large values of J, i.e. little is gained or 
lost in terms of performance for larger values of the truncation point J. 
This is perhaps to be expected, as the OSA rule is a "forward-looking" 
rule rather than a backward induction rule. Mathematically speaking, 
a rule (.1!_, Y._) may be thought of as "forward looking" if for any integers 
J J 
.1!_ 
2 (.1!_ 1 ¢J +l'"""' ¢J ) 
' 1 2 
J2 J1 
y_ cr. YJ + l, ... ' y J ) (4.6) 1 2 
i.e. the rule for the problem truncated at J 1 is the "initial segment" 
of the rule for the problem truncated at J 2 for any J2 > J 1 . Thus a 
"forward-looking" rule may be thought of as being independent of the 
truncation value; clearly the backward induction type of rule does not 
satisfy this condition. It follows that if (.1!_, y_) satisfies (4.6), then 
in the above notation 
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p J1 J1 {N 
G,fe,t ,I 
( 4. 7) 
In other words, for a sufficiently small value of this 
probability (guaranteed by the finiteness property (2.67) of N), it is 
possible to find an integer J 1 such that the risk and expected sample size 
of a rule satisfying (4.6) will be relatively unchanged for values of J 2 
greater than J 1 • 
Therefore, it may be concluded that the performance of the OSA rule 
will not be particularly good for large truncation values, which might be 
regarded as the type of problem for which an easily computed rule would be 
of most benefit. As mentioned before, if the statistician's goal were 
such that a certain level of risk was acceptable, and if it were known 
that the risks of the three procedures considered were at that level, then 
it might be hoped that the expected sample size of the OSA rule would be 
close to that of the Bayes sequential design rule, and less than that of the 
Bayes sequential decision rule. 
Furthermore, the difficulty of computing and identifying the 
sequential design procedure (~*, I*) lies in the fact that~* and are 
interdependent, as both depend on the solution of backward induction 
equations. If it were possible to modify the problem or the goal of the 
statistician so that ~* did not depend on r* or on backward induction 
techniques, and was computed, then it would be possible to consider 
I* alone, and how well y_0 would perform as an acceptable experiment rule. 
In other words, the problem would be reduced to a comparison of experiment 
rules only. 
In the next section, the of the statistician is modified 
appropriately so that the stopping rule is "independent" of the experiment 
rule, and hence like the terminal decision rule, is of the same form for 
any experiment rule. 
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2. A MODIFIED GOAL 
It is henceforth assumed (unless stated otherwise) that 
A= {a 1 ,a2, ••. , ak} and & = {1,2, ... , k} for some specified integer k, 
and that the problem is unbounded; i.e. there is no truncation value J. 
Finally, it is assumed that the loss function is 0- 1 loss as defined 
in (3.3). 
The first modification is that the cost function c.(8, ~j, ~) is 
J 
identically to zero for all values of the arguments, for any value 
of j = 0 ,1, ••. Theorem 4.1 then follows. 
Theorem 4.1 For each ai, i 1, 2, ••• , k, define 
u (a. ,g ) 
n 1 n 
J L(8,ai)g(8l~n,~n)dV(8) 
8 
(4.8) 
to be the expected posterior loss if a. is chosen, 
l 
and 
I n n P(8. X ,e ) l- -
( n n j g(GI~ ~~ )dv(8) 
8. 
l 
to be the posterior probability that e E 8. I given (~n,~n) 
l 
(4.9) 
n n (~ ,~ ) , for 
any n = 0,1, .••. Then under the assumption that the loss function 
satisfies (3.3), 
Proof: 
U (a. ,g ) 
n 1 n 
From ( 3. 3) 
I n n 1- P(8. X ,e). l- -
J
( I n n g(8 ~ ,~ )dV(8) J L(8,ai)g(8lxn,~n)dV(8) = 
8 8/8. 
l 
(4 .10) 
J g(8lxn,~n)dV(8) - J g(OI~n,~n)dV(8) 
8 8. 
= 1- J g(8l~n,~n)dV(8) 
e. 
l 
l 
D 
4.1 u (g ) 
n n 
max ( I n n 1 - . 1 k P 8. x ,e ) . ~= I • • • I ~ 
The interpretation of Theorem 4.1 and its corollary is that the 
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terminal decision rule based on n observations (~n, en) selects the 
subspace 8. of 8 with the largest posterior probability, given n 
~ 
observations n n X 1 e ) . 
In order to prove the next result, the notation of Chapter 2 is 
used with some slight modification. Let F = B(e, ~,~,A) be the a-field 
generated by the elements of a sequential problem with no stopping 
rule; then the probability measure P G, 0 (8, ~' ~, a) may be defined ,r_,_ 
in an analogous fashion to that used in Chapter 2. Similarly, let 
n n 
= B (X , ~ ) for n = 0, 1,. • • • Then F 
n 
C F C F for all integers m,n 
m 
such that m > n, and it is well-known that for any real r.v. z, 
f z g < e I ~n, ~ n> d\) < e > 
8 
is a version of the conditional expectation E[z!F J. 
n 
If z 
chosen to be the loss function L(O,a), then for any a E A 
u (a,g ) 
n n 
E [z (a) IF ] 
n 
and 
z(a) is 
(4 .11} 
for n = 0,1, .•. , where (4.8) may be extended to the case where A may not be 
finite. If the dependence on gn is suppressed for notational convenience, 
then the following theorem may be stated. 
Theorem 4.2 If the cost is zero-valued for all j, then for any 
integers m,n satisfying m > n, 
(4.12) 
i.e. {U, F, n = 0,1, ... } is a supermartingale. 
n n 
Proof: It is first shown that, for any m > n 
E [u IF ] ,;;;: ess in£ E [u (a) IF ] 
m n ""'aEA m n 
As noted in Chapter 2, U is F-measurable and integrable for each 
m 
integer m. It follows from the definition of U that 
m 
implies 
implies 
u 
m 
u (a) 
m 
for all a E A (a.s. F ) 
m 
E [u IF 1 < E [u (a) IF ] 
m n m n 
for all a E A, (n < m) 
E [u IF J ,;;;: ess in£ E [u (a) IF J 
m n """'aEA m n (n < m) • 
Furthermore, it follows from the definition of U (a) in (4.11) that 
n 
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(4.13) 
( 4. 14) 
{u (a), F, n = 0,1, ... } is a martingale for any a E A (see Chow, Robbins, 
n n 
and Siegmund (1971) p.l2, example (a)). 
E[U IF] < essEinAf E[u (a) IF J 
m n a m n 
ess in£ 
a E A un (a) 
u 
n 
Therefore, for any integers m,n 
(proved above) 
(by the martingale property) 
Consider the sequential design problem truncated at J observations. 
Under the assumption that the cost is always zero, it follows from 
Theorem 4.2 that the optimal stopping rule will not stop until J observations 
J-1 have been taken with positive probability, for any experiment rule y . 
Consequently, no optimal stopping rule exists for the unbounded problem. 
However, by modifying the statistician's goal, it may be shown that an 
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essentially complete class of rules <1°, y 0 ) in the sense of (2.87) exists 
for the non-truncated problem, where ~0 does not depend on backward 
induction for its solution. 
u (g ) -+ 0 
n n 
Define 
(a.s.) as n -+ 00 } ( 4. 15) 
to be the class of all experiment rules y for the non-truncated problem 
for which the Bayes posterior expected loss approaches zero as n, the 
sample size, approaches infinity. Note that U (g ) is independent of y 
n n 
(~n, ~n) is known; to determine whether the event 
described in (4.15) will occur or not before sampling takes place will 
depend on which y is used. 
Because y' E r• ensures that U (g ) converges to zero for all valuel3 
n n 
(~n, en), it follows that the stopping rule~£ defined for some y• E r• by 
1 
0 
iff n is the first integer such that U (g ) < £ 
n n 
for all (~_n, en) 
otherwise 
n = 0,1, ... , is well-defined. Then the class of procedures 
(4.16) 
{ (_1:E, y' , Q_*) : y' E r' , £ > 0} is essentially complete for the problem in 
which the cost is waived, for, given any procedure <1, y, 6 , take 
£ = r(G, (~, y, o)). Then clearly 
r(G, (~£, y•, o*)) :,;::;; r(G, (1:_, y, o ) for any y' E f' . (4.17) 
Therefore, the goal of the statistician is modified as follows; with the 
cost set to zero, it is desired to find a procedure <1, y, o) for which 
r(G, <1, o» ( 4. 18) 
where £ > 0 is some prespecified constant. Equivalently (since ~* will 
obviously be the terminal decision rule used) it is desired to find a 
procedure (_1:, y) for which 
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(4.19) 
where a, 0 < a < 1, is some prespecified constant. (Note that if a ;:;;:. 1, 
then it follows from Corollary 4.1 that (4.19) is satisfied by any y and 
the stopping rule which stops before any observations are taken.) Using 
(4.19) as the requirement of the modified goal, it follows that the 
stopping rule 1a defined by (4.16) (with the stopping requirement no 
longer restricted to all n n x , ~ ) ) will attain the modified goal, provided 
that the experiment rule y used is a member of r·. It is clear that 1a 
does not depend on backward induction methods for its solution and is easily 
computed. 
From the above, it follows that any experiment rule y E f' will 
satisfy the goal (4.19) if used in conjunction with the stopping rule ~a 
and the terminal decision rule o*. The optimality criterion used for 
choosing amongst experiment rules is that of minimising the expected 
sample size; thus, (~*, r*, o*) is said to be optimal for the modified 
goal if 
E [N] 
G,fe·-~e·Y* 
[N] (4.20) 
for all experiment rules y for which <1a, y, o*) satisfies the modified 
goal (4.19). (It may be taken that f' is the class of all such experiment 
rules) . 
Interpretation Of The Modified Goal 
From (4.19) and (4.20), it follows that the modified goal of the 
statistician is to ensure that the expected posterior loss (i.e. the 
posterior probability of error) is no greater than some prespecified 
value at termination, and, subject to this constraint, to cease experimenta-
tion as soon as possible. In effect, (4. 20) "compensates" for the 
elimination of the sampling cost. 
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It might be claimed that modifying the goal as above merely 
"manoeuvres" the mathematical formulation from the usual decision-
theoretic model of expected loss-plus-cost to that of (many-) hypothesis 
testing. However, it is clear from the Normal example considered in 
Chapter 3 that global minimisation of the risk is an impossible task 
computationally. Faced with this situation, the statistician might well 
settle for an "acceptable" risk and a "small" sample size. Furthermore, 
by eliminating the need to solve backward induction equations in order to 
compute the optimal stopping rule, it is possible to consider the 
experiment rule alone, and thus gain insight into what an optimal 
experimental design might be. This is because ia is independent of the 
experiment rule lin the sense that, as sampling progresses, the evaluation 
of the stopping rule at each stage does not depend on y, only on the 
current expected loss U (g ) . 
n n 
Therefore, it is now possible to consider 
the performance of the OSA experiment rule y0 • 
3. CHARACTERISATION OF THE CLASS r• 
In order to investigate the performance of experiment rules which 
belong to the class r•, and in particular, to ensure that the OSA rule 
y0 is in fact a member of r· t it is necessary to identify r· in some way. 
It is shown below that if 8 is finite and the population densities 
are "different" for different values of 8 (in the sense of (4.21) 
below) , then any experiment rule y ensures the convergence of U (g ) to 
n n 
zero as n + 00 , i.e. r• coincides with r, the space of all experiment rules. 
In this case, y 0 is clearly a member of r•. 
In what follows, 80 denotes the true value of the state of nature 
8 t and 8o denotes the member Of the partition {811 82 1 • • • 1 8k} Of 8 for 
which 8o E 8o . 
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Theorem 4.3 For any experiment rule y, in order that U (g } + 0 as n + oo 
n n 
under y, it is sufficient that P(00 j~n, en) + 1 as n + oo under y. 
Proof: This follows immediately from the Corollary to Theorem 4.1. D 
The result that f' = f, given in Theorem 4.4 below, is shown in the 
notation of Chernoff (1959} and Bessler (1960}, which was introduced in 
Chapter 1. Both proved similar results in these papers. 
Theorem 4.4 If the two conditions 
a} For every 8. , 8 . E 8 such that 
l J 
~ 8. and every e E &, 
J 
(4. 21) 
b) There exists an M such that, for any (~8 0 ) E 8 and any e E &, 
where E == E8 0 
hold, then g(8 0 jxn, en) + 1 as n + 00 for any experiment rule y. 
Proof: By definition of the posterior probability density, 
n 
g TI fe (X . I e . ) 
0 j=l 0 J J 
{ 
1 + 
"r~O" 
k 
I 
n 
TI 
r=l 
where it is assumed without loss of generality that 8 
Hence it suffices to show that 
1 . n 1m TI 
n->- oo j=l 
f 8 (x.le.) r J J 
--=---::--......---:- = 0 fe (x .j e.) 
0 J J 
To show this, note that Condition a) implies that 
(4.22) 
(4. 23) 
(4.24) 
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( f (xle)~ 
Vr(e) ~ Eeo {log f::cxle>} < 0 for all e (teo) E 8 r 
and all e E & 
(4.25) 
and, in conjunction with Condition b) 1 this implies that 
{ £8 Cxle> } 
vareo log fe:(xle) < M- ]1 (e)
2 for all e (teo) E 8 r r 
and all e E &. 
(4.26) 
Thus, for any e (teo) E 8, it follows from a theorem of Kolmogorov (see e.g. 
r 
Fisz (1963), Theorem 6.12.1) that 
lim{! J fe (x.le.) 
-kn} log r J J 0 (a.s. f) n-+m n · fe (x.!e.) j=l 0 J J (4. 27) 
where 
n { £8 (X I e l } 1 I r J J k Eeo log feo (xjlej) n n j=l 
n 
1 I ll (e . ) n j=l r J 
< 0 . from (4.25) (4. 28) 
Therefore 
n fe (x.le .) n fe (x.le.) 
log lim II 
r J J lim II 
r J J 
fe (x.le.) log fe (x.!e.) n-+m j=l n-+m j=l 0 J J 0 J J 
- 00 (a.s. f) (4.29) 
from which the desired result (4.24) follows. D 
Remarks: Theorem 4.4 is essentially the generalisation to the design case 
of the well-known consistency property of the maximum-likelihood estimator 
A 
e of eo. 
n 
It may be shown that this consistency is exponential; see 
Chernoff (1959), Lemma 1. In order to ensure consistency in the design 
case for any experiment rule y, however, Condition a) must hold; for if 
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there exists an experiment e E & and a 8 (~8 0 ) E 8 such that I(8 0 ,8 ,e) r r 
is zero, then the experiment rule y , which selects experiment e at every 
""'""e 
stage with probability one, will not be a member of r•, as no amount of 
experimentation will be sufficient for the experimenter to distinguish 
between 8 and 80 • r 
4. IDENTIFYING ONE OF TWO HYPOTHESES CONCERNING THE PARAMETERS OF TWO 
BINOMIAL POPULATIONS 
( l) And Notation 
This is the two-population analogue to the identification problem 
described in Chapter 3. There are 2 populations rrl and 112 I with the 
associated binomial parameters 81 and 82 respectively. The state space 
known values in the open interval (0,1). Then 8 = 8. iff 8. = V2, 
- ~ l. 
i = 1,2, and the partition e {81 , Gz} is again defined by 
e. 
l. 
{8.}, i = 1,2. 
-l. 
The known prior probability that 8 equals ~1 is 
denoted by g, 0 < g < 1. 
Once again, x 1 , Xz, ... , xm, ••. denotes a sequence of i.i.d. 
observations from IT1 and Y1, Yz, •.. , Y , ... denotes a sequence of i.i.d 
n 
observations from with respective probability functions 
8~(1-81)1-x, 
e¥(1-8:J 1-Y, 
X 
y 
0,1 
0,1 
Furthermore, the sequence {T } defined for each n by 
n 
( 4. 30) 
= {s f s f } is PARS and POLS for the sequential design 1,n, 1,n, 2,n, 2,n 
problem (see (3.5)), and the posterior probability of ~1 given n 
observations is (cf. (3.8) and (3.9)) 
where 1Ji 
F 
1 ,n 
F + F 1,n 2,n 
1-V., i = 1,2. 
~ 
To show that Conditions a) and b) of Theorem 4.4 are satisfied, 
note that for (i,j) = (1,2) or (2,1), 
( [ 1 v J J(1-V2 )1og 1 ~v: + V 2 1og[~:] if e i 
I(8.,8.,e) 
'"""""2-:J l [1 v J rv 1 (l-V 1 )log l=\J; + v 1 loglv;j if e j 
{cf. Bessler (1960) part 2, p.l4). Therefore, Condition a) holds if 
and 
For any a, 0 < a < 1, define the function 
f (x) 
a 
(1-x)l-a 
(x) on (0,1) by 
which is positive-valued and differentiable on (O,l). Further, 
f' (x) 
a 
= 0 
has the unique solution x = a on (0,1). Since (O) = f (1) = 0, it 
a 
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(4.31) 
(4.32) 
{4. 33) 
( 4. 34) 
( 4. 35) 
follows that f (x) has its maximum value at x = a, for any a, 0 < a < 1. 
a 
Thus (4.33) follows and assumption a) is satisfied. Condition b) is 
shown to hold in this case in Bessler (1960) part 2, p.l9; from (4.32), 
it is clear that 
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M 
( 4. 36) 
will satisfy (4.22). Therefore, any experiment rule for this identifica-
ti0n problem belongS tor· 1 and in particular, y0 iS a member Of r•. 
(2) An Optimality Result Concerning y0 
The One-Step-Ahead Experiment Rule The OSA experiment rule 
was defined in (4.1); however, it follows from Theorem 4.1 that y0 may 
be described as follows: 
"after each stage of experimentation n, n 
experiment i next if 
n 
e 
In the two-population case, this may be written as 
"perform experiment 1 next if 
[ max { I m n } I m nl E i=l I 2 g (Q_i ~ , X, y_ ) ~ ' y J 
:::,;;, [ max { I m n } I m """E_i=l,2g(Q_i~,y_,Y) x, 
otherwise perform experiment 2." * 
1,2, ... , perform 
i 1,2, .•. , k". ( 4. 3 7) 
(4. 38) 
Viewed in this fashion, it may be seen that the OSA rule selects next the 
experiment giving rise to the larger expected value of the maximum 
posterior probability at the next stage. Therefore, one might conjecture 
*If the two expectations are equal, of course, either experiment may be 
performed. 
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that this procedure maximises the probability that sampling is terminated 
(given that(~, !n) = xn, en)) at the next (i.e. (n+l)th) stage. The 
following theorem shows that this is true for the two-binomial identifica-
tion problem for a range of values of V1 and v2 • 
Theorem 4.5 For certain values of V1 , v 2 and tin (0,1) 2 (defined in 
max { } (4.66) below), the probabilities P(i=l, 2 gi (X) t) and 
max· { } ~ [ max· P(i=l, 2 gi (Y) - t) are non-decreasing functions of E i=l, 2 (X)}] and 
E[ max (Y)}] respectively (where g, (·) is a convenient notation for i=l,2 1 
g(8.1·>1 i=l12).. 
-J_ 
Remark: As is well-known, the posterior probabilities g(~i~~m, ~n) may 
A 
be thought of as prior probabilities g(8.) in the sense that the problem 
-J_ 
for the experimenter who is at the (m 1n)th and has observed the r.v.s 
(~, !n) = (xm 1 ~n) 1 and thus the posterior probabilities g I m n) . X 1 y I 1S 
equivalent to the problem for the experimenter at the "zero-th" stage, and 
whose prior probabilities are ~(8.) 
-1 
1,2. 
Proof: Without loss of generality the result is proved for the "X" 
observation; the proof for a "Y" observation follows from the symmetry of 
the problem. Defining v = V1/V 2 and~= ~ 1 /~ 2 , and noting that v < 1 and 
~ > 1, the posterior probabilities g, (X) may be written as 
1 
gl (X) 
gz (X) 
r 1 + ~ 1 ~ grl 
( 1 + v 1 ~ gJ -1 
( ) 
-1 
1 + 1 g 
~ 1- g 
(
1 + .!_ _g )-1 
v 1- g 
from which it follows that 
if X 0 
if X 1 
if X 0 
if X = 1 (4.39) 
There are three cases to consider: 
a) g > ---
111 +l.Jz 
This implies that 
and hence 
Therefore, in this case 
[ max E i=l,2 gi (X)] 
g 
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(4.40) 
(4.41} 
(4.42) 
(4.43) 
where P(X=O) = gf(Ojv2 ) + (l-g)f(Ojv 1 ) is the probability that X=O 
unconditional on Q_, with a similar expression for P (X= 1) • Consequently, 
max it must be shown that P(i=l, 2{gi (X)} t) is a non-decreasing function of g. 
Firstly 
iff (from(4.42)) 
iff (from (4.39)) 
iff Vt g < -::-----
1- t + vt (4.44) 
Similarly 
max· 
P(i=l,2{gi (X)} t) = 1 
iff gl (0) > t 
Finally 
iff g ;;;. ---'---
1- t + ]Jt • 
max { } :::;. p (. 1 2 g. (X} :::-- t} 
]_:::: I 1. 
iff g 1 (0) < t 
iff Vt o;;;; < 1- t + vt g 
P(X==l) 
Furthermore, it can be shown that 
implies _ __:.. __ < 
1- t + vt 
90. 
(4.45) 
( 4. 46) 
1- t + ]Jt for any t, 0 < t < 1. 
(4.47) 
Therefore, as these are the only possibilities, it follows that 
p max 
2
{g. (X)} 
I 1. 
t) is a non-decreasing function of E[.m1ax2{g. (X)}] in this ]_:::: I 1. 
case. 
b) 
\)1 
g <---
.Vl+\!2 
\) 
l+V (4.48) 
The proof in this case follows similarly to the proof in case a) . The 
posterior probabilities satisfy 
g 1 (0) < g 1 (1) < g2 (1) < g2 (0) (4.49) 
and hence 
[ max l E i==l,2{gi (X)} g2(0)P(X=O) + g2(l)P(X=l) 
:::: 1 - g (4.50) 
and it must be shown that P max {g (X)} 
2 . I 1. 
t) is a non-decreasing function 
of 1 - g. Firstly 
max· { } :::;. P(i=l,2 gi (X) ~ t) = 0 
iff g2(0) < t 
iff 1- g < 
Secondly 
max { P(.l2g,( ~= , ~ 
iff 9z (1) 
iff 1-g 
iff 
1-t+lJ 
1-t+lJ 
-1 
t 
1 
t 
-1 
\) t 
1-t+v -1 .._ l. 
t)=P(X=O) 
1-g<---.::;;._-
1- t+v- 1 t 
it may be shown that , 
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(4. 
{4. 52) 
(4. 53) 
implies -~---- < ----- for any t, 0 < t < 1 
(4. 54) 
and as these are the possibilities, P(i:~:2 {gi (X)}~ t) is thus a 
function of E[i:~2 {gi(x)}] in this case. 
(4.55) 
In this case 
gz(O) > (O}, gz (1)} and g 1 (1) > max{g1 (O), g 2 (1)} (4. 
but there is no total ordering between the four function values. It 
follows that 
E [i:~~2 {gi (X) }J = gz (O)P(X= 0) + 91 (1) .P(X= 1) 
= 1J1 (1- g) + Vzg · (4. 57) 
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If it is assumed without loss of generality that > 11 1 , then (4.57) may 
be written as 
(4.58) 
is a non-decreasing 
function of g. Firstly 
Secondly 
Thirdly 
Finally 
p max 
,2 (X)} > t) 
if£ _._...1_-_t.;_· -- < g < 
-1 1- t+]J t 
max { } p 2 g. (X) 
, 1. 
t) 
0 
vt 
1- t+ 
l 
iff min (0) t gl (l)} t 
iff g 1- t 
-1 1-t+]l t 
or g 
(max{ 12 p i=l,2 gi (X)~ - = P (X 0) 
iff vt g < ----------
1- t+ 
max { } p (i=l,2 gi (X) t) 
iff 92 (0) < t gl( 
and g 
P(X 1) 
1- t + vt 
1- t 
. -1 1-t+]J t 
iff g > 1- and g> 
-1 1-t+ll t 1- t+ Vt 
(4.59} 
(4.60) 
(4.61) 
(4. 
93, 
Therefore, it does not appear that the desired result holds in case 
c). However, note that P max2· {g. (X)}~ t} is equal to 1 for any value , ]_ 
of t .:;:;; · 5, since at least one of the posterior probabilities g 1 (x) and 
gz {x} = 1- g 1 (x) must be no less than · 5. This may be proved formally by 
showing that 
F (t) 
are increasing 
\)1 
Vt 
and G (t) 1- t 
-1 
1- t+11 t 1- t + vt 
and, respectively, 
111 
decreasing functions of t. 
(4.63) 
Since 
F ( • 5) ---and G( ·5) = ---, F(O) = 0 and G(O) 
V1 + Vz 111 + 11z l, it follows that 
(4.60) always holds in case c) for t.:;:;; .s. 
Consequently, since case c) represents the situation in which the 
current (prior or posterior) probability of both Q1 and 8 2 is near • 5, it 
seems reasonable to consider those values of v 1 , v 2 and t (where t = 1- a 
is close to l) which 
max { } ~ P(i=1,2 gi (X) ~ t) 0 for all g satisfying (4.55). (4.64) 
From ( 4. 55) and (4.59)' this is true iff 
1- t \)1 vt 111 < and > 
-1 1- t + vt 111 +112 l-t+11 t Vl + Vz 
(4.65) 
Both these inequalities hold (i.e. they have the same solution) iff 
t > 1 = [1 
1 + \)11-1 
(4. 66) 
For the typical value of t ·95, the set of (V 1 , v 2 ) satisfying (4.66) is 
s (4.67) 
which is shown in Figure 4.1 below. 
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Lq--------============~/ 
.8 
·6 
·4 
s 
·2 ·4 ·6 ·8 1·0 
FIGURE 4.1. The region S defined in (4.67). 
Therefore, if (V 1 , V2 ) E S, it follows in case c) that 
0 for all t, ·95 < t < 1, which is non-decreasing 
Furthermore, the same solution (4.66) is obtained if 
it is assumed that v 2 < ~ 1 and a similar analysis is carried out in terms 
of 1- g. 
Define 
s 
n 
to be the subset of Xn X &n for which the modified goal is attained 
D 
(4. 68) 
(P* = 1- a is the desired posterior "level of confidence", 0 < p* < 1). 
It follows that the stopping time N satisfies 
{N n} 1' 2 t ••• (4.69) 
and that Theorem 4.5 implies that (if V 1 , v 2 satisfy (4.66) with t p*) 
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(S 
1
IF) 
"'a n+ n 
for any (4.70) 
1 .:t_ I y_ 
experiment rule y, 
n 0, 1' . . . . It does not follow that y0 is optimal in the sense of 
(4.20); however, the optimality property (4.70) would seem to be desirable, 
and it suggests that 1° might give rise to a smaller expected sample size 
than that of many other experiment rules. For example, (4.70) is 
equivalent to the result that 1° minimises the expected distance of the 
process from the stopping boundaries at the next stage of experimentation. 
Note from (4.31) that 
iff 
g(8ljt) P* 
- n 
(~:) ~ P* (1- g) g(l-P*) 
iff ( l - g) [ P* ) (f2 - fJ) log 1J + (s2- sd log'V ~ log l-g- + log 1 _ P* (4. 71) 
where the subscript n is omitted for notational convenience. Defining 
A A 
X == y Sl - S2 
a log 1J b == - log 'V (a,b > O) 
cl 
(1- gl 
logl-g-J C2 == log(1 ~:*) > 0 {4. 72) 
where - c 2 < c 1 < c 2 for a non-trivial problem, it follows that 
iff c 1 + c 2 , denoted (4. 73} 
Similarly 
g <Qz It ) = P* 
n 
iff (4. 74) 
A A 
These stopping boundaries in (x, y)-space are shown in 4.2 below. 
STOP AND TAKE 
ACTION a 1 
a 
- ai +by= c -1 
y 
b 
A A 
-ax+ by= c 1 + 
CONTINUE 
SAMPLING 
TAKE ACTION a 2 
FIGURE 4.2. Continuation region and stopping regions in (i,y)-space. 
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Az 
Remarks: 1) Sampling from I1 1 means the process goes "up" the continuation 
Sampling from I12 means the process goes "down" the 
continuation region. 
2) v2 = 1- v 1 iff a b iff the lines have gradient 1. 
3) g = ·5 iff iff x-intercepts are equal and 
y-intercepts are equal. 
4) The state space is a grid {(~,y): A A x and y are }; 
stopping occurs when a boundary is crossed. 
A A 
Appropriate distances from a point (x,y) in the continuation region to the 
97. 
stopping boundaries are defined as follows: 
A 
------ y b 
A 
D(y, A 
c 1 - c 2 +ax 
= y b 
A {cl+c2) 
A 
by-
D(i, AJ) X -
a 
A (cl- c2) 
A 
by-
A D(x, A2) - X 
a 
(4.75) 
Thus, if a further observation is taken, the D(x, . ) distances change if a 
0 is observed, and the D(y,.) distances change if a 1 is observed. 
Considering the population sample sizes m and n, it follows that the 
experiment rule which minimises the expected distance from the stopping 
boundaries at the next stage would choose experiment 1 if 
where by an abuse of notation 
D(X,A.) 
~ 
if X 
if X 
0 
i = 1,2 
1 
(4. 76) 
{4.77) 
with a similar expression for D(Y,A.). 
~ 
Comparing "horizontal" distances, 
however, it follows that 
iff 1 - P* { A 1 P* ;:;;_.... __ exp aD (x,A 1 )} < - exp{aD(x P* P* ) } 
iff g e 2l· > < g <~1 I · > (4. 78) 
with the same result holding if "vertical" distances are compared (note 
A 
that aD(x,A.) 
~ 
bD(y,A.) I i 
~ 
Therefore, y 0 is the experiment rule 
which minimises the expected distances from the stopping boundaries at the 
next stage. 
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(3) Expressions For The Expected Sample Size 
The following analysis, based on the work of Robbins (1974), shows 
that expressions for the expected sample size a) under pairwise sampling, 
and b) when V 2 1- V 1 , may be derived. From these results it may be 
shown that all experiment rules for this problem give rise to the same 
expected sample size when V2 1- v 1 , as might be expected from the 
resulting symmetry of the problem. 
Sizes. Suppose that at each stage of experimentation 
the number of observations taken from TI 1 equals the number of observations 
taken from IT 2 ; i.e. in the above notation, m = n. Then it is well-
known that the Bayes rule (stopping and terminal decision) is equivalent 
to the following Sequential Probability Ratio Test {SPRT) : 
where G 
s 
take action al (say e.= [v,~ 1 J 1 ,n ,n if GR 
\)1112 
s 
-s 
[v 2~ 1 J 1 ,n 2 ,n if ~ 
\)1112 
take action a 2 (say ~ = 
otherwise take a further observation from both rrl and * 
1-
g 
P* 
, R = , and define A 
1- P* Then 
P (s - s = 
1,N 2,N 
00 
2. f(s s !8 1 ) 
{ . } 1n2n-N=n,S -s =-B '' ' 
1 ,n 2 ,n 
(assuming B is a positive integer) 
00 s - s 
= L L A 1,n 2,n 
n=l {N=n,s - s = -B} 1,n 2,n 
f(s I 82) 
1,n, ,n-
-B I = A P(a2 is taken 8 
*In this subsection, N and n refer to the number of 
(4.79) 
(4.80) 
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where 
s n-s 
s n-s 2,n e 2,n 
f(s s le> = e l,n(l-8) l,ne <1 - 2) 
1,n, 2,n- 1 1 2 
( 4. 81) 
is the joint density function of s and 
1 ,n ,n 
(cf. (4.31)). Similarly 
P (a 1 is taken I ~ = -c I A P(a 1 is taken 8 = ~1 ) 
Therefore, the 
posterior probability of making an incorrect terminal decision using 
(4. 79) is 
(a2 is taken I ~1 ) + {1- g)P (a1 is taken I 
1- P* iff 
-B I gA P(a2 is taken ~2 )+(1-g)P(a 1 is 
iff -B -B (1- g - gA ) = 1- P*- A g 
(where P 2 denotes P (a1 is taken I ~2 )) 
iff 
using the result 
G 
g R 
[P*- (1-g)] (1-P*) 
(2P*- 1) (1- g) 
(1- g) (1- P*) 
P* 
Similarly, it may be shown that 
(P*-g){l-P*) 
g(2P*- 1) 
taken I 1- P* 
Now by Wald's lemma {Lemma 3.1, Chow, Robbins and Siegmund (1971)) 
E[sl,N- s2,NI~) 
E[sl,N- s2,NI~2] 
( 4. 82) 
( 4. 83) 
( 4. 84) 
( 4. 85) 
( 4. 86) 
and, ignoring overshoot of the stopping boundaries (i.e. assuming B and 
C are both positive integers) 
tHE liBRARY 
UNIVfi\SITY Of CANTEI\8URY 
CHtl.ISTCHUII:CH. N.Z. 
E [s - s I e ] 
1 ,N 2 IN -1 
E [s - s I e 2] 
1 ,N 2 ,N -
C ( l - P 1 ) - BP } 
- B(l-P2) + ~P 2 
Therefore, combining the last two pairs of equations, 
V 
2 
= V 
1 
{ g [ C ( l - P 1 ) - BP ~ + ( l - g) r ( l - P 2 ) - CP 2 J } 
B (P*- g) + C [P*- (l- g)] 
\)2-\)1 
The Design Case When V2 = l - v 1 
The test in this case is 
take action a 1 if (f2 - f 1 )log1J + (s 2 - s 1 )logV ~log GR 
take action a2 if (f2- f 1 )log1J + (s 2 - s 1 )logV <log GR- 1 
otherwise continue sampling . 
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(4.87) 
(4.88) 
(4. 89) 
It may easily be shown that the two probabilities of error, P 1 and P2 , are 
the same as in the pairwise case, i.e. (4.83) and (4.85) still hold. 
Once again, Wald's Lemma gives 
= loglJ [ 1J 1E 1N -1J2E1 M] + logV [ V1E 1N- V2E1 M] 
E[(f 2 -f 1)log1J + (s 2 -s 1)logvl~) 
= log1J[1J2E2N-1J 1E2M] +logV[V 2E2N-v 1E2M] 
(4.90) 
where E . M = E [M I e . ] ' i 
l -l 
1,2 etc., and ignoring overshoot of the stopping 
boundaries, 
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log GR 
Combining (4.90) and (4.91) 1 and noting that ~2 
log V = - log~ here, yields 
(V2 -Vdlogl-J ·E 1 [M+N] 
(V 1 -v 2 )log]J ·E2 [M+N] 
( l - P 1 ) log GR + P 1 log GR - 1 } 
-1 
= (l-P2 )logGR +P 2 logGR 
(4. 91) 
{4.92) 
Multiplying the first equation by g and the second by 1-g, it follows that 
E [M + N] = (4.93) 
and this result holds for any experiment rule. Comparing (4.93) with 
(4.88) 1 it follows that no experiment rule can do better (in terms of 
expected sample size) than pairwise sampling. 
(4) The Performance Of y0 
Table 4.2 lists the performance of the OSA experiment rule for 
selected values of g, v 1 and v2 under computer simulation. Also included 
are the corresponding values for the pairwise design rule (m = n) and the 
Bessler I Chernoff experiment rule defined by (1.4) and (1. 5). The 
performance characteristics listed are the probability of correct decision 
or selection, usually denoted as P(CS) 1 and the average sample size or 
number, usually denoted as ASN; these empirical values were obtained as 
sample means from the appropriate data values from 800 simulations in each 
case, with a similar calculation for the standard error of the ASN. 
Simulation was carried out on a Burroughs B6700 computer. The theoretical 
ASN was obtained by substituting the corresponding P(CS) value obtained 
102. 
into the expression (4.88) (asP*); the resultant theoretical ASN value 
for a pairwise rule whose "P*-level" is the same as the rule in question 
may be used both to evaluate the efficiency of a design rule over a non-
design pairwise rule (tabulated in the last column) and, in the case of 
the pairwise rule itself, to provide an estimate of error due to Monte 
TABLE 4.2. Performance of OSA (first entry), Bessler's (second entry) 
and pairwise (third entry} experiment rules for certain values of 
P* = 0·95. 800 simulations. 
- I 
Standard Error Theoretical ASN1 
ASN 
g \)1 \)2 P (CS} ASN Theoretical ASN (ASN) 
. 5 .2 . 3 .958 100.2 105.8 2.56 1.06 
.954 107.1 101.9 2.65 .95 
.959 108.4 107.1 2.70 .99 
. 7 .2 . 3 .953 89.0 88.1 2.64 .99 
.951 91.5 86.9 2.78 .95 
.949 91.9 84.6 2.61 .92 
. 9 .2 . 3 .955 36.0 37.9 1.93 1.05 
.965 37.8 49.2 1.94 1. 30 
.964 41.0 47.7 1. 86 1.16 
. 5 .4 .55 .941 60.4 53.8 1.44 . 89 
.944 60.3 55.1 1.51 .91 
.960 59.2 64.3 1.56 1.09 
. 7 .4 .55 .958 51.6 55.2 1.47 1.07 
.958 54.6 55.2 1.54 1.01 
.953 56.2 52.2 1.47 .93 
. 9 .4 .55 .954 22.7 21.7 1.10 .96 
.963 21.5 27.4 1.01 1.27 
.973 28.5 35.5 1.19 1. 25 
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TABLE 4. 2. continued 
I 
Standard Error Theoretical ASN 
ASN 
g \)l Vz P (CS) ASN Theoretical ASN (ASN) 
.5 .5 .65 .964 59.8 68.3 1.46 1.14 
.964 ,62. 3 65.5 1.62 1.05 
.949 57.~ .4 1.42 .98 
. 7 .5 .65 .954 49.4 51.9 l. 37 1.05 
.978 51.4 70.3 1.47 1. 37 
.969 ~8.Q 62 .. 0 1.54 1.05 
.9 .5 .65 .966 21.8 29.5 1.08 1. 35 
.963 21.8 27.7 1.02 1.27 
.974 27.2 .9 .1.01 1. 32 
. 5 .5 .9 .983 7.72 8.85 0.16 1.15 
.973 6.94 7.67 0.18 1.11 
.990 9.38 10.25 0.21 1. 09 
.7 .5 .9 .981 7.58 7.90 0.19 1.04 
.961 6.31 5.97 0.18 .95 
~.7Q 5.80 o.I.6. 1.02 
.9 .5 .9 .981 4.57 4.67 0.17 1.02 
.981 4.68 4.67 0.16 1.00 
.983 5 4.85 0.18 0.87 
Carlo simulation etc. This seems reasonable in the last case considered 
(V 1 = .5, V2 = .9) 1 as the "overshoot" from discrete data in a small 
sample size situation affects the corresponding P(CS} and ASN values to 
such a degree that comparison is impossible. Therefore, the "efficiency" 
of the procedure compared to pairwise sampling, defined as the ratio of 
the theoretical ASN to the observed ASNt is perhaps a better indicator of 
performance here. 
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From the results it may be seen that, in the cases considered, the 
OSA rule is no worse, and in many cases, better than Bessler's rule in 
terms of ASN. In only one case it was found that the P*-level was not 
attained, and this occurred for both experiment rules. In general, these 
two rules gave superior results to those for the pairwise non-design rule, 
as might be expected. The value of the prior probability g (which was 
restricted to the range 0.5 ~ g < 1 without loss of generality) appears to 
have no obvious effect on the relative performance of the rules, which is 
perhaps surprising, because the OSA rule will randomise between the two 
experiments as soon as the posterior probability is sufficiently far away 
from the value 0.5. The values of v1 and v 2 were chosen to yield 
moderate sample sizes, as this is the situation of interest; in the last 
case (V1 .5, v2 = .9), consideration of performance in terms of 
efficiency rather than ASN, as discussed above, indicates that the OSA 
rule is no worse than the other two rules. Finally, it should be noted 
that the rule of Blot and Meeter (1973) coincides with that of Bessler for 
the case of two populations. 
A study of the problem of 3 binomial populations, in which 
8 = {(V2,vl ,Vl) f (Vl,v2,Vl) I cvl,Vl'V2)} as in Chapter 3 was not carried 
out because of the large amount of computer time needed. However, the 
few results obtained indicated that the OSA rule did not perform well when 
compared with Bessler's rule. Further investigation indicated that the 
symmetry of the 8 values and the discrete nature of the data led to 
randomised experimentation under the OSA rule at every stage; i.e. the 
maximum in (4.37) was attained by more than one experiment at every stage. 
This is a shortcoming which Bessler's rule does not possess, in general. 
Therefore, it may be concluded that the OSA experiment rule is a 
good rule to use for the problem of identifying one of two single 
hypotheses concerning the parameters of two binomial populations. This 
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is indicated by both the optimality property (4.70) and the simulation 
results in Table 4.2 for problems when a moderate sample size is expected. 
However, the overshoot of the stopping boundaries and the possibility of 
randomised experimentation does complicate the comparison of y0 with other 
rules. This is largely due to the discrete nature of the observations 
themselves; in the next section, consideration of a similar problem 
involving the parameters of two normal populations, in which the 
observations are continuous, provides even stronger empirical evidence in 
favour of y0 • 
The FORTRAN program used to simulate the performance of the OSA 
experiment rule is given in Appendix A2. 
5. IDENTIFYING ONE OF TWO HYPOTHESES CONCERNING THE MEANS AND VARIANCES 
OF TWO NORMAL POPULATIONS 
(1) Set-up And Notation 
The problem considered is one in which there are two Normal 
populations TI 1 and TI 2 ; it is possible to observe i.i.d. r.v.s X1 , X2 , ... 
from TI 1 with common distribution N(~x' aX2), and to observe i.i.d. r.v.s 
Yl, y2'"". from rr2 with common distribution N(~y' ay2 ) I where each xi is 
independent of each Y. , i = 1,2, ... , j 1 '2' ... , (see ( 3. 12) ) . The 
J 
state space 8 = {~1' ~2} is defined by 
e (~2, 2 ~1, a~) l 
-1 a2, 
a2) r 
0 < 2 2 ~2 E R , a 1, a2 < oo, ~ 1 I 
~ (~1 ' 2 a r' ~2' 2 ) 
~1 'I ~2' a2 'I 2 all known 1 a2, (4. 94) 
where 
(4.95) 
Thus the identification involves two components, the mean and the variance 
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of the populations. As before, the partition 8 = {8 1 , 8 2} is defined by 
8i = {~i}, i = 1,2, and the known prior probability that~ equals ~1 is 
again denoted by g, 0 < g < l. 
As the population variances 0 2 and 0 2 are now components of ~, it X y 
follows from (3.14) and (3.15) that the sequence of statistics {T } defined 
n 
by 
n n2 n1 1 
n 1 ,n2 , Y. X, ' I y'' I x2 ' , 
i=l l j=l J i=l l 
I 
j=l 
n l, 2' ... (4. 96) 
is PARS and POLS for this sequential design problem. (As usual, m and n 
will be used to denote the number of observations from rr1 and rr2, 
respectively, in this section). 
To show that Conditions a) and b) of Theorem 4.4 are satisfied, 
first note that 
and 
l 
-- + 2 
(4. 97) 
with I(~, ~1' i) = I(~1 , ~2 , 3- i), i = 1,2. (cf. Bessler (1960) part 2, 
p. 37). Since it is assumed only that 0 1 does not equal 0 2 , it follows 
from the resulting symmetry that Condition a) is true if it can be shown 
that, say 
2 exp { lr0 ~ -
01 2 02 
~ 2 
is greater than l. To do this, consider the function F(x) defined on 
(0, 00 ) by 
F (x) -1 l(x
2
- l) 
x e 2 
It follows that 
(4.98) 
(4.99) 
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F' (x) x
2
- 1 l(x2 - 1) 
e 2 
2 X 
l < 0 if 
0 < X < 1 
0 if X = 1 
> 0 if X > 1 . (4.100) 
Therefore, x = 1 gives a minimum value ofF on (0, 00), with F(l) = 1. As 
it is assumed that 0 1 =I 0 2 , and clearly exp{ (]J
2 
- ]J 
1
) 
2
}is greater than 1, 
20 2 2 
it follows that the expression (4.98) is always greater than 1, and hence 
Condition a) is satisfied. 
To show that Condition b) holds, note that, e.g. 
fe (x !1> { [[ J 2 [ J 2J} -2 ° 2 1 X - ]l 1 X - ]l 2 f~1 (xll) =cr;exp -2_ 0 1 - 0 2 (4.101) 
Therefore, Condition b) follows from the existence of the first four 
moments of the Normal distr~bution, and hence all experiment rules for 
this problem belong to r·. 
(2) Construction Of The OSA Experiment Rule 
It follows from (3.14) that the posterior probability that~ equals 
~1 , given 
{ 1 + 
(1 + [1; gl cr~-mcr~n exp {- 1 
- ( m n 21 ( 0 ~ - 0 ~) li~l 2 I X X.- y j J l j=l 
. ( n m 
xi] 2 (0~]J2 - 0~]Jl > l I Y.- I j=l J i=l 
2 2 2 2 
+ ( n - m) ( 01 ]J 2 - 0 2 ]J 1 ) J}f' (4.102) 
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which is of the form (l+a)- 1 ; similarly, g(~2 ~~m, :t_n) is of the form 
(l+a- 1 )- 1 , which will not be written out in full. Thus, referring to 
(4.38), we are interested in those values of X (say) for which 
e I m :t.n> > <e I m n> g X , X, g _ 2 X , X, :[ • 
Direct computation of this inequality yields the following; 
0\z (al a 2 ) be the real roots of the quadratic equation 
Then, (4.103) is true iff 
when cr2 < 2 
(4.103) 
let a 1 and 
(4.104) 
(4.105) 
Similarly, let 81 and 82 (8 1 < 82 ) be the real roots of the quadratic 
equation 
X. - I y .) 
~ j=l J 
+ (m- n- 1) <crfv~- a~vf> = o . (4.106) 
Then 
g(~llxm, n ' Y) > g(~21 xm, n ' Y) iff Y. Y. 
{ 81 < y < (32 when 02 > a2 2 1 Y < 81 or Y > when 2 < CJ 1 • (4.107) 
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Therefore, it follows from Theorem 4.6 below that 
[ max· { I m n } I m n] E i=l I 2 g (~ ~ , X, y_ ) ~ I y_ 
(4.108) 
and 
E[i:~~2{g(~i~~m, y_n, Y)}l~m, yn] 
( m n r rS 2 - ll 1 I 
g (~1 I~ , y_ ) L<Pl a1 J 
(4.109) 
Remark: If either of the quadratic equations (4.104) and (4.106) has no 
real roots (or one repeated root) then clearly one posterior probability 
is greater than the other for all possible outcomes of the random 
variable in question, and hence the expected maximum is equal to that 
larger posterior probability as follows: 
g(~1~~m, y_n) for X, g(~2~~m, y_n) for Y 
g(~~~m, y_n) for X, g(~1 ~~m, y_n) for Y. (4.110) 
Therefore, the two expectations (4.108) and (4.109) can never be the same 
in the sense of (4.110) (except when g(~1 I·) = g(~2 1 ·) = ·5), and hence 
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randomised experimentation under y0 will almost certainly never occur. 
Theorem 4.6 In the notation of Chapter 2, define 
{ I n n+l X. = X E X : g (~; ~ I X, ~ ) l 1 n ..... 
max { I n n+l l ~·~k g(8. x, x, e )}}(4.lll) ""']""' J-
(assuming ties occur with probability 0) • Then 
Proof: 
[ max { ( I n n+l } I n en+l] E 1 ~. ~k g e. x , x, ~ > ~ , ""']""' J-
k 
I g (8. I x n' en) 
j=l -J - -
By definition 
k 
I 
j=l 
I n n+.l where fG(xn+l ~ 1 e ) was defined in (2.45), 
n+l n+l 
f (x ,e )g(8) 
n- - -
( 4.112) 
~,y k 
I 
( 
J ( n+l n+l f x 1 e ) [J
( 1 n n+l I n n J f~(xn+l ~ ,~ )g(~ x ,~ )dV(8) 
j=l X. J ,n n- -G,y_ 
from (2.39) and (2.45) 1 
8 dx 1 n+ 
k 
I 
j=l 
r I n n+l I n n n n -j 1f8 (x +l ~ 1 e ) .y (e +l x ,~ )f 1 cx ,e )g(8) ( l- n - n n - e ,yn- - - -
J n+l n+l --
X f n (~ '~ ) j ,n G,y 
X 
f 
n n n n yn(en+ll~ '~) .f n-1(~ '~) 
G,y 
from (2.39) and (2.45) again, 
k 
I 
j=l f f (x I e ) dx e n+l n+l n+l X. J,n 
dx 
n+l 
(4 .113) 
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since I n n+l _ I Cx +l x , e ) = f 8 (x 1 e 1 ) here. n - - n+ n+ 0 
(3) The Perfo~m~nqe Of y0 
Table 4.3 lists the performance of the OSA experiment rule, 
Bessler's rule, and the pairwise non-design rule for selected values of g, 
0 1 and o 2 under computer simulation. It may easily be shown that the 
TABLE 4. 3. Performance of OSA (first entry), Bessler's (second entry) 
and (third entry) experiment rules for certain values of g,o 1,o 2 • 
P* = 0·95. 400 simulations. 
Standard Theoretical 
Error 
g 01 02 P(CS) ASN (ASN} ASN 
.970 7.11 0.20 
.5 1 2 . 7.42 0.29 4.14 
.993 8.22 0.30 
.963 16.8 0.47 
.5 2 3 .990 20.1 0.84 13.5 
.980 21.2 0.79 
.970 7.62 0.24 
.5 2 4 .990 7. 71 0.32 4.55 
.988 8.88 0.30 
.975 6. 30 0.18 
. 7 1 2 .985 7.26 0.30 4.10 
.980 7.51 0.29 
.963 15.6 0.50 
. 7 2 3 .988 17.4 0.75 13.5 
.978 19.2 o. 72 
.965 6.98 0.22 
.7 2 4 .985 7.24 0.30 4.55 
.983 7.79 0.28 
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TABLE 4.3. continued 
Standard Theoretical 
Error 
g ol 02 P (CS) ASN (ASN) ASN 
.960 30.6 1. 22 
.5 3 4 .980 33.9 1. 37 27.6 
.970 35.5 1. 29 
.970 12.7 0.35 
.5 3 5 .983 13.8 0.53 9.02 
.983 14.7 0.53 
.951 49.0 2.02 
.5 4 5 .939 55.9 2.22 46.5 
.970 55.3 2.04 
.958 29.0 1.04 
. 7 3 4 .970 33.3 1. 39 27.6 
.965 34.2 1. 34 
.965 11.1 0.36 
. 7 3 5 .983 12.5 0.54 9.02 
.988 13.6 0.52 
.945 44.3 2.12 
. 7 4 5 .933 49.4 1. 70 46.5 
.970 53.6 2.03 
likelihood ratio of the two sampling densities, and hence the posterior 
densities themselves, depend on the population means only through the 
difference ]1 2 -]1 1 ; this difference was set equal to 0·5, and then values 
of 0 1 and 0 2 were chosen to ensure moderate sample sizes. 
From these results, it is seen that the OSA rule is superior to 
both Bessler's rule and the pairwise rule in every case considered; in 
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only one case was the significance level not attained, and this again 
occurred for both design rules. .Much of this superiority seems to be due 
to the consistent overshoot of the stopping boundaries by the other two 
rules in relation to y 0 , which is somewhat surprising in the case of 
Bessler's rule. As before, the prior probability g appears to have 
little effect on relative performance. 
Once again, it is possible to obtain an analytical expression for 
the expected sample size under pairwise sampling ignoring overshoot again. 
Proceeding as before, the expression 
E [N] 
+ (2g- 1) log[.!_~ g)] 
+ (cri-cr~)2 
( 4. 114) 
is listed in Table 4.3 with )1 2 -)1 1 = o.s and P* = 0-95. It is seen that, 
in every case where the P*-level is attained, the observed ASN is greater 
than the theoretical ASN. Once again, this discrepancy may be explained 
by overshoot of the boundaries and error in simulation. Such 
discrepancies have been noted in similar studies; see Robbins and 
Siegmund (1974), Tables land 2, for example. 
Therefore, it may be concluded that although all three design rules 
appear to exceed the P*-level consistently in simulation, the OSA 
experiment rule has a smaller exceedance than the other rules in almost 
every case considered, and hence gives rise to a smaller ASN value. 
Moreover, these conclusions appear to hold true regardless of the value of 
the prior probability g. 
The FORTRAN program used to simulate the performance of the OSA 
experiment rule is given in Appendix A2. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The approach taken in this chapter has been practical rather than 
theoretical; and deliberately so, because the theory of Bayes sequential 
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design procedures is of limited use to the practitioner, as was seen in 
Chapter 3. In a sense, the comments made in Chapter 1 concerning 
asymptotic optimality hold for Bayes sequential design optimality as well; 
what the experimenter requires is a procedure which is easily applicable 
in a wide variety of situations and is relatively efficient in terms of 
risk or sample size. It is well-known that most workers in agriculture 
and the social sciences etc. tend to opt for the former, often at the 
expense of the latter. For many, collecting more data is easier than 
"working out the mathematics." 
Nevertheless, any procedure which is proposed as suitable in both 
respects (by a theoretical statistician, anyway) should be based on some 
theoretical basis of "goodness", such as asymptotic optimality, if for no 
other reason than to justify its use with reasons more mathematical than 
"it seems to work well." No-one expects a rule to be optimal when its 
structure is quite different from that of the optimal procedure, but some 
sort of rational justification for its use should be provided. Such is 
the case, it is claimed, with the OSA experiment rule; for, although it 
cannot be optimal except in trivial cases, its structure is similar to, and 
based on, that of the optimal rule; in the two-binomial identification 
problem, it is shown to possess an optimality property which seems 
intuitively to be related to efficiency in terms of expected sample size; 
and finally, the computer results indicate that it indeed "seems to work 
well." 
However, from a theoretical standpoint, results such as these can 
only serve to indicate the need for future research and the possible 
directions it may take. As usual, more questions arise during the course 
of research than are ever answered: 
(1) With respect to the modified goal, little if anything is known 
about the optimal experiment rule (optimal in the sense of (4.20), that is), 
or even whether an optimal experiment rule exists or not. 
if any, situations is the OSA experiment rule y0 optimal? 
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Under what, 
(2) Notwithstanding remarks made above and in Chapter l, it would 
be of interest to know whether y0 is asymptotically optimal or not. 
Sufficient conditions for a rule to be asymptotically optimal are given 
by Bessler, but unfortunately these are stated in terms of information 
numbers and payoff matrices, and consequently it is not clear how to apply 
them in this case. In fact, even with a rule such as Blot and Meeter's 
which is based on the concepts, it is found that most of the paper is 
devoted to showing that their rule satisfies these conditions. 
(3) It would be of benefit if it could be shown that the optimality 
property (4.70) does imply a minimisation of the expected sample size in 
some sense; also, the computer results in the Normal case indicate that 
a similar property might be proved in that case, 
(4) Given time, and especially computer time, more extensive 
computer studies in a larger variety of situations, especially fork~ 3 
populations, could provide insight into the behaviour of competing rules 
and that of the optimal rule itself (if it exists). 
Finally, it may be asked why the performance of the OSA rule has 
not been considered in two obvious cases; a) the analogue of the Normal 
example above, with (4.94) modified by crf = 0~ (i.e. equal variances, 
different means) , and b) the analogue of the Normal ranking sample in 
Chapter 3, with two independent Normal prior distributions and 0- l loss. 
In the first case, it has been shown by Robbins and Siegmund (1974) that 
the pairwise non-design rule minimise the expected sample size, and it 
may be shown that the OSA rule will randomise at every stage here; that 
is, the expectations in (4.38) are always equal. In the second case, 
it was found that under 0 - 1 loss, even the first stage of backward 
induction was intractible; consequently, the one-step-ahead expectations 
cannot be evaluated. 
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APPENDIX Al 
EXTENSION OF HAGGSTROM'S RESULTS TO THE 
CASE WHERE THE EXPERIMENT SPACE IS INFINITE 
In this section, the notation of Haggstrom (1966) is used to extend 
the two principal results of that paper to the case where the experiment 
space may be infinite. 
Let M = {1,2, ... , m} be the (finite) set of experiments. 
be the set of all finite sequences of elements of M, including the 
sequence of "no components", which is denoted as¢. 
Define the partially-ordered set {Am, ~} by 
a = a .1 ~ b = (b 1 , ••• , b. ) J 1 
iff j ~ i and for all k ~ j. (Al.l) 
Le. a ~ b iff a is an "initial segment" of b. 
m* Let A be the set of infinite sequences of elements of M. Then 
the partially ordered set {Am U Am*, } is defined by: 
for a,b E Am ; a ~b as in (Al.l) 
for a E Am, bE Am* a = (a 1 , ••• , a.) ~b J 
iff ak bk for all k j. {Al. 2) 
Let {z , F , a E Am} be a non-negative (a.e.), integrable stochastic 
a a 
process on a probability space {n, F, P}, i.e. 
(1) The Fa's are a-fields of subsets of n, and Fa~ Fb C F for all 
a ~b, a,b E Am. 
(2) Each Z is F -measurable, integrable, and non-negative (a.e.). 
a a 
Using the notation ak = (a, ... , a., k), a E Am, k EM, and 
J 
b = ( b ) E m b E m* h t f t 1 · abl a a 1 , ••• , aj, 1 , •••. , a A, . A , t e se To con ro var1 es 
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t is defined, where a control variable (c.v.) t is a mapping from Q to 
m U m* . f . A A satls ylng 
(1) a. e. 
(2) {t = a} and {t > ak} E F 
a 
for all a E Am. 
For a c.v.t, define Zt to be a r.v. satisfying 
Remarks 
Z (W) 
t { 
Z (W) 
ooa 
if t(w) 
if t(W) 
The optimal c.v. t*, if it exists, satisfies 
for all t E T . 
(Al. 3) 
(Al.4) 
(Al.4) 
(1) m m* The sequences a= (a 1 , ••• , a.) E A and bE A correspond to J 
the notation ej = (e 1 , ... , e.) and e = (e 1 , e 2 , ••• ), respectively. J 
Similarly, the 0-fields Fa and Fb correspond to Fn and F, respectively 
(see (2.6) and (2.9)). 
(2) Z corresponds to the expected posterior loss given 
a 
(_Xj, Ej) = (_xj, ej), namely U.(g.), defined in (2.44). 
- J J 
(3) The control variable t corresponds to the stopping time N 
associated with the stopping rule 1, whose distribution depends on the 
experiment rule y (see (2.67) and (2.68)). Thus t incorporates both the 
stopping policy and the experiment policy, without allowing the possibility 
of a randomised experiment choice. As was seen in Chapter 2, however, 
the optimal experiment rule may be taken to be nonrandomised. 
Infinite Experiment Space 
All the preceding definitions etc. still hold if the sets Am and 
m* oo oo* A are replaced throughout by A and A respectively, where 
122. 
00 
A - set of all finite sequences of elements of M* 
00* A _ set of all infinite sequences of elements of M* (Al. 5) 
where M* = {1,2, ... } 
It is not the purpose of this thesis to reproduce Haggstrom's paperi 
in what follows, the relevant results in that paper are shown to hold when 
& is countably infinite as described above. 
Lemma Al.l Given a class of r.v.s {x., i E I}, where the index set I is ]. 
a subset of the real linei if I 
Proof: 
ess in£ 
iEI 
a) 
inf ess inf 
j i EI. 
J 
I . C I for all j 
J 
ess inf 
iEI x. 1 
ess inf 
iEI X, 1 
X. 
1 
00 
U I., then j=l J 
ess inf 
i EI. X. ]. 
J 
~ inf ess in£ 
i EI. j 
J 
for 
b) By definition of essential infimum, 
all j 
ess inf 
i E I xi = 
inf x 
t ET t for some countable subset T of I 
and for each j , 
ess inf 
iEI. 
J 
x. 
l 
for some countable subset of I. 
J 
(Al.6) 
Without loss of generality, each T. may be chosen such that T n I. CT .. 
J J - J 
Therefore, for each j = 1,2, ... , 
and 
inf 
j 
inf 
t.E 
J 
X 
t. 
J 
inf 
t. ET. 
J J 
X 
t. 
J 
inf """'.· E n t . E T. xt. ~ xt for all t T 
J J J 
123. 
Combining the last two inequalities, it follows that 
inf 
j 
inf 
j 
inf 
X ~X 
t.ET. t. t 
J J J 
inf 
t. ET. 
J J 
X 
t. 
J 
and the result follows. 
for all t E T n I . , 
J 
for all j = l f 21 • • o 
D 
The result corresponding to Lemma 4.1 (c) of Haggstrom follows from 
Lemma Al.l, namely 
Lemma A1.2 X 
a 
inf I 
min { z , J. EM* E [x . F ] } • 
a aJ a (Al. 7) 
It is now possible to prove Theorem 2.4 concerning the optimality of the 
experiment rule y*; this follows from Theorem Al.l below (see comments on 
pp. 21-22 of Haggstrom (1966)). 
Theorem Al. 1. Theorem 4.1 of Haggstrom (1966) holds if Am is replaced 
Proof: This parallels the proof of Haggstrom's Theorem 4.1. 
(respectively, A00 ) denote the set of elements of Am (respective , A00 ) 
n 
having exactly n components. Further, let t*(W) < A00 mean that t*(W) < a 
n 
for some a E A~ etc. For each n = 0,1,2, ... , define 
where 
Then 
f 
n,m 
f 
n 
= I I{t* >a} xa 
aEA00 
n 
is the indicator function ofF, FE F. 
f 
n ,m 
= 'i {aEA00 : each a. 
n l. 
E {m+l,m+2, .•. }} 
(Al. 8) 
as 
124. 
i.e. for each n = 0,1, ... , {f }
00 
is an increasing sequence of 
n,m m=l 
F -measurable and integrable functions, and f -+ f as m -+ oo • 
a n,m n 
Thus, 
f is F -measurable and integrable by the monotone convergence theorem. 
n a 
Similarly, it may be shown that I{t* <Aoo} Zt* is Fa-measurable and 
n 
integrable. Therefore, the conditional expectation 
(Al. 9) 
is well-defined for each n = 0,1, ... The proof of (Al.9) by induction 
on n follows similarly; i.e. for each n 0,1,2, ... , define 
I { * ::::;;, . } E [x . I F J t ~aJ aJ a 
(Al.lO) 
. } E [x . IF J 
aJ aJ a 
Then g t g , g is F -measurable and integrable, and hence 
n,m n n a 
E[gn,miF¢1 t E[gniF¢] by the monotone convergence theorem. 0 
Finally, the existence of the optimal stopping rule !* and the 
optimal experiment rule y* follows from Theorem Al.2 below. 
Theorem Al. 2 . Theorem 4.3 of Haggstrom (1966) holds if Am is replaced 
Proof: This follows in an analagous fashion to the proof of Theorem Al.l. 
Referring to the proof of Theorem 4.3 of Haggstrom, {F n O} is still 
n, 
an increasing sequence of a-fields if Am is replaced by A00 • Denoting 
n n 
Haggstrom's V as vm , and now denoting 
n n 
it follows that 
v 
n oo I [r{t*< {aEAn: each 
E {m+l,m+2, ... }} 
125. 
which decreases monotonically to 0, for any value of n 0 f 1 1 • • • • Thus 
v is, for each n, F -measurable and integrable¥ and 
n n 
E [lim ~ 11 F ] 
m-+oo n+ n 
limE [vm IF ] 
~ n+l n 
v 
n 
since 
by the monotone convergence theorem 
F 1 n = 0 1 1, ... } is a martingale n 
for any m 
i.e. {vn, Fn' n = 0,1, ... } is a martingale. The proof then follows as 
in Haggstrom's Theorem 4.3. D 
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APPENDIX A2 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
8 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c g 
c 
c 
c 
~ 
1:!6700 f 0 R T R A N C 0 M P I L A T I 0 ~ M A H K 2 •'lld90 
B A C K 1 1'1 0 
= :a a = = : • 
THIS PRCGRAM COMPUTES THE BAYES SEQuENTIAL DESIGN PROCEDURE AND 
THE CORRESPONDING BAYES RISK FOR THE SIMPLE lDENTIFICATIOh PROBLEM 
CONCERNING THE PARAMETERS OF T~O BINOMIAL PUPULATIONS UNDER 0•1 
LOSS• 
NO a NU~bER OF OBSERVATIONS OR TRUNCATION VALUE 
NP • NU~bER Of POPULATIONS CTWO IN THIS CASE> 
RF • kEtGHT Of LOSS FUNCTION AGAINST UNIT CuST 
C • PRIOR PROBABILITY 
EM1,EM2 • IDENTIFIED PARAMETER VALUES 
DIMENSION DGC2l•FGC2>•ERC2);fC2);RC2);KC4)•MC4l•NC4);RCC1l•l3•13•l 13) . 
NO" II NP=2 NY"NO/NF 
Rr"50• C=•7 
EH1•=i2 
EM2=•7 
tlEMl=lo•EM1 
0EM2=1o•t:M2 
WRITEC6,500) 
WRlTEC 6, 550) 
WRlTEC6,600)C,EMl•EM2•NOIRf 
DO 15 IC=1,N0•1 · · 
IP"N0+2•10 
lL"IP•l 
C~LL CO~tlCIL~NP•KJ) 
WRITEC6,oOOllL,KJ . 
I'IRIT£(6s900l ·· 
iiRlT£{6.,950) 
00 15 Il•LtiP 
t-Hll•Il•l 
DO 15 I2"1JIP+1•11 M(2) 11 l2•l 
DO 15 IJal.,IP+2•11•I2 M(3l=I3•l 
M(4l=IL•M(1)•M(2l•M(3) DO 12 J.,1,4 
K(J )::M(.,il+1 
12 CONTINUE 
fCll•C•DEM2**M(1l•EM2••MC2l•DEM1••M(3)•EMl••M(4) fC2l•ll••CJ•OENl•~M(l)•EM1••M(2)•DEN2••MC3l•EM2••MC4) tlENaf(l)+f(2l · 
oo 13 rs=112 JS=J•IS 
13 RCisJ=CRF•FCJS)l/DEN AIL=IL 
RO=AM!NlCR(1l~R(2))+AlL 
~ 0 9 LI::.1s2 f(RCLll•LEaCRO•AILlliND•~l 9 ONTINUE lf<ILoEQa . __ 
IFCILoE,•NOli'IRtlE(6;100)(M(Ll,L•l,4lJR0JlNS1INDJ0EN 
IFCILoEO•NOJRC(K(l)#K(2l•K(3lJKC4ll•RO lFCILJEQ•NOlGO TO 15 
DO 111 IT•l, 
JT 10 3•lT 
FG(IT)u(fC!Tl•OEM2•FCJTl•OEMll/OEN 
14 OGC!T)ula•FGCITl 
fRliJAYI ll/l7/7b 04112 PM 
c 0001000015 
c 0001000015 
C IJ0.01Q00015 
C UQOIOOCOI5 
C liQOIOOOOIS 
c (.1001000015 C UQOIOOCOIS 
C U001000015 C U001Q00015 C U001000015 
C f,IQOI000015 
C U00IOOOOI5 C (JQ01QQQ015 
C U00I000015 
c 1,;001000015 
C (JQ01000015 
C UQOI000015 
C UOOI000015 
START OF SEGMENT 002 
FORMAT SE~~ENT IS OOCE LONG C U021QQOOIO 
C U0210QOOIO C U021QQOOIO 
c 0021000015 
C U02lOOOl14 
C U02l00031l 
c IJQ21Q00410 
C U02l000613 
C UQ2l000813 
C 002IOOOAI3 C IJ02IOOOB14 C U02IOOOCI5 Fls Is ooo6 LONG c 002100 112 
c \J021001512 
c 0021002212 
c 0021002613 
C U02I002dl3 C U02I002913 
C IJQ210021HII 
C U02IOQHI2 
c 0021003812 C U021003CI2 C IJQ21003DIO 
C U02I003E14 C (JQ2I004310 C U021004414 
c 0021004914 
C U02l0048t3 
C U021004fl1 
c 0021005010 C IJ0210052t5 
C 0021005510 C u02I005E13 C U02I006812 C i.i021QQ6AI0 
c QQ21006t:ll0 
C UQ21006CI3 
C U02I007210 
c iJ021007215 
~ U02I007613 U02I007810 UQ2I007812 11021007013 C OQ21007f13 
c (iQ21009312 
C U021Q09AI4 
C Li02I009CIO 
C '-021009DIO 
c ~021009£13 
C OQ2IOQA313 
C U0210CA~12 
~~C __ .. J;~Q.2.JJ)A U< 1 ? 
f-1 
tv 
-..] 
... 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
UO 16 IG•l•4 
NCI~l=KCIG)+l 
16 CONTINUE 
ER(l);fGCll•RC(N(ll,KC2lJKC3lJKC4l)+0G(1)wRCCKCll#NC2),~(Jl,Kt4)) 
ER<2l=FGCll•RCCKCll•Kt2l•N(Jl,KC~l)+DGCl)•RCCK(1),KC2)•KC3),N(4)) 
RM=AMlNlCERtll,ER(2l) 
DO s LZ~l•2 
IFCERCLZl,LE•RMliNE=LZ 
e CONTINUE 
IFCAbSCERC1l•ER(2))tLE;1tE•4)lNE=12 
RCCKCll,KC2l•K(3l•K14ll=AMINl(RO•RMl lF(KO,GltRMllNS=O 
lF(HOoLEoRM)lNS=l 
!FClNS,£Q,O)HRITEC6,200)(M(L),L•l•4lPRO•tER(l)•l•1•2l•RCCKC1)1K(2) 
l•K(J),KC4)),INStiNE•DEN · 
lFC!NS•E~oll~RIIEC6,300lCMCL),L=l~4lJRO•(ER{ll1IalJ2)•RC(K(1)PK(2) 
lJK(3)JK{4)l;INS•lND,DEN 
15 CONTINUE 
HRlTE(6;400lRC(t;l1lJll 
400 FORMAT(;///41X, **********************'•l4lX•'•BAYES RISK ~•,F8a4# 
l 1 •',14lX•'*********************•'l . . 500 FORMATC;////{////////1 /35Xt 1 CONSTRUCTION OF THE BAYES SE~UE~TIAL DE 1SIGN RYLE TO •II35X, IDENTIFY THE PARAMETER~ OF T~O BINOMIAL PQPU~ 2ATluN5 l 
550 FORMAT(//36X•!Hl I THETA = ~NU2JN~ll VS H2 I THETA : (Nvl•NU2) 1 ) 
600 fORMAT{;//1QX,•G= 1 •f5,2•5X• NUl = •f5•2•3X•:NU~ :T;f5•2•8X•'TRUNCA lTED AT 1 ,I2;1X,IQBSERYAT1DNS 1 ,8X> 1 LOSS FACT9k = 1fS•ll . 
800 f9RMAT(/////////20X; NO• Of OBSE~VATIONS ~ •I2•10X;'NO• Of STATFS 
1= 1l3tllYX>'*************************'•BX 1 '********************T) 
900 F~RMAI(J//15X•'•tt2X, 1 STATE',JX~'*'•?X•'RISK!•4X, 1 w 1 ,1X• 1 ~(k1SKCX) 
l) •jX, 1 •!•1Xt'~CRISK(Y))*,lX•,* I1X, MIN• Rl~K 1 ;2X; 11 •~TUP,•1X1 1 w~; 21X• EXP'•1X; •T;lX•'DECN 1 ,1X, *'•2X, 1 FG{STAlE)'•lXP * ) · 9~0 FORMAT(15X,'•••*******************************************•******* l••···············~···········••**********•'l 200 FORMAJCtlSX,!•'•2X•4flf2X•'• 1 >2X•F8t4•2X•'*i'2X•F6•41,Xt 1 * 1 •2X;F8• lQ•fX• • 1 ;2X,re,4,2X, * ;1X•l3;1X•'* •lX,I3• X•'•*•6X;.•,,2X,F8o412 
ax. *') . · 
300 fORMAJC115X; 1 •'•2X•4flf2X,'•'•2X•F8t4•2Xt'*!•2X•F8o4•jX• 1 • 1 ,2X,F8t 
l4•iXt * 1 •2X,Fe,4;2X, * •1X•Il,1X•'* ;SX1 ·~•!X•l3•2X; •:,ax,F8•4•2 2X• • ) 
100 f9RMAT(;lSX, 1 • 1 ,2X•4l1,2X, 1 • 1 •2X•F8,4;2X•'*:•l2X•'*'•12X,!• 1 ;12X1~ 
1* •lX•lJ•lX•'*'•SX;'•'•lX,I3,2X, 1 •T,2X;f6£4•2X•'•'> · ' · 723 STOP · 1 l £NO 
... 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
8 
c 
g 
g 
c 
c 
c g 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c g 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c g 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c g 
c g 
t..IVG•t.J'UAO•G 
(.IQ2IOOA~12 
U021QOA812 
U02IOOA~12 
U0210QA812 QQ2tOOA612 
002100A812 
0021 OOACll2 (.IQ2100A812 
002IOOA910 (JQ2IOOA815 
002IOOAEIO 
li0210081HO 
002IOOC810 (.102IOOC!:lll 
U02IOOCCIO 
W02IOOCE15 
u02I000llO (.1021000513 
U02100Dl.ll3 
U02100Dfl:l 
002100>113 
U02lOOF5t5 
u021010212 
11021011615 
uo2tCt2312 
U021012710 
f.l021012DI2 
i.IQ2l012DI2 
U021012012 
U021012Lll2 
0021012012 
U0210l2012 0021012()12 
U021Ct2DI2 
U021Cl2ll12 
u021012012 
UQ21012012 
U021012012 
0021012012 (JQ21012012 
U021012012 
0021012012 
UQ21012012 
0021012012 
0021012012 
0021012lll2 
0021012012 
0021012012 
0021012012 (1021012012 
C 0021012Ell 
SEGHE~T 002 IS 0142 .LOkG 
1-' 
N 
OJ 
. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
g 
c 
c 
SUBkOUTIN~ COM8Cl1N1Kl 
THIS SUSHOUTlNE EVALUATES THE COMBI~ATORIAL K = CI+2N•1 CnCuSE 
2N•1) DIRECTLYo IT IS USED TO COMPUTE THE NUMBER OF POSSl6~E 
VALUES CF THE SUFFICIENT STATISTIC TI AFTER I STAGES OF 
EXPERIMENTATION BASED ON N DifFERENT EXPERIMENTS 
M1=I+2*~>•1 
M2=2•N•1 
M3•I 
N 1 :q 
1<2"1 
N3"l 
DO 30 M:d1Ml 
30 Nl=rd•M 
DO 31 ~t=l#M2 
31 N2=N2*M 
IFCM3oEQ•OlGO 10 33 
DO 32 M"l;MJ 
32 N3"N3*M GO TO 34 
33 N3'"l 
34 K=Nl/CN2•N3l RETURN 
END 
START OF SEGMENT 006 
C U06IOOOOIQ 
C ~U61QQOOIQ 
C OQ61QQOOIO 
C WQ61QQOOIO 
C UQ61QQQOIO 
C U061QQOOIO 
C 0061000010 C (JQ61QQQOIQ 
C OQ61QOOOIQ C UQ61QQOOIQ C UQ61QQOOIQ 
C U061000212 
C UQ61 000411 C CJQ61Q005IO C UQ61000514 
C UQ6I000612 
C UQ61000710 
c (JQ61QQQ810 
C u06IOOC814 
C OQ6IOOODIO 
C (jQ61Q01014 
c (JQ61Q01l15 
c 0061001310 
c 0061001614 
c 0061001711 
c 0061001715 
c (JQ61001915 
C 0061001AI2 
SEGMENT 006 IS 0023 LO~G 
1--' 
N 
\.0 
NUl " 0•20 
CONSTRUCTION Of THE SAYES SEO~ENTIAL DE~IO~ RULE TO 
IDENTifY THE PAKAHETERS OF TKO ~~~OHIAL POPULATIONS 
Hl I THETA • (NU21NUI) VS H2 I THETA • CNU11hU2l 
NU2 • OtTO TRUNCATED Al ~ OBSERVAllO~S 
NO• OF OBSERVATIONS • 4 ~Q, Of STATES • 35 
•••••••••••••••••••• ··············*···~······ 
~OSS tACTOH • 50t0 
STAlE * RISK • E(RJSK(~)l * ECRISKCYl) • ~IN• RISK <STOP • EXP * OECN • fG(STATEl • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
0004 * 
.. 001] • 
0022 • 
0031 
.. 0040 
.. 0103 
.. 0112 .. 
.. 0121 .. 
0130 
0202 .. 
* 0211 .. 
• 0220 * 
0301 
.. 0310 
0400 
* 1003 .. 
.. 1012 .. 
.. 1021 • 
.. 1030 .. 
.. 1102 .. 
1111 .. 
• 1120 .. 
* 1201 
~ 1210 * 
* 1300 • 
.. 2002 • 
.. 2011 • 
• 2020 • 
• 2101 .. 
.. 2110 
• 2200 * 
* 300 l • 
• 3010 • 
3100 " 
.. 4000 
4•7656 .. 
10tl366 • 
25•2360 
7•6652 
4•4202 
12•0000 .. 
22•0000 
6•8421 
4t3208 • 
19•0000 
6•1951 • 
4•2446 
5•6901 • 
4<1867 • 
4114211 * 
5•0000 
12•0000 
22•0000 
6t6421 • 
l4•0000 
19•0000 
6>1951 
1613017 
5•6901 • 
5•2982 • 
5•3043 • 
14•0000 
1910000 
16t3529 • 
1613077 • 
1319611 
5•6981 • 
16•3529 .. 
19•0512 
6•2054 * 
• 
• 
" 
* 
* 
.. 
* 
* 
* 
.. 
* 
* 
• 
• 
• 
• 
* 
* 
* 
* 
• 
" 
.. 
• 
• 
" 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
* 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
" 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
1 * 
1 • 
1 • 
1 • 
1 • 
1 * 
1 • 
1 • 
1 * 
1 • 
1 • 
1 * 
1 • 
1 • 
1 .. 
1 • 
1 • 
1 • 
1 • 
1 • 
1 • 
1 * 
1 • 
1 • 
1 * 
1 " 
1 • 
1 • 
1 * 
1 • 
1 • 
1 • 
1 * 
1 • 
1 .. 
* 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
.. 
* 
" 
* 
2 * 
2 
1 
2 
2 
.. 
I • 
I 
2 * 
I * 
2 • 
2 
I 
I • 
2 
2 
2 • 
2 • 
0•0732 
()10353 * 
0•0312 • 
010714 
0•2892 * 
0•0245 
0•0245 * 
Ot0665 • 
Ot2525 
Ot0196 
0<0574 
0•2206 
Ot0491 • 
Ot1926 
0•1686 
Ot0840 • 
Ot0420 • 
o,0420 
0.1140 
Ot0294 
o.on6 • 
0•0984 
0•0273 
Ot0852 
o,0740 
Oo0966 
Ot0504 • 
Oo0576 
0•0357 
Q,CH8 
0•Cl65 
Od 11 J 
Oo0612 
010439 
0•1265 
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NOt or OBS(RVATlO~S • l 
•·••••••··•····•·•······• 
NOt Of STATl3 • 20 
•......•.•.•.•.•...• 
STAT( • RlS~ • E(RlS~(X}l • £CRlSKCY)) • ~IN• RISK •STO~ • [~p • O£Ch • fGtSIATEl • 
················································································~··············· 
QOOJ • 
0012 
0021 
Q030 
0102 • 
• ot11 
0121) 
• 0201 
* 0210 • 
• OlOO " 
• 1002 
10 1l .. 
10 20 • 
• 1101 
1110 
1200 .. 
2001 
20 I 0 
• 2100 
JOO() • 
,,')501> • 
19•6421 • 
11•7097 • 
••10~0 
2)10000 
9•9231 • 
hl!H4 
0&4545 
l•6H5 
ltt946 • 
6•lJ3J 
2lt0000 
9t9Zll 
26tl33J • 
6•4545 
7•2661 • 
7t2857 • 
26 tl 333 
26•2727 • 
8•4763 
6o5ea~ 
l5o6aU 
1217()97 
S•I050 
16t0000 
l0t92JI 
4o8U4 
9t4545 
4o6H5 • 
414948 
7•lHl 
l6t0000 
loo92ll 
16• llll 
9•45~'5 • 
6t2667 • 
612657 
16t}Jl) • 
16t672T 
9t418l ., 
NO• or OBSERVATIONS • 2 
•.•.................•...• 
9t0786 
19o7U7 
16t4H4 
6t6556 
llltOOOQ • 
16t40J2 
.!n0644 
1414601 • 
~h5974 • 
~>.2311 
10.3661 
llltOOOQ • 
16t40J2 • 
16•6331 • 
14o4601 " 
1216694 • 
1lt8662 
16;1'!333 • 
1611286 • 
llt6J6l 
5t5806 
15,6842 
llt7097 • 
411050 • 
16,0000 • 
9t92ll • 
J,eqo4 
llt45~5 " 
lt6H5 • 
lt4946 
6t33Jl 
u.oooo • 
9. 92 J1 
1lqJlJ] • 
!lo4545 • 
7;2667 
7o2:857 • 
16 dJJ] .. 
16 oJ2e!l 
ll•H8l 
NOt or STATES • to 
···················* 
I • 
0 • 
\ . 
1 • 
0 • 
I • 
1 • 
\ . 
1 • 
I • 
I • 
0 • 
1 • 
() . 
I • 
I • 
I • 
Q • 
0 • 
1 • 
1 • 
1 • 
• 
I • 
1 • 
• 
1 • 
2 • 
• 
2 • 
• 
• 
2 • 
2 
2 • 
2 
2 • 
• 
* 
Otl01l5 
Ot0665 
0•1085 
Otl66S 
OtC490 
QoCUO 
0 •ll9Q 
0•0770 
0•2160 
012425 
011260 • 
OtCHO 
0•1560 
Ot06JO 
Otll20 
0 •1125 
OtlHO 
OolO!IO 
o.oa2s • 
Od125 
STAt£ • RISK • E(R!SK(X)) • E(R!SK<Y>> • ~IN• RISK •STOP • EXP • OEC~ • fG<STATEl • 
••••*••························································································· 
0002 • 
0011 
• 0020 
0101 • 
• 0110 
• 0200 
* I 00 t • 
1010 
.. 1100 .. 
• 2000 • 
lOtOOOO • 
20•0000 
4t8q21 • 
11<0000 • 
4ol9H • 
lt690t 
12•0000 • 
11•0000 
14tl07l' • 
14<3529 
9,0400 
12•8400 • 
5t8421 
12t0000 
5 tl95l 
4t6901 • 
lOtOOOO * 
12o0000 • 
1111007 • 
11<0182 
NOt Of QBSERVAT!O~S • 1 
•••••··•··········•······ 
12'• 8 55 2 
llt7164 
9t2122 • 
13•2654 
7t9667 • 
6t9312 • 
13tl000 • 
1362654 
u.oooo • 
13•4062 • 
9t0400 
12t8400 .. 
4. 6421 
1210000 
4t!951 • 
h6901 
lQ,OOOO 
12t0000 " 
11•1il01 
11&0182 
NOt Of STATES • 4 
·········••t••···~·-
0 • 
0 • 
I • 
0 • 
I * 
I • 
0 • 
0 • 
0 " 
0 • 
1 • 
1 • 
1 " 
• 
• 
l • 
1 • 
1 • 
1 • 
.. 
• 
0.1750 
Od750 * 
0••7SO 
Ool~OO 
0•4100 
oolSSO • 
OtllilO • 
OtHOO • 
Ool'150 * 
0•>1550 .. 
• STATE • RISK • E(RlSKCX)l • E<RlS~CYil • ~iN• RlSK •SlOP • E~P • DECN • fG(SlATE> • 
············································~-·················································· 
* QOIH 
" 0010 
otoo • 
• 1 ooo • 
lltOOOO • 
7o923l • 
6t45-5 • 
24•lH3 
10t6000 
7o0769 • 
Otll75 
llo05l9 • 
NOt or OBSERVATIONS • 0 
··········-·············· 
1lt3200 
9o8869 
':112326 • 
Utllll • 
10,6000 
1•0169 
6o3115 
11t05l9 
NO• OJ' STATE$ '" 
··················-· 
0 • 
0 • 
I) • 
0 • 
1 • 
1 • 
' . 
1 • 
• Od500 
Oo6500 
Oo5SOO 
o.~soo 
• sTAtE • RIS~ • ElR!SK(X}) * t{RISK(Y)) • ~1N• RISK •STOP • EXP • O£Ck • fG(STATE) • 
···················································································••t••········ 
• 0000 • 15•0000 a • 1 • 1•0000 
¥••··················· 
r •flAT[$ 11n~ • llo44C9• 
•••········••··•·•···· 
86700 F 0 R T R A N C 0 M P I L A T I 0 N M A !'( K 2o'>lol90 fRiuAY1 11/l?/71:! Olil;lo PM 
0 N E S T·E P A r. E A D 
~ : ~ : : : : = X : = • 
. c THIS PRCGRAM SIMULATES THE PERFOKMANCE OF THE OSA EXPERIME~T RULE c OQ01QQQ015 c c UOOIQOOOIS c FOR THE PROBLEM OF IDENTIFYING ONE OF TwO HYPOTHESES CONCERNING c UOOIOQQOIS c c (JQOIOOOOIS c THE PARAMETERS OF TWO BINOMIAL POPULATIONS• THE ANAL YTlC c U001000015 c c OQ01QOOOI5 c APPROXI~ATION FOR THE EXPECTED SAMPLE SIZE USING THE OSSERV~D c UOOIOOOOIS c c 0001000015 c VALUE OF THE P(CS), AND USING PS, IS ALSO CWMPUTEO• c UQ01QOOOI5 c c U001000015 c NO ~ NU~BER OF SIMULATIONS c 0001000015 c c 0001000015 c KD I THE SAMPLE OUTPUT COR SAMPLE SIZE IF' THIS IS TOO LARGE) OF c U00I000015 c g 0001000015 c EVERY N•TH SIMULATION, WHERE N IS A MULTIPLE OF K01 IS PRl~TED OOOIOQOOIS c c 0001000015 c PS • P•sTAR SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL c uOOIOOOOIS c c uoo:oooo•s c C • PRieR PROBABILITY c 0001000015 c c UOOIOQOOIS c EMl,EM2 a BINOMIAL PARAMETER VALUES c 0001000015 c c vao:oooots 
START OF SEGMENT 002 . 
FORMAT SEG~ENT IS OOOJ LONG OIM£NSitN H(4),G(4,2)1KSC1000)1AC4)~P(4)1SC4) C 0021000010 . N0"'~00 c 0021000~10 KD=40 c 0021000 10 PS=0•95 c CI021QQOlt5 C=•7 c U021000313 ~Hl:"Oo4 c 0021000513 M2:Q,55 c 0021000713 70 DDil;1 a•EM1 c i.i02I000913 OEM2"l••E:M2 c 002IOOOA14 REM 1"51•1li]M2 . c U02I000615 ROM l= Erd 0EM2 c U02I000011 ELDi:i=AL.CuCREMl) c U02tOOOEt3 FL0G=At£!<RgHlt ~ OQ210Qt01g B"'ALOG , .. )/ ) U02100 11 NSE£01=•1048477' c 0021001315 NSE£02=•2097149 c 0021001514 NS~£03;:•1048295 c 002IOOFI4 NS ED4=•2097051 c IJ02IOO 914 NSEt:OS=w5245l9 c IJ02I001814 HR1TEC6,200) c IJ02I001DZ4 
c FIB IS 0006 LOI'\G rlR{TE~6~2~g~ _ (.1~21002112 i'lR 1E 6~2 c (,i 21002512 WRITEC6~300)C,£M11EH2,NO,KO c IJ021002912 riRITE:Co,350) c 0021003612 LU"O c V021003AI2 LV=o c U02I003til0 LP=o c 0021003614 LX"O c W021003C:2 L.Y=o c 0021003010 LQ=o c 0021003014 L.R=u c 00.21003£12 D?l p Kc•l1NO c U02I003FIO M "'0• c U02I004010 rH2l»O, c oo2:oo4ltl M(3)=0t C UQ2I004212 M(4):Q, 
c C/021004314 IL"'l c 0021004510 GL(RANDCMCNSEEOl) c 0021004514 IF GLoLToClfS•l C UQ21004712 Ir<uLoGE'•C> S"2 C U021004910 
f-' 16 CONTINUE c ·uo2I004Bil 
w 00 5 1=114 c· uo2too4St1 
1:\.l M( I l=M( I )+1 C U02I004CIO 
. A~Il=C•ROM1••CM(l)•M(3)l*REH1••CM(2)•M(4)) C U021C04Eil G I,2~aClo•C)/((1,•C>+A Ill C UQ2I005513 G 1,1 "'l•"GCI,2) C U021Q05914 c C U02IOOSCI3 c c v02l005CI3 c c U02IOQSCI3 c c ~qg~QQ~~q c: 
-
(,; 
c oo2• oiisc d c c c 1.1021C05C13 c c U021005CI3 c c U02IOQ5CI3 c c (102.1 oosc 13 c c vo2·1 oosc 13 
tH I l=MC Il-1 c IJ02IOOSCI3 PCl)=CCJ(l,•Cl)•RDMl••(MCll•M(3l)*REMl••CMC2)•M(4)) c 0021005£!4 PC2l=l,JI"(l) c 0021006612 M(IJ:M(l)+~ c UQ21QQ661Q 105 lfCCMC1)•M 3))•fLOG+CMC2>•MC4))•ELOG•GE.BlGO TO 101 c 0021006Ail D~N•l•+P(1) c \J02I006FIO I <Io[O,llSCil=OEM2/DEN c 0021007012 If<IoE0,2lSCil=EH2/DEN c ~021007314 IfC!oE0,3lSCil=DEM1/DEN c ~021007711 !F(f,£0,4lSCll=EMl/DEN ~ U021007At4 liO 0 5 U02I007Eil 101 DEM:olo+H2l c UQ2IOQ?t:l4 IFCloE~ollSCil=DEMl/DEM c 0021008010 IFCI,EO,~)SC!l=EMl/DEM c U02I008312 fFCI,E0,3lSCil=DEM2/DEM c lol0210086l5 FCioE0,4)$(ll=EM2/DEM c 0021008A12 5 HCl):::M(Il~l c 0021008015 Gf•SC l ~·S(2) c (1021009211 l.i =su .. SC4> c U02I009315 IFCGX~G~)t2'~3,32 c oo2:oo95t5 32 GRaHANDCM NS ED3l c U021009911 IFCMODCKCIKQ),EQ,Q)KSCIL)=O c U021009A15 lF(GRiGE,EMloAND,GL,[T•g•oR,GRtGy•EM2,AhDoG~tGEoC)!NO=l c U021 009E 11 IF(~RoLloEMloANDtGLo To ,QR,GRoL oEk2•AND•GL!GEoCl!N0=2 c U02IOCA311 GO TO 17 c U02lOOA::ll2 12 GS=~ANU(MCNSEE04l c 002IOOA815 IFCMODCKC,KO~.EQaOlKSCILl=1 c 002IOOAA13 If(GSaGE,£Ml•ANDoGL•GE,CoOR,GSaGE•EM2oANOoGLtLT,C)IN0•3 c OQ2IOOADt5 IFC~S,LToEMloANOoGL.GEaC•QR,GSoLT•EM2oANOoGLoLT•CliNOa4 c 0021Q0831Q GO TO 17 c (,)Q21008!lfl 23 GP 3 kANUCM(NSEED5) c 0021006814 fFCbPtll,Oo5lGQ TO 32 c U021008AI2 FC~PiGE•OoS)GO TO 12 c C02I006Cl4 17 lFCHODCKC~KD>oE~aOllL~IL+l c IJQ2100BFI4 MCii'<LJl:oii(!NDl+l c U02IOOC215 GACTM=A~AX1CGC!ND,l),G(lN012)) c U02IOOC510 IFCuACT~·~E.PS)GO TO 16 c IJQ2100C912 56 MSUH:M(ll+MC2l+MC3)+MC4l c UQ2IOOCAI2 MSUM2'"MSUM•HSUM c IJ02tOOC015 If<MOD~KC•KDl.EQ,OoAND.HSUMaGE•132lWRITEC6#900)MSUH c U02lOOCE15 900 fORMAT tlX•Ill . c OQ2tOODdl2 IFCHDDCKC,KDl,EQ,Ol~RITEC61100)(KSCil>•II•l•MSUMl c QQ21000812 DO 18 J:;l.,2 c 002100E612 IFCGCINC•J),GE~GACTM>ITaJ c UQ2100E710 18 CONTINUE - c !.102IOQEEitO IFC IT• Is l2•3•2 c 002IOOE01! 2 Ls=o c 002IOOErl GO TO 8 c U02IOOE 11 3 L.S"l c 002100EFI4 8 l.U"'LU+I..S c OQ21QQFOI2 MXSUM=MC 1 h·MC2~ c \l021QQF115 MYSuMcM(l)+M(4 c I.I021QQ>314 HXSUM2:~XSUM*HXSUM c OC21QOF515 MYSuM2=~YSUM*MYSUH c IJQ2100F711 LV"LV+MSUM c 0021 OOF"eH 3 LP"LP+MSUM2 c U02lOO>A10 L.X"LX+"MX5UM c 002IOQF813 l.'f"L.YtMY::.UM c U02IOOFOIO L0"LQ:tMxSUM2 c U02t OOF"E 13 I..R"LR+MYSUM2 c 0021010010 15 CQtq lNUE c \J021010ll3 ALU=LU c UQ21010314 ALV=LV ~ iJ021010'!13 ALP.,LP U021010512 ALX,.LX c UQ2101061l ALhLY c \.IQ21Q10710 ALQ.,L\1 c 0021010715 1-' ALR,.LR c U021010814 w ANO,.NO c 0021010913 w PCSzAL.UJANO c U021010AI2 ASN=ALV/ANO c U021010b14 ASNXaALXIANO c wo2totoo:o ASN'f'•ALY/ANO c C021010El2 c c U021010fl4 c c U021010FI4 c c U021010FI4 '~ c uo21n1n>til 
... 
c 
c 
c 
c 
E 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
8 
SD=SQRT(A~P/ANO•ASN•ASN) 
SOX:SQRTCALO/ANOwASNX•ASNX) 
SOY~SQRTCA~K/ANO•ASNY•ASNY) 
SE=su/S~HT(ANUl 
~EXaSDX;SQRTCANOl 
SEY=SDY/SURTCANOl ~S=PCS 
TOP:C2o•PS•l•l•ALOGCPS/Cl;•PS))+(2;•C•lol•B 
TOD=C2o•BS·l•l•ALDGCBS/(lt•BSll+C2t•C•1;l•B 
BOT=OtS•(EM1-EM2l•ALOGCEM •DEM2/CEM2•DEM1)) OASN= DC/BOT 
PASN=TDPIBOT 
~RITE(6,~00)PCS•PS ~RITEC6,420lPASN•OASN 
HRITEC6,~50)ASN•ASNX•ASNY HRITEC6,500)SO,SDX•SOY 
HRITE(6,550lSE,SEX•SEY 
100 FORMATC;lX•l32Il) 
200 FORMATC33X>'MUNTE CARLO SIMULATION OF A OSA SEQUENTIAL DESIGN RULE 1' ) 
250 FORMATC;2dX, 1 A~ APPLIED TD A SIMPLE 2•PDINT PRIORS/ BINOMIAL DISTR liBUTIUNS MODELl) 
270 FnRMATC;/35X•TH1 I THETA a CNU1•NU2) VS H2 I THETA • C~U2•NUl 1) T) 
300 FORMATC///6X>!G = 1 •F4o1>4X• 1NU1 a 1 fF5o2•4X•;NU2 =1 •F5•2•6X>l5•1X•' 
lSIMyLATIONS OF WHICH EVERY 1 ;1X•I3; TH SAMPLw SEQUENCE IS LISTED BE lLOH l 
350 FORMATC;'X•'A ZERO DENOTES AN OBSERVATION ON X1 AND A ONE CENOTES 1AN OBSERVATION ON Y1 l 
400 FORMATC;//20X,tOBSERVED PCS •'•Fll•B•lOX•'PCS R~QUIRED •'•f6o3) 
420 FORMATC;/20X•'PREDICTED ASN USING REQUIRED PCS 2 •Feo3•10X•'~REOICT 
lED ASN ~SING DBSERVED PCS•'•F8•3> 
450 F?RMATC;/20X•TO~SERVED ASN= 1 •F8•3•5X;'DBSERVED ASN ON X a~•F8•3,5X l• ObSERVED ASN ON Y :l;f6,3) 
500 FORMATC;/10X~ 1 STANDARD DEVIATION • 1 ,F6•5•4X•!STANDARD DEVlATIDNCX) 
1 =',F8•5•4X, STANDARD DEVIATIO~(Y) •'•fSt5) 
550 FORM~TC;/12XJ 1 STANDARD ERROR= ;f6•5;6X, 1 STANDARD ERROR,X) •'•F6t5 
1•6X, STANDARD ERRORCY) • 1 ;F8o5) 
srgP EN 
C U021010FI4 
C U021010FI4 
C iJ0210lOF14 
C U0210l0FI4 
C 0021010FI4 
C I.I021010FI4 C U02101QFI4 
C U021010FI4 
C U021010FI4 
C IJ()21010F14 
C U021010FI4 
C U021010FI4 
C U021010FI4 C 1.1021010F14 C U021010F14 
C 0021010fl4 
c 002101l213 C U02101 512 
C U02I011dll 
C U021011Ail 
c ug2I011C'l C 0 21011EI 
C CI021011FIO 
c 1.1021012'113 C U021012A10 
C U02101301l 
C U021013113 
C U021013215 
C U021013t:ll2 
C U02I014312 
C U021014DI2 
C U02I015712 
C U021016112 
C U021016l12 
c 0021016112 
C U021016112 
C U021016112 
c 1.1021016112 
c 0021016112 
c 0021016112 
C U021016112 
c u02I016112 
C U021016112 
C U0210l6l12 
C U021016112 
C U021016112 
C U021016ll2 C U021016l12 
c 0021016112 
c 0021016112 
c 0021016112 
c 0021016112 
c 0021016112 
c 0021016112 
c 0021016211 
SEGMENT 002 IS 0162 LONG 
I-' 
w 
tl::> 
MONTE CAR~O SIMU~ATION OF A OSA SlOUENTIA~ DESIGN RU~E 
AS APP~IED TO A SI~P~E 2•POINT PRIWRSI SINOMIA~ OISTRISUTIO~S MODE~ 
Hl I THETA • (NU1~NU2) vs ~2 ! THETA • CNU2;NU1 ) 
G ~ Ot7 NUl • 0;40 NU2 • OtSS 800 SlMU~ATIONS Cf WHICH ~VERY 40TH SAMPLE SEQUENCE IS LISTED BELOW 
A ZERO OE~OTES AN OBSERVATION ON XJ AND A ONE DENOTES AN DBSEHVATION UN Y 
1111010ll0101C1000101ll100011001101000000110110010010l1101001101010000011111010l00110101000101010011100010llOOll00100 
1111100011000110101 
110011101 
205 
l0011100001101011100111001001101000l010llll0011010101100010011000lOOl000llOl0101101010lllC0110001010101Cl10101000110lOll001010101011 
01010111110llCOllOOOallllllOll001ll01COl000001001lOOl000000110llOl10lll01 
lll010ll0l10010010111000001100101011010100110l100ll01 
ll0101000011010010110101101011010 
11010l00llOl010101010l01010l010100010111000lllOC0010ll10110101100lllO~ll100ll10001010llOlolOOl0000110l0001110 
1110100 
110l010101C101011001000lOOl0101010l01001lo010l00100l11010111010lClOll100110ll00101110lOl001100010l010010010llOOC11010101ll0101100 
loll0110011001l0000100010lOOOlllOOll000001111101111111010001100010llOOl 
1110010101010 
lOllOOlOOOOlOlOll 
1101llOOll010l001l000001l011010ll0010100000ll010101 
tootototltolotooololoooll011l00111oooloottoltoooll111oot1110l010lOOl1ol 
134 
110111000111010110011010101~00010110000001000000l0ll01000ll001000100COl00101010101001lll0l01000010llOl000010111101000001101101110111 
10 
110100001110110001101001111000111 
l011100001111C011001101010001000100101111110100010101110lOO 
l111110110101C0001001010100010110100100 
11100l0101111oOC01101001001110101Cl010001~10010 
1~7 
111000lOl0001Ql1110100100C010l01C1011010001001100001100111010lllll011ll01~100110100l1olOl00010000l00110lllOlll011101010100110l100101 
01010l01l001000111l0011010101010101010100lOlOll00010ll1 
OBSERVED PCS • Oo95750000 FCS REQUIRED • 0•950 
PREDICTED ASN USING REQUIRED PCS• SO•el7 FREUICTED ASN USING OBSERVED PCS• 55e238 
OBSERVED ASN~ 51•603 OBSERVED ASN ON X • 25•660 OBSERVED ASN ON Y • 2~•943 
STANOARD DEVIATION •41•48086 STANDAHD DEVIATIDNCXl •21~28695 STANDARD D~VlATIONCY) =20142943 
f-' 
w 
U1 
c 
c 
c 
c 
8 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
~ 
c 
c 
c 
66700 f 0 R T R A N C 0 M P I L A T I 0 N M A K K 2•9•190 
0 N E S T E P A h E A D 
a a ~ = • a a • : • = : 
THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES THE PERfORMANCE Of THE OSA EXPERlME~T RULE 
FOR THE PROBLEM OF IDENTIFYING ONE Of TWO HYPOTHESES CONCERNING 
THE MEA~S AND VARIANCES OF THO NORMAL POPULATIONS• 
NO • NU~DER OF SIMULATIONS 
KO I THE SAMPLE SIZE Of EVERY N•TH SIHULATION1 WHERE N lS A 
MULTIPLE OF KDj IS PRINTED 
PS a P•STAR SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL 
C • PR!CH PROBABILITY 
EM1~EH2 • POPULATION MEANS 'SYMMETRIC ABOUT 0 WITHOUT LOSS OF 
GENERALITY) 
SIGl~SIG2 • POPULATIO~ STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
DIMENS!CN GCiD 
1'10"400 
KD•30 
PS"'Oo95 
C=o5 
EH1=•o25 
£M2=o25 
SEMl=EHl*EHl SEM2.,EM2•EM2 
SIGl=2• 
SIG2=3o 
VARl=SIGl•SIGl 
VAR2=SIG2*SIG2 
DIG:.!=·V~Hl•VAR2 
A=VAR2•VAR1 
B•VARl*EM2•YAR2•EM1 
NSEEDl=•l04847'/' 
NSE£06=<•524:119 
NSE E DX"'• 209 71·4 9 
NSEEOY=-1048295 
WRITEC6,200) 
11RITEC6,250) 
11RITEC6,;ao) 
WRIT£(6,300)C,EMl1EM21SlGl#SIG2 
WRITEC6,320lNO,KO 
HRIT£(6,350} 
L.A=o 
L.B=o 
L.u=o L.V::o 
i.P"O 
t9:g 
LO=o 
L.R=o AL.KaOo 
ALL=O• 
SHl,.l, 
G Cl l :C 
uC2)=1••GCU 
NMIN=looooo 
NMAX=O 
UO 15 KCa1,NO 
~~,~~~e~~~~rs=~l) ifcGL.tGE•~)lS•2 
FRIDAY' 11/17/76 011116 PM 
C OQCIOOOOIS 
c f.I001000015 
c 0001000015 
c 0001000015 
C OQ0I000015 C UQ01000015 
c 0001000015 
c 0001000015 
c IJQ01000015 
C uQOIOOOOIS 
c 0001000015 
C U00IOOOOI5 
c 11001000015 
c liQ01000015 
C 0001000015 
c (IQ01000015 
c 0001000015 C \iQOI000015 
C UOOIOQOQIS 
C f,IQOIOOOOI5 
c 0001000015 
c (,1001000015 START OF SEGMENT 002 
FORMAT SEG~E~T IS 0009 LO~G 
c 0021000010 
c 0021000010 
c 0021000110 
c (iQ21000ll5 
~ "821000313 0 21000513 1.1021000714 0021000913 
C 0021000A14 C l.l021000815 C 0021QOOCI4 
C U021000013 
C v021QOOE14 
C U021000fl5 
c \.1021001112 
c 0021001214 C OQ2100151Q 
c QQ2I001714 
C UQ2IOQ191'1 
C 002t0011:ll4 
c 0021001014 
flB IS 0006 LCIIG 
0021002112 
0021002512 
0021002912 
0021003612 
002I003E12 
UQ2I004212 
U021Q04310 
0021004314 
002100~412 
UQ21004510 
iJ021004514 
U02IOQ4612 
0021004710 
U02I00471<; 
(JQ2100~til2 (,Q21QQ4910 (.1021004914 OQ2I004AI2 
g 
g 
c 
c g 
8 
8 
c 
c 
c 
c g 
c 
c 
c 
c 
~ 
c 
... 
1.1021 0041H 3 
00210040'1 
uQ2IOOHI3 
UQ2IOQ5011 
ug2:oostto 
i.l 21005214 
U02IOQ5Ill2 
,. .... ..,,. ... __ ......... 
1-' 
w 
0'\ 
c ~ ~u~•uu~o•.:1 c c IJC2I005613 c c IJQ21005613 c c U021QQ5613 c c U02I005613 c c U021Q05613 MSUMX=O c (.JQ21005613 MSUr•iY"O 8 UQ210QHI1 MRANDcO U021QQ 15 SUMX=O• c C02I005813 SUMY=O• c 0021005911 SUMSilX=Co g 0021005915 SUMSiiY"Ct U02I005Aif 16 01"2o•V~Kl•VAR2•CALOGCC/Clt•C))+CMSUMX•MSUMY+ll•ALOGCSIG11SlG2)) c U0210Q5BI 
D2=2•*YAkl•VAR2•CALOGCCIC1••C))+CMSUMX•MSUMY•l>•ALOGCSIG11SlG2)) c (JQ210Q6210 ~=A~csu~sax-su~SQYl · ~ (;021006815 =2a*~*C~UHX·s MY) IJ021006A14 H1=CVARl•SEH2·VAR2•SEM1l•CMSUMY•MSUMX•l) c UQ21QQ6010 
H2=CVARl•SEM2·VAR2•SEMll•CMSUHY•MSUkX+l) c 0021007014 ~ f'"D l+E•F+Hl ~ oo2too741~ Z '"02+E+Fi'H2 il0210Q761 C2=•Zl c IJQ21007910 IFCCB•B•A•ClloLTaOt)GO TO 61 c 0021007914 ALl~<·B-SQRT<s•B•A•Cll)/A c U021C07Cil AL2.,(•b+SQRTC~•b•A•Cl))/A c UQ21Q0801l XORol=CALl•EM2)/SIG2 c 0021008411 XOR02=(~L2•EH2~/SIG2 c U021008610 XORU3=(ALl•£Hl /SIGl c IJ021008i'l5 X~R04=CAL~~EMl)/SIGl ~ 0021008914 1 (yARl•V R2l6~P90166 UQ2I008tll3 65 CALL NDTRCXORDt,XPl,Ql) c 002I008E15 CALL NDTR(•XORD2•XP2;Ql) c U0210Q9110 CAL~ NDTHCXORD3•XP3,Q3 ~ U02I009311 CALL NDTH(XOR04JXP4,Q4 U02I009512 XCFt=XPl+XP2 c uo2:oo9713 XCF2"XP4•XP3 c 0021009515 GO TO 7C c 0021009Ail 66 CALL NDTRCXORD1,XP1,Q1) c U021Q09AI4 CALL NDTK(XURD?.;XP2,Q2) c v02IOQ9CI5 ~ALL NDTR~XORD31XPp,Q34 8 0021Q09fl~ ALL NDTR •XDRD4•X 4>Q ) CJ02IOQA11 XCFl=XP?.•XPl c CJ021QOA312 XCF2=XP3+XP4 c U02IOOA414 
ap TO 70 c i.i02100~610 61 I CvAR1•VAR2)61•90168 c U02IOOA6l3 67 XCFl=l• ~ 002IOOA9l5 xcFz=o. UQ2IOOAAI3 ~B TO 7C 8 OQ2100Atlll 68 FlcOo IJ02IOOA814 XCF2=1o c U02IOOACI2 70 IFC<B•~·A•C21,LTo0o)G0 TO 62 c 002lOOADIO Btl:(•B•SQRt~B•B·A~C2~l/A ~ 002IOOAFI3 tl 2=C·B.~QR ~•B•A•C2 )/A U02IOOB313 YOROt=CELl•EH;)/SIG1 c UQ21Q08713 YOR02=(EL2•EMll/SIGl c 0021008912 YORu3=CeLl•EH2)/SIG2 c (JQ2I00881l YOR04=C8L2~EM2l/SIG2 c U021QQ8Dl0 IFCVAR1•VAR2)63>90164 c u02I008E15 63 CAL~ NDTK(YURDl•YPl,Rl) c U02IOOC21l CAL~ NDTR(YOR02,YP2,R2) c U02IOOC412 ~AL~ NDTR~YURD3,YP~,R3) c U021QOC613 AL~ NUTR •YORD4,Y 4JR4), c 002IOOCIJI1j YCFl=YP2•YPl c U021QQCA15 YC:F2=YP3•YP4 c 002IOOCC1l GO TO 80 c UQ21QOClll3 64 CALL NDTR<YORD1JYP11Rl) c U02tOOCEIO CALL NDTK(•YOR021YP2JR2) c U02IOOOOil CAL~ NDTR(YORD3,YP3,R3) c 002l000212 CArL NUTR<YORD41YP4,R4) c 00210001113 YC l'"YPl•YP2 c U02I00~614 YCF2:oYP4•YP3 c i.i02IOO tliO tP TO 80 c 002100~912 62 (YARl•VAR2)69190,71 c U021QO 915 69 YCFz=l• c 0Q21QQQU1l f-' 
YCFt=O• ~ 0021000015 w GO 0 80 0021QQOE13 ....,J 71 YCF2"~• c U02IOQOFIO 
c 
YCFl'" • c U02IOOOFI4 
c U021 OOEO 12 c c 002IOOE0l2 c c ti02IOOE012 
" r flf\?hOI\t:"I'IA? 
t 
... VU(:•UUt.V•G. c c IJ021COEOI2 c c C02IOOEOI2 c c I.I02IOQE012 c c v02IOQE012 c c 002IOOE012 c c U02tOOE012 80 lf{CYCFl•XCFl)•GCl)•CYCF2•XCr2)•G(2))32•23~12 c 002IOOE012 32 fFCIS,EQollCALL GAUSSCNSEEDXJS!G21EM2~X) c OC2IOOE610 r<lS•E~•2>CALL GAUSSCNSEEDX,SIGlJEMl,X} c U02IOOE915 SUMX=SU~oX•X c UQ2IOOE015 SUMSQX=SUMSQX•X•X c CI02IOOEF11 MSUMX=MSUMX+l c 002IOOF015 GO TO 17 c li02IOOF"21l 12 lrtlS,E~•l)CALL GAUSSCNSEEDY'SIGl,EMl,Yl c 002IOOF214 IFtiS•EU•2)CALL GAUSSCNSEEDY1S G2;EM2,Y) c OQ2IOOF613 SUMY=SU~Y+Y 8 oo2too•At3 SUMSOY=SUMSQY+Y•Y U021 OOFEll5 MSUMY=MSUIH•l c 1.102IOQFQI3 GO TO 17 c 002IOOFE15 23 GP°KANDCM(NSEED6) g I.I02IOOFFI2 HRANO=MiiAI~D•l (JQ21010110 iFCuP.LT•0•5)GO TO 32 c tl021010212 FCuPtGEt0e5lGO TO 12 c 0021010414 17 GC1l•l•tClo+CC!,•C)/C)•SI~1••CMSUMY•MSUMX)•SIG2••CMSUMX•HS~MYlwEXP c 0021010714 1((A•CSU~SUX•SUMSQY)•2e•B• SUMY•SUMX)+CMSUMY•MSUHX)•CVARl•SEM2•VAR2 c UQ210l0Et3 2•{EMl))/(t••DlG2))) c 0021011410 G 2)=l••G 1> c 0021011711 GACTM=A~AX1CGC1)~GC2)) g 0021011815 Ht"TlMEO!l U02101iCig IFCTM•GE•o500)~0 T~ 56 c 002101 01 lFCGACT~•lE,PS GO 0 16 c Q021011Et4 56 MSUH=MS~MX+MSUMY c 0021012010 MRAN02=~HAN0*MRAN0 c U021012113 NMAX•MAXOCNMAX~MSUM) c 1.1021012215 NMIN=MI~O(NMIN,MSUM) c l./021012515 IFtMODCKCJKO),EQ,O)WRITEC61100)HSUMIMSUMX,HSUMY c U021012ijl5 IF(GCll,GE.PSlif•l . g 0021013412 FCuC2),G£,PS)I •2 0021013613 lrClT•ISl2J312 c 0021013l:ll5 2 ls=o c (JQ21013AI1 GO TO 8 c 0021013A15 3 lS"'l c U021013BI2 8 I..U 11 1..U+I..S c CI0210!3CIO RSUM"-MS~M c (JQ21013013 SlOG=ALCGCRSUH) c oo:nour•2 SOLUG=SLOG•SLOG c Q021013 15 MSUM2=MSUihMSUt-! c 0021014014 MXSuM=HSUr~X -· c 0021014210 MYSuM=MSUIH c UQ2101~215 MXSuM2=~xSUH•MXSUM c l./021014314 MYSUMG=~YSUH•MYSUH c 0021014510 1.. A= LA+ Mfi A 1i0 c 0021014612 l8"Li:l+l-1fiAND2 g U0210l4715 LV=L,HMSUI~ 0021Qlq912 LP•LP+MSUH2 U021014A15 L.X=L.X•M:x::.UM c 0021014C12 L.Y:al..Y+MY::OUM c 0021014015 L0"LO+i>IXSUM2 c 0021014F12 LR"LR+MYSUt-i2 c l./021015015 ALK•AI.K•::ibOG ~ ~02101'31'' ~LL•AL~•S LU:l 02101~ 14 hl=TlM C2) 0021015510 IFCTN,GE•6500)NO•KC c 0021015613 15 CO~TINUE c U021015813 AI..A.,LA c 1.1021015A14 AlhLS c U02t015BI3 ALU~<LU c iJ0210l5C12 AlV=LV c 00210150'1 AlP=LP c 00210lSEIO ALX=LX c U021015r'5 I-' AlhLY c 0021015 14 w AUI=I..Q c U0210l6013 co ALR=LR c 0021016112. . A'lD=NO c iJ021 0 i 6211 PCS .. ALU/ANO c 00210 6310 ASN:AtV/ANO g 00210l61H2 ANR"A A/AND 0021016514 ALSN:AI..K/ANQ c 002l016710 A SN X,.Al.~ O,NO c 00210168!2 - ,,,, '. . - c {Jr.? ~ fi 1 t; ::; ~ LJ. 
I. 
c 
c 
8 
c 
c 
c 
SD~SQRTCA~P/ANO•ASN•ASN) 
SDL~SURT<ALLIAND•ALSN•ALSN) 
SDX:SQRT(ALQ/ANO•ASNX•ASNX) 
SDY~sORT<ALRIANO•ASNYwASNY) 
SDR=SORT<AL81ANO•ANR•ANR) SE=sD/SQiiHANO) 
SEL=SOL/SQRT<ANOl 
SEX•SDX/SQRTCANOl 
SEY:SDY/SQRT(ANOl 
SER=SDR/SQRT(ANOl 
HR!TE(6,390lNO 
~RlfE(6,400)PCS>PS 
HRIT£(6,4)0lASN•ASNX•ASNY 
HRlJE(6,4oOlANR>SDR,SER 
~RlTE(b,470lNMIN>NMAX 
~RITEC6,500lSD;SDXISOY HRIJE(6,5~0lSE,SEX•SEY 
~RITE(~,600lALSN•SDL•SEL 
liD TO 81 
90 HRITEC6,1000l 
1000 fOR~AT(J//40X•33C 1 •'l•/20X• 1 •ERROR I VAR1 AND VAR2 ARE EQWAL•:•/20 1X>33( • 1 ll 
100 f0RMAT(/24X>I4,17X•I4•20X,I4l 
200 fQRHAT(JOX, 1 MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF AN OSA SEQUENTIA~ D~SlGN RUL 
1 E l 
250 FORMAT(/28X• 1 AS APPLIED TO A SIMPLE 2•POINT PRIORS/NORMAL CISTRIBU 1TIDNS MCDEL'l . 
270 fOR~ATC;/lX> Hl I THETA • <NU2•VAR2,NUl;VARll VS H2 I T~ETA = (N 
lU1•VARl,NU2,VAR2l HHERE NUX,VARX ARE PARAM~TERS OF THE 1Sl PDPULA 2TIDN! l 
300 fORMAl(J//8X• 1 G • 1 >f4t1•4X• 1 NU1 • 1 ;f5•2>4X•:NU2 •'•F5•2•4X,~SlGMAl l = 1 ,F4t1•4X~ 1 SIGMA2 = ,f4.1l 
320 fORMATl//l0~>l5•2X•'SIMULATIONS OF nHICH EV~RY'•1X•I3; 1 TH SAMPLES liZE IS LISTED RELOH 1 l 
350 FORMAl(J//20X,lSAHP~E SfZ~ 1 ,10XJ 1 SAMPLE SlZECXl 1 Jl0X; 1 SAMF~£ SIZEC 
1Yl 1 ,/19X•l3C !•'l,8X,l6( * l,8X>l6( 1 • 1 ll 
390 FDRMATC;//301•'SIMULATIONs TRUNCATED T0 1 J1X>l3>1X, 1 IF PRQCE~STIME liS TOU LARGE ) 
400 f0RMAl(J//20X,IOBSERVED PCS • 1 >fl1o81}0X1 1 PCS REQUIRED • 1 ,fot3) 
450 f9RMAl(J/2QX,~aBSERVED ASN•'>f8ol15X• OBSERVED ASN ON X •:,f8•3>5X 1• DbSERvtU ASN ON Y :l,f8,3) 
460 fORMAT(J//lSXflosSERVED AN OF RANDDMISATIDNS a 1 1f8w3>5X,:S1ANDARD 
1 DEVIATION= _,f8o5•4X•'STANDARn ERROR a T,f8t5) 
470 fORMAT(J//20X1'RANGE Of ASN = C1,I1•'•'•I3>:l l 
500 FO~MAJ(//lOXf STANDARD DEVIATION a ,F815;4X>,STANOARD DEVIATlDNCXl 
1 = ,F8•5•4X, ~TANOAKD DEVIATION(Yl • 1 >f8t5l 
550 FORHATC;/12X; STANDAR3 ERROR =1 ;F8a5;8X, 1 STANOARO ERROR(X) • 1 ,F8•5 lt8X,•sr~N~AHD E~RORCY • 1 tf8t5) 
600 rORMAT //20X; 1 a~SERVE AVERAGE LOG SAMPLE Sl~E • '•F6•3•SX>!STANOA 
lR0 0oEVIATlON • ,F6•3•10X;
1 STANDARO ERROR -• ,lf7•4) 
81 ~~OF · 
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c g 
c 
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c 
c 
c g 
c 
~u.::•ulac•u U021016tll0 
uoz:ot613to 
uo2t016tliO 
U0210161:ll0 
U021016BIO 
U021016tll0 
U021016tJI0 U021Q16BIO 
U021016DI5 
U021017014 
IJ0210!7313 
u02I017612 
u02I01791l 
0021017811 
U021017Dil 
IJ0210!7Fil 
UQ210181ll 
U0210l831l 
i;IQ21018AI2 
U021019212 
0021019CI2 
U02101A612 
U02101AEI2 U02I01Bdl2 
U02101C212 U02101CCI2 
U0210!CCIS (JQ210!DOI2 
U0210!0012 
U02101DOI2 
0021010012 
U02I01D012 
0021010012 
U021010012 
U0210!0012 
IJ021010012 
1.1021010012 
U021010012 
U021010012 
0021010012 
0021010012 
U021010012 
U0210!0012 
U02101Q012 U0210!0012 
U02101D012 
U02101DOI2 
0021010012 
U0210!D012 
0021010012 
0021010012 
0021010012 UQ2101DOI2 
UQ21010012 
c 0021010012 C U0210!00t2 
c 0021010012 
c 002101~012 c 02101 lll SEGMEN~ 002 S 02QO 1.01'\~ 
f-' 
w 
\0 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE NDTRCXJP10) 
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE STANDARD NORMAL DENSITY WALW~ D AND 
THE CUM~~ATIVE DISTRIBUTION VALUE P FOR THE VALUE X• 
AX=A8S{X) 
T:l,/(1,+•2316419•AX) 
0=0,39~94228*EXPC•X•X12•> 
P=l,MD*T*((((l,330274429•T•la621255916)•T+lt761477937)•T•0•3565637 182)wTt0,31936153) 
IFCX)l'2'2 
1 P=1,•P 
2 RETURN 
END 
START OF SEGMENT OOA 
C ugAIOOOOIO C 0 AIOOOO!Q 
C IJQAIOOOOIO 
C OOAIQQQOIQ 
C i.iQAlQOOOIO 
C OCAIOOOUIO 
C OQAIOOOOIQ 
C i.IOAIOOOlll 
C OOAI080412 C UOAIQ 0815 
C UQAI000fl4 
C UOAI001410 
C (JQAl001511 C OOAI00l612 
C OOAI001ol5 
SEGMENT OOA IS 0020 LC~G 
f-' 
.!:> 
0 
c 
c 
c 
8 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE GAUSS CNSEEDG;S,AMIV) 
THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES NORMAL RANDOM VARIAB~ES GIVEN ThE MEAN 
AND VARIA riCE 
A~ • ME~N OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
S a STA~DARD DEVIATION OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
V ~ OUTPUT NORMAL RANDOM VARIABLE 
A=O,Q 
DO 8 1,.1,12 
hRANDD!ICNSEEDG) 
8 A•A'f''f 
V•<A•6•0>*S•AM RETuRN 
ENO 
START OF SEGM~NT 006 
C QQBIQQOOIO C UQBIQOOOIO C OOBIQQOOIO 
C iJQBIOOOOIO C UQBIOQOOIO C QOBlOOOOIO 
C OOBIQOOOIO 
c (.1081000010 
C UQBIOOCOIO C uOBIOOOOtO 
c (JQ81000010 
C UQBIOOOOIO 
C OQBIOOOOIO 
C UOBIOOOQL4 
c [JQ81QQ0210 
c (JQ81000314 
C UQ81Q00711 C 0061QQ0913 
C (;Q81QOOAIO 
SEGMENT 008 IS 0014 LONG 
I-' 
.t>. 
I-' 
MONTE CARLO SIMULATIUN OF AN OSA SE~uENTIAL uESIGN RULE 
AS APPLIED TO A SIMPLE 2•PQINT PRlURS/~OHMAL OlSTRIBUTIONS MODEL 
Hl a THETA a (NU2,VAR2,NUl,VAR1) VS H2 I THETA • CNUl,VARlJNU21~AR2) whERE NUX1VARX ARE PARAMETERS OF THE ~ST POPULATION 
G • Oa 5 NU1 "''"0o25 NU2 :a 0•25 SlGMAl • 2t0 SlGMA2 • 3t0 
400 SIMULATIONS OF WHICH EVERY 30TH SAMPLE SIZE IS LISTED BELOW 
SAMPLE SIZE SAMPLE SIZE:(X) SAMPLE SI.i.E('O 
*****"'******* **************** 
·········•****** 
41 14 27 
l1 11 0 
16 3 lJ 
18 15 3 
23 Q 17 
17 13 4 
10 0 10 
32 29 3 
25 25 0 
14 0 14 
2 1 1 
6 3 3 
22 15 7 
SIMULATIONS TRUNCATED TO 400 If PROC~SSTIHE lS TOO LARGE 
OBSERVED PCS • Ot96250000 PCS REQUIRED • Oo950 
OBSERVED ASN• l6a785 OBSERVED ASN ON X • 8,676 OBSERVED ASN ON Y • II dOll 
OBSERVED AN Of RANDOHISATIONS • Ot003 STANDARD DEVIATION • 0)04994 STANDARD ERROR • 0&00250 
RANGE OF ASN • ( 11 51) 
STANCARO DEVIATION • 9t33937 STANDARD OEVIATION(Xl 4 ~~00665 STANDARD UEVIATIONCY) • 8•13517 
ST~NOARD ERROR • 0•46697 STANOARO ERROR<X) • 0•40043 STANDARD ERROR(Y) • Oe40676 
OBSERVED AVERAGE ~DG SANPLE SIZE • 2•641 STANDARD DEVIATION • 0•671 STANDARD ERROR • 0•033c 
1-' 
.J:>. 
N 
